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In my March editorial, I wrote about the coming of digital audio discs and discussed the 
possibilities of the introduction of a joint audio /video disc format, pointing out that it 
makes sense to market players capable of replaying both digital audio and video discs. 
Since publication of these particular comments, Philips has given press demonstrations of 
its new Compact disc, a photograph of which was included on page 24 of the May issue. 
Various other information has come to light over the past few months, and Studio Sound 
will be publishing a feature next month detailing the technology of the new generation of 
digital audio discs that will start to make an impact in the early Eighties. 

The 78rpm disc had a reign of about 30 years followed by the Long Playing disc which 
is just coming up for its thirtieth birthday, amidst continual complaints from both public 
and industry as to quality control and actual disc quality, something that has been 
mentioned on this page more than once. To be fair, the problem is not so much with the 
actual pressing plants, but with the quality of replay equipment that is now being used by 
the vast majority of the LP buying public. In 1950, it was mostly crystal cartridges and 
such things, and no great concern had to be taken over quality, while today every little 
imperfection is noticed often resulting in massive returns from record shops, with little 
prospect of finding higher quality discs even from different batches. 

Although digital audio discs will overcome many of these quality control problems, 
there is currently debate as to how digital audio discs will be realised. The Japanese stand 
on one side of the ring proposing digital audio discs I2in in diameter which would play 
for only one hour, but be totally compatible and directly interchangeable with the same 
company's video discs, while Philips in the opposite corner is suggesting that 12in discs 
for audio are now not necessary, and offering instead the 4 ¡in diameter Compact disc 
which also plays for one hour. The recording format used on the 4in Compact disc just 
happens to be identical to that used on the same company's video disc, so that it would be 
simple to arrange for video disc players to play back the smaller Compact disc. 

On the other hand while a 12in disc is totally unmanageable in a car, the 4in disc just 
fits conveniently into a car radio cutout. Compact cassettes currently cost rather more to 
manufacture than LP records and unless recorded on very expensive raw tape (such as 
metal), cannot approach the quality. So the possibility of having a consumer disc capable 
of being used in the car has considerable market potential. While we certainly haven't 
heard the end of the arguments, I personally feel a compromise will arise with the 4tin disc 
being the basic market leader, but with say a 7in disc which would provide a considerably 
improved playing time for classical and operatic music (for instance) that could then be 
played back on the 12in dual audio /video player. Although Philips denied this as a 
possibility at the press conference, I am sure that the possibility has not been totally ignored. 
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VOCODER 
TALK: 

The vocoder has become one of the most intriguing and powerful sound processors in a 

short period of time during which Synton acquired a leading position on a very fast expan- 
ding market. 

Synton specially designed Syntovox Triple Two to be an easy -to -use unit for live sessions 

on stage or in the studio. 

One of the most impressing features of Syntovox 222 is that it can add an extra dimension 
to a musical performance by means of the direct vocal control over each played note. 

Syntovox 222 is the new way to avoid fiddling with knobs, kicking foot switches and pum- 
ping foot pedals or stringing noisy effect boxes in quest of the creation of the personal 
touch. 

The price will make you nervous.E525.00 

SYNTD\ OX 

TRIPLE TWO'S THE ONE 
synton® 

P.O.B. 83 3620 AB BREUKELEN HOLLAND n 03462 3499 
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A Microphone for 
Every Recording 
Situation! 

The C422 is a new stereo condens- 
er microphone and was de- 
veloped from the well known C24, 
whilst the C424 was designed as 
a quadrophonic condenser micro- 
phone for making 4- channel 
recordings. 
The C422 has two twin dia- 
phragm systems, which allows 
each channel's polar response to 
be electronically adjusted with 
the remote control unit S42E. It is 
suitable for MS and XY stereo 
technique and the upper capsule 

can be rotated through 180° for 
selection of the base angle in any 
recording situation. 
To enable the engineer to see the 
position of each capsule at a 
glance, even from a distance, we 
have mounted an LED on the 
front grille of each capsule. 
In the top of the housing of the 

AKG Acoustics Ltd. 
191 The Vale, London W3 705 
TF: 01 -749 2042 (5 lines) 
TX: 289 38 (akgmic g) 

C424 are two elastically sus- 
pended twin diaphragm capsules, 
of which the upper one is also 
rotatable for selection of the base 
angle between front left/rear right 
and front right /rear left. Each 
channel is colour coded. 
The pre -amplifiers in both micro- 
phones are located in the housing 
and should be phantom powered 
with 9 -52 V, according to 
DIN 45 596. (In case of C422 via 
the audio connections on the 
S42E.) 

Send this coupon for information about 
AKG products 

STEREO HEADPHONES 
MICROPHONES 
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES 

Name 

Street -_ 
Town 

Postcode J 
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R : Professional 
Audio 

Now Bigger And 
Better Than 
Ever! 

MEL ìi 

EQUALIZERS 
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 
Graphic EQ's. 
SAE Parametric EQ's. 
JVC SEA 10 (2 x 5 Band), 
SEA20 (2 x 7 Band) 
TECHNICS SH9010 (2 x 5 

Band), SH9090 (I x 10 Band) 
MXR (I x 5 Band), (I x 10 

Band), (2 x 10 Band) 
MM -Pace (2 x Band), SR271 
(I x 27 Band) 

WOLLENSAK 
WOLLENSAK /West 
End Distributors 

High Speed Duplicators. 
E1498 90+VAT. New 2772A/V 
gives stereo musicassettes in 
under 4 minutes. Call in for a 

demonstration. 

UHER PORTABLE 
RECORDERS 
As used by most 
Broadcasting Companies. 
All models in stock plus every 
accessory available. 

Very low 
prices, e.g. 
40001C £225 
+ VAT. 
;-SONY-¡ - 
NAKAMICHI 
+ JVC+ 
TECHNICS+ 
TEAC. 
Portables all 
Off the Shelf. 

REVOX 
Incredible stocks at 
ridiculous prices! 

r;,'_ i¡Sib' 

A77, B77, A700 Off the Shelf. 
High speed, low speed, vari- 
pitch + all accessories! 
Ring us now for the lowest price. 

TAPE AT 
TRADE PRICES 
Any quantity - 
same price -' 
tape, 102" reels. 
AGFA PEM368 Metal £1006 
AGFA PEM368 Plastic £7.79 
SCOTCH 207 Metal £9-81 
SCOTCH 207 Plastic f8.03 
MAXELL UD180 Metal £8.89 
TDK AUDUA LB3600 Met El I .40 
TDK AUDUA L3600M Met £9.50 
SONY SLH-I I -I IOOBL Met £10 00 
SONY SLH -740B Metal £6.89 
REVOX 601 Metal £11 80 
REVOX 601 Plastic £1000 
All above prices exclusive of VAT. 
Also large stocks of 7" & 5" reels. 

110411 

ozM 

... , ... 
. 

8 TRACKS Z" or I" 
Both Tascam ana Brenell 
Recorders in stock for immediate 
delivery. 
Plus complete range of 8 Track 
ancillaries. 

MICS -OVER S00 
ALWAYS IN STOCK! 

AKG We carry every model 
inc. capacitors 
BEYER Most dynamic -i- ribbons. 
CALREC 600 Range. 
SENN HEISER Large stocks. 
SONY All models. 
NAKAMICHI All models. 
E.V. Selected range. 
SHURE Very large range. 
NEUMANN All popular 

del mo s. 

+Cables, Transformers, Stands, 
Connectors & Clips, Windshields, 
etc. 

CANNON XLR'S 
ANY QUANTITY -SAME PRICE 

IXLR -3 -I IC £1.39 +VAT 

XLR -3 -I2C E1.06 +VAT p y XLR -3 -31C £1.85 VAT 

a XLR -3 -32C E1.06 +VAT 

AMPLIFIERS 
H H S500D, TPA, All stage 
amplifiers. 
SAE From 2 x 50 watts to 
2 x 400 watts RMS. 
QUAD 405, 303, 50E usually 
in stock. 
JPS A fantastic range of budget 
studio amps. 
AMCRON DC 300A, D150A, 
D60. Trade prices. 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

AMCRON DI SOA 
£311 ;VAT FEW ONLY 

TEAC A3340S 

4- channel recorder. 
Symul -sinc. 102" reels, 
72 + 15 ips. 
NOW BACK IN STOCK 
Price on application. 

MIXERS 
The widest range under one 
roof! 
From £35- £2500. 
Mixers in stock: 
SOUNDCRAFT 16/2, 12/2, 
12/4 Series II. 
HH 16/2, 12/2. 
MM All models. 

TEAC -TASCAM Models 
I , 2, 3, 5 -I- Accessories. 
CANARY 10/2, 10/4. 
HILL 16/2, 10/2. 
SONY MX8, MX5I0, MX650. 
Plus ALLEN & HEATH, 
JVC, UHER, EAGLE, etc. 

Plus Echoe's, Phasers, Flangers, 
Limiters, Noise Reducers, 
Expanders, Mix -Downs, Mic 
Stands, Cable Drums, Disco 
Gear, Chassis Speakers, Studio 
Monitors, Headphones, Demags, 
Splicers, etc. 

PRO -AUDIO & DISCO: 114-116 Charing Cross Road, WC2 01 -836 2372 7851 

Also separate floor of Hi -Fi and Video Phone 01 -240 3386;7 RE TAX -FREE EXPORT & EXPRESS MAIL ORDER: REIN House, 10 -12 High Street, 
Colliers Wood, SWI9. 01 -540 9684 Also at 230 Tottenham Court Road, W.I. 

The Professional Everything SFore 
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Area 
aSemCaÓSS RC 

Lowest Prices 
Largest Stocks. All 

tudio & Stage Equipment 
EXCLUSIVE FROM REW 
SAE A superb range of studio electronics from the U.S.A. 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS 

Prices exclude VAT 
2800 Parametric equalizer 2 x 4 Bands £40800 
1800 Parametric equalizer 2 x 2 Bands £239.00 

4000 Electronic crossover, stereo, variable frequency £155.00 
4100 Digital time delay, stereo £354.00 
2200 Power amplifier 2 x 100 watts £346.00 
2400L Power amplifier 2 x 200 watts £578.00 
2500 Power amplifier 2 x 300 watts £75500 
2600 Power amplifier 2 x 400 watts £887.00 
5000 Impulse noise reduction unit E176.00 

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 
America's Largest Manufacturer of Graphic Equalizers 

MEE 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS 

2204 2 x 10 Bands £199 00 
2205 2 x IO Bands, 
rack mount £226 00 
2209 2 x 10 Bands, 
rack mount, 
600 ohm balanced 
in /out XLR £319.00 

NEW CLASS H 
POWER AMPLIFIER 
MA5002 2 x 250 
watts, meters E399.00 

Prices exclude VAT 

HH DIGITAL 
MULTI ECHO 
Studio quality at an economic 
price. Facilities include 
A.D.T., echo and reverb. 
Fully electronic (no tapes or 
discs) giving exceptionally 
low noise. 

Open 9.30 am -6 pm -6 days a week 
dust walk in - 95% of advertised 

gear available off the shelf 

Payment by: Cash, 
Barclaycard, Access, 
American Express, Diners, 
HP (Instant credit possible) 

THE LOW PRICE HOT ", 
LINE 01 -836 2372 

Ne`, 
o,1o,d 
s 

_ I GMepoint lea MI 

NEAREST TUBE STATION REW4 
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD UNDERGROUND 

Audio Connectors 

JACK PANELS, 
PLUGS, PATCH CORDS; 
V." and Miniature 

PHONE JACKS & PLUGS; 2 & 3 Circuit in many styles 

Switches 

.' i 111 

MULTI-SWITCH '/. 
$ 

a d 

QG AND QGP CONNECTORS 

PUSHBUTTON 

LEVER -LITE 

SLIDE SWITCH 

SWITCHCRAFT From 

FUTURE FILM 
DEVELOPMENTS 
36/38 Lexington Street, London WiR 3HR 
Telephone 01-437 1892/3 Telex 21624ALOFFD G 
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A microprocessor -controlled 
audio analysis system. 

.ea®go0 

1. +.. 

1 /3 octave band real -time analyzer 
Precision sound level meter (Type 1, IEC 179) 

Peak, impulse, fast and slow responses 
Automatic spectrum plots 
System weight 4.5 lbs. 

The new family of ¡vie acoustic and audio analysis equipment is the most advanced 
measurement system in the world, yet is so light and compact you can place a 

complete acoustics laboratory under an airline seat. 

Now you can accurately measure sound pressure levels and perform real -time, 

third -octave band analysis simultaneously. Measure RT60, delay, decay, and 
program an infinite number of time /amplitude variables for gated time 

measurements. The newest computerized ¡vie analyzer is a versatile, compact, 
acoustics laboratory that is completely independent of power cords. Plot amplitude 
vs. time, amplitude vs. frequency, etc., with precision accuracy, and generate 
"hard copy" automatically into any standard X -Y recording device. 

¡vie has a complete family of audio analysis products and accessories designed for 

your particular application. Our products are sold and serviced worldwide. 

Write for product catalogs containing specifications and applications information. 
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loie Electronics Inc. 
500 West 1200 South 
Orem, Utah 84057 USA 
Telephone (801) 224 -1800 
TELEX or TWX 910- 971 -5884 
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The 
Technology 
Must Serve 

The Music 
SSLS ULTRA- 

LOCATOR, for example, 
brings automation to record- 
ing as well as mixing. The 
multi -track transport is di- 
rected to unlimited cue 
points which may be re- 
quested by songtitle, verse 
or other words, as well as 
sequential numbers and 
timecodes. All session data, 
such as track assignments 
and comments on takes, 
can be stored on floppy 
disc for video display or 
hardcopy printout. The pro- 
prietary SUPERCUE system 
enables unerringly accu- 
rate programmable drop - 
ins with tandem multi- track, 
monitor, and foldback 
switching. 

SSL's SOFTWARE 
ASSISTED MIXING (SAM) 
is easily the most useful 
and easy to use mixing 
automation ever. SAM auto- 
matically selects the appro- 
priate fader status, displays 
VCA levels on a built -in 
video screen, stores unlim- 
ited mixes, and enables ex- 
tensive off -line manipulation 
of those mixes. Best of all, 
SAM is software based, 
which means he easily 
learns lots of new tricks to 
keep you ahead of the pack. 

SSL 's SIGNAL PRO- 
CESSING includes a full - 
feature compressor /limiter/ 
expander /gate in each 
module. Front panel "Link" 
buttons enable an unlimit- 
ed number of strapped 
stereo or quad units to be 
freely configured across 
the board. The module's 
four band parametric equal- 
iser has continuously vari- 
able Q in each of the over- 
lapping mid -bands, select- 
able peaking or shelving in 
the high and low bands, 
and separate variable HP 
and LP filters. Pushbutton 
switching enables the 
equaliser to be placed at 
the channel input, the chan- 
nel output, in the dynamics 
unit sidechain, or in the 
monitor mixer. The dyna- 
mics unit can also be 
switched to the monitor 
mixer. 

Solid State Logic 

This one thought is 
reflected in every facet 
of Solid State Logic's 
Master Recording Con- 
soles. From the be- 
ginning, we wanted to 
offer the artists in our 
industry a truly excep- 
tional instrument which 
would not limit their 
expression in any way. 
After years of quiet and 
deliberate work, we 
have created an unpre- 
cedented marriage of 
hardware, firmware and 
software with advan- 
tages and potentials 
years ahead of any other 
studio system. 

SSL has developed 
these and many other inno- 
vations to free the produc- 
tion team from the tedious, 
purely mechanical aspects 
of multi -track work, so that 
they may apply their full 
skills and judgment towards 
perfecting the artist's per- 
formance. If that sounds 
like music to your ears, con- 
tact us for additional notes. 
Or visit us at the Brussels 
or Los Angeles AES 
shows. 

Solid State Logic 
-at the leading edge of 
recording technology 

Stonesfield Oxford, England Milan, Michigan USA 
099 389 324 TLX 837400 313 663 -6444 TLX 230504 

Sales and Distribution 

North America UK Italy Germany 
Washington Musicworks Inc. Solid State Logic AEG Telefunken B.F.E. 
3421 M Street N.W. Stonesfield Viale Brianza 20 65 Mainz 23 
Washington, DC 20007 Oxford, England 20092 Cinisello Balsamo Postfach 81 

Doug Dickey Colin Sanders A. Savasi West Germany 
East Coast (202) 333 -1500 099 389 324 Milan 61798 Jeff Nieckau 
West Coast (213) 464 -8034 TUX 837400 TLX 31473 Mainz 42430 
TLX 440519 TLX 4187300 
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RE1/ox 

EI 

Choice of tape speeds. 
Full range in stock. 

Immediate delivery at UK's lowest prices. 

T1 -7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1. 

el: 01 -724 2497. Telex: 21879 
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exicon 224 DIGITAL RE VE RB 

I Ai)R(JVM .lit 
PROGRAM 

2 3 4 5 

Model 224 reverberation system 
has the sound, the controls, 
the compactness you've always wanted. 

The remarkable - and remarkably compact - Lexicon 
224 digital reverberation system gives you superb sound unmatched 
by any other system available today - electronic, digital or 
mechanical. You get smooth, natural decay without coloration 
"twang" or "boing ". 

And you get unprecedented control over all significant 
reverberation parameters. It's industry's first reverb with a built -in contra 
memory that provides instant push -button recall of previously set effects. 

Model 224 saves studio space and is fully portable. Its 51/2" x 8" 
remote control console puts reverb control right at the producer's fingertips. 
The system's high speed digital processor holds up to eight different 
programs and requires only 7 inches of rock space. 

Currently available programs include: concert hall programs with 
stereo input and four outputs that create the space and depth of a live 
performance with decay times of 0.6 seconds to 70 seconds; acoustic 
chamber programs that provide sound equal to the best reverberation 
chambers; plate programs that outperform the highest quality reverberation 
plates or other mechanical devices with full control of all parameters 
including pre -delay of up to 256 milliseconds. 

Model 224. A major advance from Lexicon. Once you've heard it, 

you'll never want to do another session without it. 

Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891 -6790 
lexicon 
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This is ITAM '79 
1. ITAM 1610.16 track 1"recorder 

2. ITAM 806.8 track 1/2"recorder 

3. ITAM 10 -4.10 input 4 output mixer 

4. ITAM 882.8 input 2 output mixer 

5. ITAM Graphic Equalizer. Stereo, 10 bands per channel 

6. ITAM Compliment Stereo compressor limiter 

7. ITAM Modular Ancillary System 

ITAM 
from Britain 

I -7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NWI. Tel: 01 -724 2497 Telex: 21879 
FRANCE : Son Professionnel, 2 Rue des Tennerolles, 92210 Saint Cloud (Paris). Tel : 602 6815 
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THE EVERTIDE ODEI 
H910 HRROAIZER 

The HARMONIZER employs digital circuitry and random access memories to actually 

transpose input signals by up to a full octave up or down. Any musical interval can be 

achieved by the continuously variable control and the optional monophonic or 

polyphonic keyboard allows real -time `playing' of the HARMONIZER so that the 

musician can harmonize with himself. The HARMONIZER can be used to maintain 

constant pitch in direct ratio when the speed of pre- recorded tape is varied up or down. 

DIGITAL DELAY 
In addition the HARMONIZER is a low cost, very versatile delay line. The delay is 

variable in 7.5 ms steps up to 112.5 ms. A second output is optionally available that 
varies up to 82.5 ms. 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 
Simultaneous use of feed back, delay and pitch change can be used to create 

previously unobtainable effects. 

Other devices available in the Eventide range include the 
1745M Digital Delay System 

FLANGER 
OMNIPR 

TIDE 

WORKS 

U.K. Distributors 

Feldon Audio Limited 
126 Great Portland Street, London W1. Telephone: 01- 580 4314. Telex: London 28668 

Eventide, Instant Flanger, Omnipressor and Harmonizer are trade marks designating the 

Eventide Clockworks Inc. 
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New fromTeac. 
A -3440 4 channel Recorder. 

TEAC's famous 4 channel is now better than ever. Simplified 

switching allows all key functions to be controlled by one 
Function Select button. Improved headphone monitoring 
enables you to listen to one or all four tracks. Built -in 

Pitch Control gives you ! 5 "/0 speed variation. 

Industrial Model. 
Designed with the professional user in 

mind, the Industrial model gives you improved signal to 
noise ratio, transportable cabinet, and wider ranging speed 
control. Also available 

dbx noise reduction 
unit (RX9) giving 

30db signal to 
noise improvement. 

TEAC 
TEAC 

TEAC 
from 

1 
1 -7 Harewood Avenue, 

Marylebone Road, London NW1 
Tel: 01 -724 2497. Telex: 21879. 

15 
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Ey 

Professionals s eak ver 
ni I of our micro hones 
and monitors 

In microphones and monitors 
Electro -Voice leads all the way 

What Electro -Voice has to offer by way of microphones and monitors 
sounds really good. The numerous wireless, TV and recording studios 
using Electro -Voice microphones and monitors show it. 

Where only the best is good enough, Electro -Voice is always there. 
Be it with studio- or soloist -, omnidirectional -, Single -D- cardioid -, 
variable -D- cardioidmicrophones or monitors speakers. 

Why not send in the coupon and get detailed particulars? You will 
immediately realize that every Electro -Voice product is backed up by 
an outstanding technology, and why professionals always speak 
so highly of our microphones and monitors. 

ELECTRO -VOICE DIVISION 
Gutton Europe Ltd. 
Maple Works 
Old Shoreham Road 
Hove 8N3 7EY 

16 STUDIO SOUND, JUNE 1979 

Telephone: (0273) 778401 
Telex: 87680 

COUPON 

Name 

Please forward detailed 
particulars on: 

Electro -Voice microphones 
Electro -Voice loudspeaker 
systems 

Address 

Send to: Electro -Voice Division 
Gulton Europe Ltd. 
Maple Works 
Old Shoreham Road 
Hove BN3 7EY ss6 
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American 
Newsletter 

Ampex ATR Auratone 
700 
Now every studio can afford legendary 
Ampex performance and reliability. 
Fully professional specification in- 
cluding balanced inputs /outputs, 
Cannon connectors, variable tape 
speed, sel sync. The price will fit this 
year's budget, not next year's! Sole 
distribution by ITA. 

The amazing 
5C Super 
Sound Cube. 
Only 6" x 6" - but it 
sounds enor- 
mous! 
Only £38 per 
pair. 

-1 ̂  ***************** ̂  **** /[ /1 ************ 
New! Cassette Orban 
copiers from 
Pentagon 
Simple operation - 
fully automatic 16 
times speed. Choice of 
one or three copies. 
C32/34 - out - 
produces all other 
makes - 75 C60 per hour. Budget 
price from £587 + VAT. 

Model C -1 - Mono 
Model C-4 - Stereo 

Model C32S - Mono 
Model C34S - Stereo 

Dual channel multispring reverb unit. Each channel features four springs - far smoother than single spring systems. "Twang" and "boing" are 
virtually eliminated by incorporating a floating threshold limiter. Bass, 
mid -range EQ and bandwidth controls. The best compact reverb unit 
available. -************************************** 

Ampex El Tech 
3M 
¡" to 1" at Trade Prices 

EJ 

Can you use a remote readout, 
remotely programmable electro- optically triggered, highly accurate tape location system for a song? The El Tech 
updates any recorder to digital readout with optional 
search to cue, return to zero, shuttle from zero to cue. 

1 1Digital 

Counter 

1£2344++ 

VAT 

1 Auto Locator £144 -I- VAT 

A1 -7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NV/1. 
Tel: 01 -724 2497 Telex: 21879 

FRANCE: Son Professionnel, 2 Rue des Tennerolles 
92210 Saint Cloud (Paris). Tel. 602 6815 
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RA200 SERIES. The most compact modular system of professional studio equipment. 

RA203 COMPRESSOR- LIMITER. A flexible and effective unit for dynamic control and musical shaping. Continuously 

variable control of all parameters and link switch for stereo operation or voice -over. 

RA201 NOISE GATE Indespensable in both studio recording and live PA work for elimination of unwanted low level signals. 

Also available RA201X Noise Gate to retrofit Kepex rack. 

RA200 RACK. Accommodates up to 16 RA200 modules in 5.25 "(3U) of 19 " rack space. 

Prices-RA203 Compressor-Limiter £115RA201Noi se Gate £62.RA200 Rack £60 

For further information contact, 
Rebis Audio ,KinverStreet,Stourbridge,West Midlands DY8 5AB,England Tel.Brierley Hill (0384) 71865 
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Cs 000 

Distributed in the U.K. and Ireland by 

COMMERCIAL DIVISION, 
PEAVEY ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD, 
UNIT 8, NEW ROAD, RIDGEWOOD, 
UCKFIELD, SUSSEX TN22 SSX 
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III fact: 
1 you can choose your 

microphone to enhance 
your productions. 
Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use. 
Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a 

distinctive "sound," or physical characteristic that optimizes it for 

particular applications, voices, or effects. 
Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones: 

$M59 SM58 
Mellow, smooth, 

silent... 
The SM59 is a relatively new, 

dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet 

it is already widely accepted for 
critical studio productions. 

In fact, you'll see it most often 
where accurate, natural sound 

quality is a major consideration. 
This revolutionary cardioid micro- 

phone has an exceptionally flat 
frequency response and neutral 

sound that reproduces exactly 
what it hears. It's designed to give good 

bass response when miking at a dis- 
tance. Remarkably rugged -it's built to 

shrug off rough handling. And, it is su- 
perb in rejecting mechanical stand noise 

such as floor and desk vibrations be- 
cause of a unique, patented built -in 

shock mount. It also features a special 
hum -bucking coil for superior noise 

reduction! 

Some like it essentially flat... 

Im11111m111111 
11 11111 
:: 

IlIli.11 iiirii _i 
NM MN tows 

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ 

Crisp, bright 
"abuse proof" 
Probably the most widely used 
on- stage, hand -held cardioid 
dynamic microphone. The 
SM58 dynamic microphone is 
preferred for its punch in live 
vocal applications ...espe- 
cially where close -up miking is 

important. It is THE world - 
standard professional stage mi- 
crophone with the distinctive Shure 
upper mid -range presence peak for 
an intelligible, lively sound. World - 
renowned for its ability to withstand 
the kind of abuse that would destroy 
many other microphones. Designed 
to minimize the boominess you'd ex- 
pect from close miking. Rugged, effi- 
cient spherical windscreen eliminates 
pops. The first choice among 
rock, pop, R & B, country, gospel, 
and jazz vocalists. 

...some like a "presence" peak. 

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ 

professional microphones...by 

ii SHURE 

9 000 20 000 

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU- Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881 
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To all recording studios... 
Make your master tape suitable for cutting 

right from the start. 
When recording, use an Ortofonde- esserSTL732 

for softening sibilants by dynamic treble peak 
limiting, thus avoiding distortion. 

The advantages are obvious. By connecting the Ortofon 
STL 732 at the time of recording you need only use it on the 
channels where there are high levels at high frequencies. If you 
wait until the cutting process it has to be used on the whole 
signal. 

If your records are cut in a studio not using Ortofon cutting 
equipment, other means of limiting the level of high frequencies 
will be used, as the cutting engineer must ensure that the record 
can be tracked by the pick -up cartridges available on the market. 

The advantage of using an Ortofon STL 732 as opposed to 
other de- essers is that it is possible to see on your instruments 
how the signals are dealt with. The STL 732 has variable attack 
and release times, and the level at which it starts to regulate can 
also be varied. 

Finally, the STL 732 has been designed for the human ear. 
Special attention has been paid to the sensitivity of the ear and 
its masking abilities. For example, the STL 732 allows the start 
of a high frequency pitch to come through before the filter goes 
into operation. This parallels the action of the ear, which is 
particularly sensitive to transients which at the same time mask 
the succeeding sounds. As the STL 732 is active after the 
transients, its effect cannot be heard on the signal which includes 
the transient. 

For further details, ring or write requesting our special brochures. 

1 Please send brochures for: 
STL 732 de -esser 
Cutting equipment 
LS 76 cutting lathe 

Studio Town 

Address Country 

orfofon 
I accuracy in sound 

Return this coupon to: 
Ortofon Manufacturing A/S 

LLMosedalvej 11 B, 
DK -2500 Valby, Denmark 
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s 1 
SAM 82 

A small portable mixer 
for professional applications 
The mixer SAM 82 is designed for mobile and stationary 
applications in broadcasting, television and recording 
studios. The mixer has an all -metal case (aluminium) with 
a plastic cover with slide -in application. 

INPUTS 
8 Mic /line Channels 
2 Echo Returns 
2 Monitoring 

OUTPUTS 
2 Master Channels 
2 Auxiliary 
1 Talk -back 

FEATURES 
RF- filters 
AC or Battery Supply 
Phantom Supply 
Test Tone Generator 
Inputs /Outputs 
Transformers 
Peak Programme 
Meter (PPM) 

ACCESSORIES FOR EXAMPLE 
Battery Unit BU4020 
Carrying Case 

MADE IN SWEDEN BY 

SATT Elektronik AB 
Tellusborgsvägen 90 -94 Phone: National (08)810100 
P.O.B. 32006 International +468810100 
S -12611 Stockholm Telex: 10884 SATTEL S 

Sweden Cable: SATT Stockholm 

ram interested in the SAM 82 
1 

I 

Please get in touch with me right away for a 

demonstration. 

Company 

Name 

Address 

Postal code 

Country 

L SS6 
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When you're serious about sound... 
...you need Keith Monks audio 

equipment 
When you're serious about sound, you care 

about quality. Not just sound quality, but 
equipment quality, too. Because good equipment 
is fundamental to good sound. 

The finest equipment in the world 
comes from Keith Monks - trendsetters in 
the professional audio industry. You'll 
already know about the huge range of 
Keith Monks products, from amplifiers 
and microphone booms, to cable clips 
and radiomikes. 

Every item in the Keith Monks 
range is precision - 
engineered for quality 
performance. Every product is 
tried, tested, proven in use 
by professionals 
throughout the 
world. 

And here are 
some brand -new 
products - all 
with the same 
Keith Monks 
quality 
hall- 
mark! 

e 

sweeper, the precision built Keith 
Monks turntable levelling kit, 
and the ultra -efficient KIVIAL 

record cleaning machines -used 
throughout the world by the 
professional sound industry! 

That's just a small part of the big 
Keith Monks range of audio equipment. It's 

made by professionals, for professionals, with 
skill, care and quality. 

Because we know you're serious about sound. 
Get your free copy of the 28 page illustrated 

Keith Monks Audio catalogue, by contacting us 
at the address below: 

KEITH MONKS (AUDIO) LTD., 
26-28 Reading Road South, Fleet, Aldershot, 
Hants. GÚ13 9QL. Tel: Fleet (02514) 20568. 

*The brand -new Flex 
30, an XLR to XLR 12ín gooseneck The goose- 
neck everyone's been asking for is finally here! 

* The famous Keith Monks go- anywhere cable 
drums. Still in the same range of sizes to suit 
every job, still the same drums -but now with 
XLR sockets! 

* IMP /XLR Impedance tester - designed for 
quick and easy use in the field. An essential 
for every PA service or installation engineer. 
Fitted with XLR socket. 

* And of course, the internationally respected 
range of record -care equipment, including the 
unique Keith Monks anti -static record- ITN 
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QM2 Series 
24 Inputs 

8 Out 16 Track Monitor 

Input noise 200ohm source- 128.5dBu (1.2dB NF) 
*Mixing noise 16 Ch. routed at unity gain -85dBu 
Output noise -98dBu All at 20kHz bandwidth 
A very quiet mixer for the small studio or Self -Op 
Musician 24/8 size 176 x 70 x 30cm 

*Measured at OdBm input: Distortion 0.01 % 1kHz 

Very comprehensive facilities 
Also 12/4 and 16/8 versions 
available 

Chilton Works, Garden Road, 

MAGNETIC TAPES LTD. Richmond, Surrey, U.K. 
Tel: 01- 876 -7957 

The Quad -Eight Story You've Never 
Heard. 

Introducing the precision Quad -Eight Equalizers. Three and 

four -band configurations with integral Hi and Lo -Pass filters. Each 

available in 19" rack and standard console 1 -1 /2" mountings. Contact 
us for all the juicy details. 

For the Artist in Every Engineer. '°s!" 

Quad -Eight Electronics/ Quad -Eight International, 1 1929 Vose Street, North Hollywood, California 91605, (2I3) 764 -1516 Telex. 662 -446 
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THE SUPERB SI9GA HALF -OCTAVE 
EQUALIZER /ANALYSER One unit combining dual 

19 -band graphic equalizer 
and real -time analyser. 

Fast and simple to 
operate 
Greater selective 
frequency control 
Dual half- octave 
L.E.D. display 
Digital pink noise source 
Full professional specification 
Equalizer only is available as S19G 

SEE US AT THE A.E.S. IN 
L.A. ROOM 460 

SSs FORMULA More information from 
Formula Sound, 3 Waterloo Road, 

sscOt S OUND Stockport Ski 3BD 
Telephone 061 -480 3781 Telex 669249 

The most versatile digital reverb ever made... 

for one -third the cost of its rivals. 
Ursa Major's new SPACE STATION is a true breakthrough in audio technology -a 
digital reverb so versatile that it can create virtually any pattern of direct sound. early 
reflections and reverberation, yet costs only a third of what you would pay for a 

single- function reverb system. This easy -to-use unit will take your dry tracks and put 
them into an endless variety of reverberant spaces, from tiny rooms to concert halls 
to parking garages to sci -fi locales. And the SPACE STATION can do even more. 
Multi-Tap Delay and built -in mixer give you totally new pure delay effects, while 
feedback of a single tap provides simultaneous echo or resonance effects. 

URSA MAJOR 
Box 18 
Belmont, MA 02178 
USA (617) 489 -0303 

KEY SPECS: Delay Mode: 80dB dynamic range. 
0.1% T (N*D), 7kHz. 256ms delay, 16 programs of 
delay times for 8 Audition Taps: Reverb Mode: decay 
time 0 to 3.5s, EC 10dB at 20 Hz and 7kHz. two 
programs of reverb taps: Echo Mode: delay time I to 
255ms. decay time 0 to I3s. Mono In Stereo Out. 
LED Peak Level Indicator at 0. 6. 15 and -30dB. 
Manufactured in USA. URSA MAJOR, SPACE 
STATION and Multi Tap Digital Delay are 
trademarks of Ursa Major. Inc. 

ENGLAND: FELDON AUDIO, London. (01) 580 4314 BELGIUM: NAYBIES. Brussels. (02) 734 31 18 GERMANY: 
AUDIOUVE. Koin, 0 230910; R. BARTH, Hamburg. (040) 2 29 88 83 FRANCE: 3M. Cergy, (1) 031 .61.61 SPAIN: 
LLEWELLYN-JONES. Madrid. 637 07 52 ITALY: AUDIO PROD. INTL, Milan, 228, 120 HOLLAND: PIETER BOLLEN. 
Eindhoven. 040520662 SWITZERLAND: AUDIOCOM, Kerzers. 031 95 57 42 AUSTRALIA: KLARION, So. Melbourne, 61 

3801 JAPAN: ELECTORI, Tokyo, (03) 950-6266 CANADA: J -MAR. Toronto. (416) 421 9080 NORWAY: PRO 

TECHNIC. Oslo. (02) 46 05 54 FINLAND: AUDIOTRON, Helsinki, 410 688 DENMARK: AEG TELEFUNKEN, Albertslund. 
02-64 85 22 SWEDEN: NORDISK AUDIO TEKNIK. Jonkoping, 036 -14 06 80. 
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NeNN. 
NEW : 

PROFESSIONAL w O 

SCULLY 250 -- 

MODEL 126 CARTRIDGE MACHINE 

Stereo Record /Reproducer with Recorded Time Indication 
(other models available) 

FEATURES * MEETS IBA, NAB, IEC CARTRIDGE SPECIFICATIONS * FLUTTER I5% WEIGHTED * NOISE AND HUM LESS THAN -47dB (STEREO) 

-50dB (MONO) RE 160 nWb /m 
* HIGH AND LOW EQUALISATION * HINGED FRONT PANEL AFFORDS ACCESS TO 

ALL MAINTENANCE CONTROLS * COMPATIBLE WITH NEW HIGH OUTPUT TAPE 

£1650 Stereo Rec /Rep 

For Studio and Broadcast 
use. 

Features: 
2- track, quarter track, 
full track, half track, 

;" (6.35mm) 

Tape Speeds 7.5 and 15 in /s or 3.75 and 7.5 in /s 

Signal -to -Noise Full Stereo Half 
Ratio: Track Two Track Track 

15 in /s 70 dB 66 dB 66 dB 
7.5 in /s 70 dB 66 dB 66 dB 

Distortion (250 nWb /m): less than 0.7% 

Erase Efficiency Greater than 70 dB at 1 kHz. 

Control Logic TTL with motion sensing protection 

Models available up to one inch 8 track 

ALL ON DISPLAY AT STAND 116 APRS 

GALAXY 
Direct DC 

Drive Servo * Full Range of QRK 

Turntables and tone arms 

* Gray /micro -trak 303 tone arm 

* Nortronics replacement 

Tape heads fitted as 

OEM on cue master ITC 

Spotmaster scully and many 

other tape machines 

NEW Audio -pak cartridges NEW 

Ili- Nortronics recorder 
care products 

Full Servo 
Loop Speed 

Control 

* Instant Start * Variable Speed Control * Back Cue (no motor drag) * Direct Speed Read Out Led * Slip Cueing * Remote Start Stop 

LEE ENGINEERING LTD 
NAPIER HOUSE, BRIDGE STREET, WALTON -ON- THAMES, SURREY, 

ENGLAND KTI2 IAP 
Tel: Walton -on- Thames 43124/5/6 Telex: 928475 
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NOW HEAR THIS 
The ideal tape for the professional 

BASF LH tapes are famous for their quality, consistency 
and reliability. That's why major recording studios like Pye 
rely totally on them. 

Such a tape is SPR5OLHL, the latest development by 
BASF for studio use. A low noise, high output tape with 
exceptionally LOW PRINT THROUGH 
characteristics, a signal to noise ratio of 
up to 70dB (weighted according to 
DIN 45633) and conductive matt 
backing which resists static build -up 
and ensures excellent winding 
properties. 

New BASF Chromdioxid 
Super cassette 

There's no better reflection of 
BASF's leadership in tape technology 
than the introduction of Chromdioxid 
Super cassettes.They are the first 
compact cassettes to genuinely equal 
the performance of open -reel tapes, offering a 
6dB increase in dynamic range at very high frequencies 
and a 2dB improvement over all others at 333Hz. 

Chromdioxid Super cassettes extend the utilisable 

frequency spectrum by considerably improving the MOL 
in the 10KHz to 20KHz range - which is crucial to capturing 
the full harmonic effects. 

BASF Chromdioxid Super cassettes benefit from 
BASF's unique SM (Security Mechanism), and are available 
in C60 and C90 lengths. 

New BASF ferro super LH1 cassette 
This new cassette is especially designed to 

achieve the highest quality of sound reproduction 
from Japanese cassette recorders. Its optimum 

operating point has been 
scientifically calculated to 
match the mid bias setting of 
all Japanese cassette decks. term sUTher LH Pro HiFi 

taPR2Eì 

See BASF on Stand 38/39 
at APRS. 

BASF United Kingdom Limited, 
Haddon House, 2 -4 Fitzroy Street, 
London W1P SAD Tel: 01 -637 8971. 

SPOT-ON SOUND 
BASF 

o BASF 
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r 
POWER AMPLIFICATION 

BY MUSTANG 

Our SS.100 and SS.50 are economical amplifiers with outputs 
of up to 175 and 100 Watts RMS into 4 -16 ohms, typical THD 
figures being 0.1 %, slewing rate > 10v /us, noise > 90dB 
down, zero level input, and full electronic protection. 
Considering these points with their proven reliability and 
robust construction, plug' in output transistors and driver 
board, optional balanced input and 100V line output, and 
virtually ex stock despatches we reckon we take some beating! 
Contact us now for the full technical specifications. 

Manufacturers of mixers, integrated mixer amplifiers and slave amplifiers, 
studio power amplifiers, transformers, lighting control equipment and 
cabinets for the home and export markets. 
Contact us for full illustrated technical brochures. 

MUSTANG 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Nelson Street, Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire Y012 7SZ 
England 
Telephone 0723 -63298 

SAVE OVER £800 
AN 8 -TRACK STUDIO PACKAGE 

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS... 
ALLEN & HEATH BRENELL MINI 8 

STUDIO PACKAGE, COMPRISING: 
MOD II CONSOLE 16 X 8 

HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY 
BRENELL MINI 8 I INCH COMPATIBLE 

STUDIO RECORDER 
DIGITAL TAPE COUNTER 
ELECTRONIC VARISPEED UNIT 
PRO -LIMITER 
PLUS -FREE OF CHARGE, CATHEDRAL CL4 
QUAD COMP'LIMITER 
FINANCE AVAILABLE 

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS TODAY 

CATHEDRAL SOUND LTD., 
FOURWAYS, MORRIS LANE, 
HALSALL, ORMSKIRK, 
LANCS. L39 8SX 
TEL. HALSALL (0704) 840328 

Trust James 
to match 

your 
masterpiece 

We allow ourselves a Mona Lisa smile when you 
compare our duplicated cassettes with your masters. 
It may be due to technical brilliance rather than artistic 
genius, but we challenge you to hear the difference. 

You can enjoy an exhibition of our talents without 
moving out of your studio. Send in a track or two and 
you'll have our copy by return free of charge. Bulk runs 
may take just a little longer. 

m 
James Yorke Limited 

Oak House Northleach Cheltenham Glos Tel: 04516 509 

We have a lot to live up to ... and we do. 
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Space saving corner interlock system 
Welded metal frames 
Attractive 'cigarette proof' covering 
material 
Wide differential non crushing 

Custom size option 
Roof sections to match 

Economic and flexible 
Individual layout scope 
Fast delivery 
Detachable fixture 

AUDIO KINETICS (UK) LIMITED / 1 

Verulam Road, St Albans, Harts, AL3 4DH. Tel: 32191. Telex 
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PROVEN POWER 

Only the best designs stand the test of time. 
The reliable power of the TPA Series D 
has been a consistent choice 
of professional audio 
engineers. 

19" x 31/2" rack mounting 
Load sensing output protection circuits 

Stable into loads of any impedance characteristic 
Available with a range of connectors and line transformers 

TPA 100 D incorporates plug -in PCB's and power transistors 
AM 8112 fits loudspeakers enclosures for monitor purposes 

Conservative power rating 25,50 and 100W RMS. Full power at 15 ohms 
At 8 ohms power rating of 45,80 and 170W RMS 

Designed to operate in ambient temperatures in - 25 °C + 50 °C range 

For further information please contact 

HHH 
electronic 

VIKING WAY BAR HILL 
CAMBRIDGE CB3 8EL 
TEL: CRAFTS HILL (0954) 81140 
TELEX: 817515 HH ELEC G 

PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO ELECTRONICS 
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i N 

s 

NEW ft SECONDHAND STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 

M.C.I. JH I O 16 -TRACK 
M.C.I. JH 114 24 -TRACK 
3M M56 16 -TRACK 
3M M23 8 -TRACK 
AMPEX MMI000 8 -TRACK 

TRAD 
FOR SALE 

ELECTRONICS SALES L 

and Autolocate 

AMPEX MMI000 8 -TRACK 
SCULLY 280 16 -TRACK 
SCULLY 280 8 -TRACK ... 

SCULLY 280 8 -TRACK with Syncmaster 

STUDER C37 STEREO 

STUDER 137 8 -TRACK ... 

STUDER A80 Mk II 8 -TRACK 1400 hours 
STUDER A80 Mk 18 -TRACK ... 

STUDER A62 STEREO ... ... 

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS PICO MIXER 6 -2 

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 007 MIXER 10 -4 

AMEK 2016 20 -16 MIXER ... 

TRIDENT 24 -16 -16 ... 

CADAC 28 -16 -24 as new ... 

SYNCON ALLEN AND HEATH 28 -28 ... 

DOLBY MI6 ... 

DOLBY A360 x 2, pair 

KLARK TEKNIK DN27, new ... 

STATIK SAIO DUAL TEN GRAPHIC EQ. 

MXR 31 BAND GRAPHICS x 2, each 

EMT WOW AND FLUTTER METER 

FERROGRAPH TEST SET ... ... 

AUDIO AND DESIGN E500BS PROCESSOR 

AUDIO AND DESIGN E900 -S SWEEP EQ. 

2 LEEVERS RICH 7 -BAND GRAPHIC EQs. 

= GELF AUTOPHASING UNIT ... 

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT 

149B ST. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS. 
Tel. WATFORD 47988 Telex 262741 0 NN IMO 

E7000 

£17000 

£8500 

E3500 

£3750 

£4000 

E5500 

E3000 

£3500 

£700 

£2200 

E7700 

£6500 

EI 000 

E650 

£I100 

£6500 

£I1500 

E28000 

E8500 

£4750 

E590 

E400 

£280 

E300 

£400 

£300 

E500 

£350 

E160 

E280 

Telephone : Watford 47988 

The TRADEQ 
Spring Reverb 

19" RACK MOUNTING 

XLR TYPE CONNECTORS 

INPUT LEVEL + BASS LIFT CONTROLS 

LIMITER ON INPUT 

PEAK READING LED 

VERY LOW NOISE 

THREE SPRING SYSTEM 

12 MONTHS PARTS + LABOUR WARRANTY 

PRICE £175.00 MONO 

£275.00 STEREO 

OVERSEAS AGENTS REQUIRED 

Webber 
TEST TAPES 

á" NAB OR CCIR 

z" NAB OR CCIR 
I" NAB OR CCIR 

2" NAB OR CCIR 

2" A.E.S. 30 IPS 

£18.00 7+ OR 15 IPS 

£28.00 7+ OR 15 IPS 

£92.00 72 OR 15 IPS 

£170.00 7Z OR 15 IPS 

£ 180.00 

ALL EX STOCK 
ALL PRICES PLUS 8% VAT HOME MARKET 

AGENTS REQUIRED IN ALL COUNTRIES 

WE PAY CASH FOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT 
PART X WELCOME 
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Neutrik Audiotracer 
Eardley Electronics are importing 
the Neutrik 3201 Audiotracer com- 
pact automatic level recorder, the 
first in a range of devices devoted 
to measuring and producing hard 
copy graphic recordings of various 
electrical parameters. The 3201 will 
make precise measurements of 
amplitude versus frequency, imped- 
ance versus frequency, or amplitude 
versus time, making the unit ideal 
for measuring the audio response 
of electronic or electro- acoustic 
systems. The unit features a variable 
two range (20Hz to 20kHz and 
200Hz to 200kHz) VCO which can 
be driven by a 5Hz warble genera- 
tor; a 1kHz reference oscillator; 
3W output amplifier; input ampli- 
fier with calibrated attenuation; 
pen -drive with switchable amplitude 
and writing speed; adjustable paper 
speed; and graph print out on 
smudge -proof thermosensitive 
paper. 
Neutrik AG, FL -9494, Schaan, 
Liechtenstein. 
UK: Eardley Electronics Limited, 
Eardley House, 182 /4 Campden 
Hill Road, Kensington, London 
W8 7AS. Phone: 01 -221 0606. 

Award to Dr Goldmark 
The late Dr Peter Goldmark has 
been awarded the Maker of the 
Microphone Award in recognition 
of his work on the development of 
the fine groove LP disc and other 
audio and video innovations. The 
award was accepted on behalf of 
their father by Dr Goldmark's sons 
from Oliver Berliner, grandson of 
Emile Berliner, in whose name the 
award is given annually. Dr Gold - 
mark was the 15th recipient of the 
award which is to be presented only 
25 times in commemoration of the 
fact that Emile Berliner was aged 
25 when he invented the micro- 
phone. 

Linear phase recording 
PACE Studio Equipment has 
announced the availability of 
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fiews 
replacement record amplifier units 
for Studer A80 and Revox A77 tape 
recorders. The circuitry, designed 
by Barry Porter, is arranged such 
that high frequency equalisation is 
added with a lagging instead of the 
usual leading phase shift. This, it is 

claimed counteracts the phase shift 
introduced by the replay amplifier, 
giving an overall linear phase 
response which subjectively im- 
proves bass response and improves 
transient performance. The new 
units replace the existing record 
amplifiers, no modifications to the 
recorder being necessary, although 
the Studer A80 MkI requires a link 
to be inserted in its mother board 
electronics. It is intended that 
similar linear phase record ampli- 
fiers will be introduced for other 
tape recorders. 
PACE Studio Equipment Limited, 
32 Tresham Road, Orton South- 
gate, Peterborough, Cambs. UK. 
Phone: 0733 234340. 

Swedish real time 
analyser 
A compact, low -cost real time 
audio analyser has been launched 
by the Stockholm firm of Con- 
silium Industri AB. The unit desig- 
nated RTA 11 is marketed in three 
formats -one -octave, i- octave and 
¡-octave-all of which can be sup- 
plied in standard or precision 
versions. All formats are internally 
convertible for maximum flexi- 
bility and the precision versions 
include filters complying with IEC 
standard 225. 
Consilium Industri AB, Dirter 
Jarlsg. 15, 10011 45 Stockholm, 
Sweden. 
Phone: (08) 22- 23-40. 

dbx 202H VCA 
A new 9 -pin in -line monolithic 
version of the established dbx 202 
VCA, the 202Hhas been introduced 
by dbx. The new VCA offers a gain 
control range of +40dB to -90dB 
at 100Hz; dynamic range typically 
greater than 110dB; frequency 
response 20Hz- 20kHz, ±0.1dB at 
0dB gain (±0.5dB at +20dB gain); 
Second harmonic distortion less 
than 0.01 % at IkHz, 0dB gain, 
100mA (less than 0.03 %, -20dB 
gain); and third harmonic distor- 
tion less than 0.01 % at 1kHz, 0dB 

gain, 100mA. The control voltage 
is 6mV /dB with 0.0V giving unity 
gain. The power supply is trimmed 
for ±12V (+0.1V) 10 to 15MA, 
with the option of 15V rail use, 
which may be set by applying bias, 
symmetry and log slope overrides. 
Mounting is via one half of an 
18 -pin DIP lead frame. 
dbx Inc, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, 
Mass 02195, USA. Phone: (617) 
964-3210. 
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 
97 -99 Dean Street, London W 1 V 
5RA. Phone: 01 -734 2812. 

GLI integrated Sound 
Systems 
A new range of 19ín rack mount 
preamp /mixer, amplifier, and audio 
processor units has been introduced 
by GLI Integrated Sound Systems, 
a subsidiary of the VSC Corpora- 
tion. Top of the range is the PMX- 
9000 professional preamp /mixer/ 
equaliser with two sets of switch - 
able line and phono inputs, plus 
mic input (all with preset and level 
controls); 5 -band ± I 2dB graphic 
equaliser; switchable signal pro- 
cessor loop for connection of 
reverbs, phasers, dynamic range 

Centre is Oliver Berliner presenting Dr Goldmark's 
sons with the mic award 

expanders and tape decks; master 
level control; a headphone audition 
system; and illuminated, calibrated 
VU meters. Next in the range is the 
3990 broadcast preamp /mixer with 
similar mic, line, phono and master 
features to the PMX -9000, but 
without graphic equaliser, signal 
processor loop and VU meters; and 
with rotary rather than slider 
controls. A companion unit to the 
3990 is the 1010 audio processor 
which features full tape facilities 
including two sets of tape monitors 
with dubbing; blend and balance 
controls; electronic patching; low 
noise 3 -band active equaliser; and 
VU meters. The final unit is the 
SA -2125, dual channel 250W power 
amp for professional applications, 
with clipping indicators, built -in 
fan, and thermal protection and 
auto -reset. 
GLI Integrated Sound Systems, 
VSC Corporation, 29 -50 Northern 
Boulevard, Long Island City, 
New York 11101, USA. 

People 
John Delissio has been appoint- 
ed vice president of inter- 
national sales for the Broadcast 
Products Division of the Harris 
Corp. 
Fred Allen has been appointed 
the new managing director of 
Westrex Company Limited. 
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Four of the Best 
from Orban 

Model 245E Stereo Synthesiser 
Uses a unique and patented process to create a realistic and mono compatible 

synthesised stereo from a mono source. 

Model 516EC Dynamic Sibilance Controller 
Three independent channels of easily adjusted and effective de- essing. 

Tracking automatically over a wide range of input signals. 

t] RBA N/Rrwzs,xSOUND eaiaAMlEI"ttlfi ,CIUALIZEa 

Model 622E Parametric Equaliser 
Two channels of overlapping four band parametric equalisation with 

continuously variable tuning, equalisation level and bandwidth. 'Constant Q' rather than 
reciprocal equalisation curves for musically 

useful extremes of EQ. 

:`' Model 418A Stereo Compressor /Limiter 
Variable time- constant H.F. limiter section. Accurately ganged stereo controls. 

'Programme controlled' attack and release times. Simple and sensible front -panel controls. 

For full information or a demonstration of any of the Orban products, contact : 

Scenic Sounds Equipment 
97 -99 Dean Street, London W 1 V 5RA. Telephone : 01 -734 2812/3/4/5 

Sweden, Tal & Ton Musik & Elektronik AB, 
Kungsgatan 5, 411 -19 Gothenburg Tel, 130 216 
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AKG/Revox 
AKG has announced that Revox 
is now equipping its B790 
tangential tracking turntables with 
AKG PEES pick -up cartridges 
rather than Ortofon cartridges. 

Panasonic 
As from March I, the familiar 
National Panasonic consumer elec- 
tronics brand name has been con- 
tracted to Panasonic. The change 
which has been made by Pana- 
sonic's parent company Matsu- 
shita Electric is in order to stan- 
dardise its main brand name 
throughout the world. The change 
will, however, have no effect on 
the Technics brand name. 

Decca Digital Recording 
New Year's Day 1979 saw the 
Silver Jubilee of the Vienna Phil- 
harmonic's New Year's Day Strauss 
concert. This occasion was not 
only notable in itself but also 
marked the first recording by the 
Decca team to be undertaken with 
the new Decca digital master 
recorder. Two digital recorders 
were used to make a complete 
recording of the concert which was 
held in the Vienna Musikverein, 
with the VPO being conducted by 
Willi Boskovsky. The result being 
the issue in April of Decca's first 
digitally recorded and edited stereo 
LP (in actual fact the release is a 

double album). The recording of 
the concert was carried out in two 
takes -one of these being the 
rehearsal. Decca personnel involv- 
ed were, James Mallinson and 
Andrew Cornwall producing, with 
James Lock, David Frost and Jack 
Law as recording engineers, and 
Tony Griffiths and Roy Hankinson 
as digital recording engineers. 
Editing of the concert was carried 
out in early January and the master 
lacquers were cut on Friday 
January 11. 

Technical details of the Decca 
digital system are largely being 
kept very hush -hush at present for 
patent reasons, but we were able 
to discover that Decca is using two 
IVC broadcast videotape machines 
utilising I in tape and helical scan 
recording. Only two tracks are 
being recorded on the machines 
for stereo purposes and the digi- 
tal encoding is 16 -bit linear. Decca 
has developed a very heavily pro- 
tective error correction system for 
its machines and chose these par- 
ticular units because it enables 
them to carry out TV type elec- 
tronic editing. Decca has built its 
own digital processing equipment 
but is using commercially available 

Soundcraft electronic crossover 
Soundcraft Electronics has intro- 
duced the EX4S stereo electronic 
crossover unit, switchable for 2, 3 

or 4 -way applications. The unit is 

the only professional crossover 
employing fourth order Bessel 
function filters which make possible 
24dB per octave filtering with 
linear phase response. This results 
in a cleaner sound permitting 
higher power levels to be used 
without damage to compression 
driver diaphragms. In addition 
acoustic phase cancellation between 
LF and HF transducers around the 
crossover point is greatly reduced. 
The EX4S has balanced line inputs 
with switchable gain (0dB or 
+10dB); unbalanced line outputs, 
optionally plug -in transformer 

balanced; duplicate XLR and 
multipin connectors; and two built - 
in high pass filters of I2dB /octave 
at 30Hz. The front panel has eight 
rotary attenuators, power switch, 
LED overload indicators for each 
band (presettable from - 10dB to 
+ 15dB), and LED indication of 
the operating mode. Specifications 
are noise on any output, better than 
-80dB, DIN weighted; distortion, 
less than 0.03% at +6dB; input 
impedance, 6.8kû; output capa- 
bility, +20dB; and output load 
no less than 60052. Price of the, 
EX4S is £425 or $995. 
Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 
5 Great Sutton Street, London 
ECIV OBX, UK. Phone: 01 -251 
3631. 

A/D and D/A converters. Released 
specifications of the Decca system 
are, frequency response 20Hz- 
20kHz ±0.5dB; dynamic range 
90dB; and tape speed 7in/s approx 
(actually slightly less than 7in /s). 

Information on the editing pro- 
cess is that it uses television editing 
procedures and allows butt joints 
and cross fades, including the rate 
of cross fade, to be made. Once 
the digital recorders are locked 
together edits can be rehearsed. It 
is possible to change the levels at 
the edit point and the system also 
allows digital effects such as 

equalisation to be inserted. 
At present Decca has only two 

recorders available, however we 
understand that another four 
recorders are in the pipeline and 
that Decca intends building up its 
digital recording capacity particu- 
larly with regard to the classical 
department as soon as possible. 
News of Decca's current digital 
plans is that a recording of the 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in 
the Sofiensaal, of Mendelssohn 
overtures and his Italian sym- 
phony under Christoph Dohnanyi 
has already taken place with the 
record due for release in early May. 
At present Decca is recording the 
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra 
under Zubin Mehta and it is 
intended that its next digital pro- 
ject will be a recording of the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
under Georg Solti. 
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New BGW models 
BGW has introduced a number of 
new 19in units including new power 
amplifiers and an electronic cross- 
over. The Model 10 electronic 
crossover is a single channel unit 
feeding two outputs and utilises 
a Switchset filter system mounted 
inside the chassis which allows 
independent adjustment of the 
high pass, low pass and integral 
subsonic 18dB /octave passive 
filters to give up to 120 possible 
roll -off curves. The 100E power 
amp delivers 60W per channel into 
80 at 1kHz, with 0.1 % THD. The 
250D and 250E power amps 
deliver 105W per channel into 852 

at IkHz, with 0.1 % THD. The 
difference between the units is that 
the 250D has dual channel clipping 
indicators, while the 250E has an 
LED light- ladder VU meter display. 
The 750B and 750C power amps 
deliver 360W per channel into 452, 

with the 750B having the LED 

BGW Model 10 electronic crossover 

meter display and the 750C having 
clipping indicators. Prices of the 
units are Model 10: $199/£112; 
Model IOOB: $399/£210; Model 
250D: $599/£320; Model 250E 
$699/£373; Model 750B: $1,099/ 
£585; and Model 750C: $999/£530. 
BGW Systems, PO Box 3742, 
Beverley Hills, Cal 90212, USA. 
Phone: (213) 391 -0320. 
UK: Court Acoustics Limited, 
35/39 Britannia Row, London NI 
8QH. Phone: 01- 359 0956. 

Quantum Audio 
consoles 
Quantum Audio has announced 
the introduction of three new 
consoles -the QM -8P broadcast 
production console; the QM -I2P 
broadcast production console; and 
the QM -168B console. The QM -8P 
is an 8- channel, 4 -buss (dual stereo) 
console featuring 3 -way equalisa- 
tion, headphone send, echo send, 
and panning circuitry on each 
channel. The console has balanced 
inputs and outputs, four monitor 
and two foldback sections, true 
VU meters and separate program 
and audition channels. The QM- 
8P will accept up to 20 inputs 
and retails at $3,900. 

The QM -12P is a 12- channel, 4- 
buss (dual stereo) console incor- 
porating all the features of the 
QM-8P but with the addition of 
four more input channels. The 
basic configuration is six stereo 
inputs and six mono inputs but the 
console may be ordered with 2/4/6/ 
8 /10 stereo channels. The console 
may also be expanded to 16, 20 or 
24 -input channels. Retail price of 
the basic configuration is $4,700. 

The QM-168B is a compact 
multiple input, 8 -buss output con- 
sole available in a 16 -track basic 
configuration. The console may be 
expanded up to 32 inputs in 
groups of four, and features auto- 
matic switchable buss or multi- 
track metering, and subgroup 
mixing into the stereo mixdown 
modules. Prices of the QM -168B 
consoles start from $8,000. 
Quantum Audio Labs Inc, 1905 
Riverside Drive, Glendale, Ca 
91201, USA. Phone: (213)841 -0970. 
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The Soundcraft 1 "8- track. 

Produced after two years of development, ifs sophisticated, easy to use, reliable, and its specifications are superb. 
The deck plate is a rigid aluminium casting of extreme dimensional accuracy, ensuring the absolute stability of the 
tape path. 
Tape tension is servo controlled, as is the capstan (which has +15, -50°° varispeed control), and wow and flutter is 

only 0.03 ° /,. 
Control and monitoring facilities are comprehensive. A simple push -button matrix permits selection of line -in, sync and 
replay for any of the tracks and led's indicate the selected status. 
The tape counter has a plasma disolay reading in minutes and seconds. There is also a highly accurate search -to -zero 
facility. 
A special feature of the machine is hat the whole of this control 
panel, and the varispeed control, :an be used remotely. So once 
the machine is prepared, a single engineer can work a recording 
session without leaving the mixing console. 
Replay S/N is 76dB (reference 5l0nWb IEC curve A); erasure is 

70dB and record replay frequency response is +1, -2dB (30Hz 
to 20 kHz). 
All signal levels can be adjusted by presets on each channel. The external power supply is fully protected and 
19" rack mounting. 
The Soundcraft SCM 381 -8 is built to the highest professional standards throughout for the production of master 
quality recordings. 
The UK professional price is £5,250 (excluding VAT). It includes all the above features as standard. 
Contact Soundcraft for a brochure giving more details and a full technical specification. 
Soundcraft Magnetics Ltd, 9 -10 Gt Sutton Street, London EC1V OBX, England. Telephone 01- 2513631 or 01 -253 9878. 
Telex 21198. `SOUrïIOCHAFT' 

MAGNETICS LIMITED_ 
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studio diary 
Digital recording 
developments 

Of late our pages seem to be 
increasingly turning to all matters 
digital. Further to our AES, New 
York report (February 1979), News 
(February 1979) and the article by 
Jeffrey Bloom entitled 'Into the 
Digital Studio Domain' (in the 
April and May 1979 issues), 
news reaches us of the first installa- 
tions of the 3M digital recorders, 
and of a tie -up between New York - 
based Tomato Records and Thomas 
Stockham's Soundstream Inc to 
complete a number of digital 
recordings. 

February 6, 1979, saw the 
installation at the Record Plant, 
Los Angeles and simultaneously at 
the Los Angeles A &M Studios, of 
3M digital audio mastering equip - 
ment-a 32 -track digital recorder 
and a 2/4 -track mastering recorder. 
These two studios are the first of 
four US studios selected to receive 
the 3M system under lease. In fact 
as you read this the remaining two 
studios, Warner Bros Studio, Los 
Angeles, and Sound 80 in Minnea- 
polis, should be receiving delivery 
of their 3M digital equipment. 
Europe, meanwhile, still eagerly 
awaits 3M's leasing decision as to 
who will be the recipients of their 
digital equipment. 

Following installation at the 
Record Plant on February 6, 
Stephen Stills became the first 
major artist to record digitally. 
Stills recorded a digital session on 
February 7, with members of the 
California Improved Blues Band, 
and it is hoped that the result will 
be the first commercially available 
digital single on the CBS label. 
Michael Braunstein of Record 
Plant engineered the session, with 
Stills producing, and with Bob 
Youngquist of 3M in attendance. 
Several tracks were laid down at 
the session and a decision on 
whether to release a digital single, 
or whether to press an industry 
demonstration disc, will be made 
later. 

Whilst Record Plant were 
extremely quick off the mark, 
A &M weren't far behind. February 
8 saw A &M recording a practice 
session with studio musicians and 
latest news is that Herb Alpert is 

considering recording a digital LP 
which would be released on the 
A &M label. 

Already one or two pointers are 
coming to light as to the likely 
cost of hiring 3M equipped digital 
studios. Under 3M's leasing system 
there is a $10,000 reservation/ 

installation fee, a monthly rental 
fee of $4,000, and a usage fee of 
$4 an hour. Because of this it is 

expected that digital studio hire 
rates will necessarily be higher than 
the equivalent analogue studio 
rates. For example, Record Plant 
owner Chris Stone expects that he 
will be increasing his hourly rate 
by about $25 as a means of passing 
on the lease price of the system to 
the client. However, it remains to 
be seen if this will become the 
norm. 

Although 3M does not as yet 
have available an operational 
digital editing system to accompany 
their multitrack recorders, Thomas 
Stockham's Soundstream Inc 
already has a system with digital 
editing capability. It is therefore 
interesting to note the signing of 
an agreement between New York - 
based Tomato Records and Sound - 
stream to complete a number of 
digital recordings. According to 
Tomato A &R director, Heiner 
Statler, several classical and jazz 
recordings will be digitally recor- 
ded. Present digital recording 
plans being for a set of percussion 
pieces by avant gardist John Cage, 
performed by the Knaack percus- 
sion group, and albums from jazz 
pianist Dave Brubeck and classical 
pianist Joao Carlos - Martins. 
Expected price of the recordings 
will be $9.98 per disc and it is 

intended that the digital albums 
will be pressed at Wakefield, 
Phoenix. It should be most 

The introduction of RCA to the 
digital recording field together with 
the news that CBS Masterworks 
intend recording digitally if they 
can secure the use of 3M equip- 
ment, points to the intense rivalry 
and interest of record companies 
on the digital front. In the battle 
of the giants RCA's current plan 
is for a Soundstream session with 
the Philadelphia Orchestra under 
Eugene Ormandy in April. Further 
details are presently unavailable 
although it is likely that a major 
mid- 20th -century orchestral score 
has been selected. CBS Master- 
works, meanwhile, are scheduled 
to record Mussorgsky's Pictures at 
an Exhibition with the New York 
Philharmonic Orchestra under 
Zubin Mehta, again in April. 

Sunset Sound, 
Hollywood 
Sunset Sound is on Sunset Boule- 
vard in the very heart of Hollywood 
-within a few minutes walk, there 
must be over 100 similarly equipped 
studios ... the competition for any 
one independent studio such as 
Sunset is a sobering thought. 

Sunset Sound is well established 
and has over the years retained an 
edge over many of its competitors 
producing best selling albums of 
consistently high quality. This is 
the Studio used by the Doors, the 
Rolling Stones, Captain Beef - 
heart, Herb Alpert and the TJB, 

illuminating to compare these Linda Ronstadt, Little Feat, Elton 
John, Ringo Starr, Carly Simon, 
the Doobie Brothers, among others, 
throughout the sixties and seven- 
ties; and is the studio being used by 
Neil Diamond, Van Halen and Bob 
Welch at the time of writing. 

Of the three present studios at 

finished discs with Tomato's 
analogue recorded counterparts. 

As we go to press further news 
of digital recording plans have just 
reached us. Soundstream has 
scheduled recordings of repertoire 
ranging from big band jazz to 
baroque trumpet concertos and 
19th -century Italian opera. Record 
companies involved being Telarc, 
Delos and RCA. Telarc had 
intended making a recording with 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra; 
however, the orchestra's tour of 
China has intervened. Despite this 
Telarc presently plan recordings of 
Verdi's Te Deum and the Prologue 
to Boito's opera Mefistofele with 
the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 
and Chorus, under Robert Shaw, 
with vocal soloist Jerome Hines. 
In addition to these Telarc also 
plan to record Tchaikovsky's 
Fourth Symphony with the Cleve- 
land Orchestra under Lorin Maazel. 
Delos are to record baroque 
trumpet concerti, with Stan Ricker 
of the JVC Cutting Center, Los 
Angeles engineering. 
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Control room it Sunset Sound 

Sunset, Studio 1 is the original 
and largest and is considered unique 
by many. Measuring 45ft by 25ft 
with a high ceiling it includes two 
very large isolation rooms -one at 
the back of the studio and one to 
the front left. With brick walls and 
a hard floor and ceiling it is the 
livest of the Sunset studios; and 
with the carpets up and the baffles 
out you can really feel it -more live 
than many, and a favourite for 
many engineers who come in, 
take everything out and do string 
overdubs ... with a big sound. Or 
using the isolation room at the 
back to record strings and rock 'n' 
roll together. In earlier days when 
Studio 1 was built, it was this sound 
and the active room that clients 
wanted and it seems to have come 
round to this again -many new 
studios and existing studios build- 
ing active rooms again. The studio 
itself has been highly modified over 
the years; in the beginning it was 
half its present size. Bill Robinson, 
general manager; "Following a 
fire in Studio 1, we tried a compres- 
sion design in Studio 1 (as opposed 
to the active design of all the Sun- 
set Studios) when it was popular 
about three or four years ago. But 
I never had so much negative 
reaction to a sound and it all had 
to be undone very quickly ... it 
almost caused a riot and can prob- 
ably be described as the biggest 
mistake of my life. So we returned 
to the active design; our clients 
wanted a functional design with no 
tricks where you know that what 
you hear coming out of a speaker is 
what you have on tape ... a com- 
pression room gives a false sound. 
The finished product has got to 
sound good at home so the record- 
ing environment has to be compat- 
ible with the end user. Systems 
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which hype a sound are the worst 
thing you can do to a customer - 
you'll find that very little from 
Sunset needs to be changed when 
mastering." 

A description of Control Room 
1 is essentially a description of 
Control Rooms 2 and 3, these being 
based on the original design of 1- 
not only in physical design but also 
from the equipment stand point. 
The consoles are all to a basic in- 
house design which Bill Robinson 
and three other engineers put to- 
gether. The original in CRI was 
really the up -date from tubes 
(valves) to solid state and the team 
at the time set about (successfully 
in retrospect) out -guessing the 
industry for five to 10 years and 
putting everything they could pos- 
sibly think of in terms of versatility 
on the console including things 
that have never been used. From 
this evolved the design for the two 
later consoles -where something 
wasn't used in 1, it was wasn't built 
into 2 and 3; where it wasn't and was 
needed, it was added. As it stands 
today, the Sunset Console is a 
simple console and can be figured 
out by a newcomer to the studio in 
about five minutes (and with the 
standardisation in each studio, a 
client can move from one to 
another without having to re -learn 
the console); it is essentially a 32/24 
Console of superb quality with 
API Components but with a very 
comprehensive patch bay allowing 
any piece of equipment to be plug- 
ged anywhere in the signal path. 
Bill Robinson -"As studio man- 
ager, its my job to run a profitable 
business and I want to give people 
who use Sunset the tools to do the 
job; and its my philosophy to give 
them the best tools available. We've 
gone more for quality than gim- 
micks on the console; and with the 
patch bay, if something special is 
needed they can just plug it in 
rather than having a special item 
built in and taking up room while 
only one in 10 may use it. We've 
always concentrated on achieving 
the best quality obtainable from 
electronic equipment -allowing no- 
thing in the console to degrade the 
signal. A lot of time and trouble 
has been expended on reducing 
noise in the system even to the 
extent of modifying the API amps." 

Other standard equipment in 
each control room includes 24 
channels of Dolby noise reduction 
(dbx is available using the Canine 
Card) patchable anywhere plus two 
channels of Dolby built into the 
Studer A80 2- track. Multitrack 
recorders are a choice of Ampex 

1200 and 1100 and MCI JH100. 
Monitoring is via a custom system 
with JBL components employing 
two Woofers, one midrange and 
two Tweeters per side. Although 
all the control rooms appear to be 
capable of 'Quad', the two rear 
monitors in every case are dum- 
mies, the speakers having been 
removed from 1 and 2 when Quad 
died its natural death and have been 
deliberately included in the new 
CR3 which has been designed to 
match CRl in every way. Being 
shared between the three studios 
are five EMT Plates, three AKG 
BX20 s, and three large acoustical 
echo chambers built to an in -house 
design. In each case the control 
rooms are basically of the same 
size and layout, allowing freedom 
from the need to re- orientate 
between studios. 

Studio 2 was added during 1968/ 
69 and is different in that the 
acoustics of the room can be varied 
using folding panels set into the 
wall -one side being soft and ab- 
sorbent, the other side hard and re- 
flective. Thus, where some isolation 
is needed on some hard rock, the 
room can be deadened or livened 
up for a string date or overdubbing. 
These folding panels can effect over 
half a second in the reverberation 
time of the room. The studio 
measures 34 by 40ft and with a 
19ft ceiling has more volume than 
many apparently larger studios and 
is known for its big open sound. 
To achieve this without too much 
'boominess', low frequency ab- 
sorbers (tuned to about 100Hz) 
have been mounted over the con- 
trol room window effectively at- 
tenuating low end build up. A good 
sized vocal booth off to the left 
compliments the room allowing 
isolation of almost anything -while 
remaining very much part of the 
room with large windows con- 
necting the two. 

In Control Room 2 the console is 
as described -in this case the con- 
struction was completed by Sunset 
having been started by a manu- 
facturer who ran into difficulties 
and was unable to finish. Studio 3 

was only completed recently and 
designed primarily for over dub- 
bing measuring 16 by 12ft but with 
the inclusion of 12 mic lines and has 
already been used to record tracks 
as well. Unlike the other studios, 
this has been finished in wood. The 
carpet is removable with linoleum 
on concrete for a more live sound. 
The frequency response of the 
room is flat, but the room is not 
completely dead -a bit of reverb 
being preferred so that a musician 

can hear himself without head- 
phones being worn of necessity. 
And in Control Room 3, the Sun- 
set Console was built by De 
Madio Engineering -and very fine 
it is too. 

Each Sunset Sound studio is 
equipped with its own lounge com- 
plete with TV and telephone en- 
abling groups /producers the luxury 
of private discussion as well as all 
the home away from home corn - 
forts when taking a break. The 
studios are all accessible from a 
central area which includes offices, 
the maintenance shop, and out- 
board equipment store which is 
very comprehensive including Even- 
tide Digital Delay and Harmoniz- 
ers, phasers, Orban Parametric 
equalisers and D'essers, Urei Limit- 
ers and an Audio and Design 
Vocal Stresser. 

Looking to the future of Sunset 
Sound, Bill Robinson has some 
very definite ideas about auto- 
mation, digital recording, and the 
industry in general. "The question 
of automation is confusing. If we 
were to spend another twenty to 
twenty five thousand dollars on 
any type of automation, Sunset 
would have to increase its rates 
to recover the cost. I've talked to 
many engineers on the subject and 
they've nearly all said 'you'd be 
screwing up my act -it isn't going 
to help me that much'. I'd say one 
out of maybe 50 has said 'On a 
particular job I could have used 
automation -but for nearly every- 
thing they do they'd rather have 
that feeling of creating the music 
themselves. Everybody feels they 
contribute to making a record - 
they're part of it, their heart and 
soul is in that record and my feeling 
is that (even though automation, 
may make it quicker or easier) 
engineers don't feel that automation 
is making any creative contribution 
to the record at all -they want to 
control the music and react to and 
with the music. The machine doesn't 
react, it just does what its pro- 
grammed to do. If it were simply a 
question of business and I wasn't 
going to get the business because I 

don't have automation, I'd have 
automation tomorrow. Further- 
more, if I did have automation, I 
wouldn't want it to degrade the 
sound, and there really hasn't 
been a good VCA yet- there's a 
new one getting close -and if that 
VCA adds noise or distortion, I'd 
rather do without it. Give me 
quality rather than convenience - 
convenience is a crutch." 

Sunset is perhaps unique in an- 
other respect in that the owner (S 

Camerata) has a different outlook 
to many. Having been in the music 
business for 40 -odd years and being 
an accomplished musician at the 
same time, Camerata sympathises 
with musicians and at the same time 
is aware of the costs to the record 
company (perhaps more aware than 
the record companies themselves); 
and is constantly trying to keep 
recording costs down while other 
more profit conscious studios are 
pushing their rates towards the 
$200 per hour mark. There is a 
constant search for ways of making 
the Sunset operation more efficient 
and removing the need for in- 
creased rates. With album projects 
often running in excess of $250,000 
in studio time alone, the record 
companies appreciate this and it 
seems to have been a very successful 
policy for Sunset. Jim Robinson, 
"profitable, yes. But not $100 per 
hour profit -we don't look at it 
that way. We see it as a long term 
relationship with the customer." 

Looking towards digital record- 
ing, Sunset Sound has been work- 
ing closely for the last three years 
with Dr Stockham of Sound 
Stream in Salt Lake City (respon- 
sible for one of the first working 
digital recorders). Three main 
problems remain before Bill Robin- 
son sees Sunset going digital; the 
availability of the equipment, the 
high cost, and most important the 
need for a standard (something 
'Quad' could never agree on). 
"Tracks recorded here may go 
across the street, or the world, to 
add strings or mix down or vice 
versa. There has to be a standard 
before you can do that ". And in 
general, "I think a tremendous 
change in the recording industry is 
on its way in the next two years - 
not only from the equipment end 
but also the philosophy. Record 
companies will begin exercising 
tighter control over their product - 
hence artistes and producers - 
resulting in even better quality 
product. The fact that money may 
be getting tighter could have some- 
thing to do with this. 

As for the immediate future at 
Sunset Sound -with Neil Diamond 
and Frankie Valli having just 
completed projects, with Van Halen 
and Bob Welch in session now, and 
the studio booked solid four months 
ahead with the likes of Earth Wind 
and Fire, the Doobie Brothers, 
Rita Coolidge and Kris Kristof- 
ferson, Little Feat, Valerie Carter, 
Hall and Oates, and another Bob 
Welch album -its looking very 
good indeed. 

Enbee 
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Modern technology advances at such an astounding 
rate that keeping pace is in itself a declaration of superiority. 
Tandberg don't merely keep the pace -they set it. 

Iii -fi as good, as innovatory as Tandberg is only available front specialist outlets. At each of these 
carefully- chosen appointed dealers is a Tandberg -trained specialist to help von. This service extends to: 
free demonstration at the dealer's premises or in your home; completely free delivery and installation at 
most dealers, including all leads and plugs; full two -year guarantee (parts and labour); and service and free 
advice whenever you might want them. Talk to one of our advisors soon. 
AVON 
BATH 
Ryland Huntley & Co 

15 Old Bond Street 

Tel 102251 4332 
Specialist Mrs C Bickel! 

BRISTOL 
Audio Bristol 
Park Street Avenue 

Tel (02721 291931 
Specialist Mr J 0 Owen 

Radford HiFi 

52/54 Gloucester Road 

Tel (0212) 422709 
Specialist Mr T Revelle 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
HIGH WYCOMBE 

Hughes Hai 
7 High Street 

Tel (0494) 30138 
Specialist Me T Humphries 

CHESHIRE 
CHESTER 

Hardman Radio 

Foram Centre 

Northgate Street 
Tel 10244(317667 

Newdawn HiFr Centre 

1 & 3 Castle Street 

Tel 10244) 24179 
Specialist Mr D Davies 

CUMBRIA 
BARROW -IN- FURNESS 
Seare Audio Service 

229 Rawirnson Street 

Tel 102291 21233 
Specialist Mr L Searle 

KIRKBY LONSDALE 
Robinson [teams 
The Old Market Hall 

Tel 104681 71041 

Specialist Mr C Robinson 

WHITEHAVEN 
H C Elliot 

29 Lowther Street 

Tel (09461 3671 
Specialist Mr R Elliot 

DERBYSHIRE 
DERBY 

R F Potts & Co 

66/68 Babington Lane 

Tel 10332) 43469 
Specialist Mr R Potts 

DEVON 
EXETER 

Howards (Exeter( Ltd 

90/91 Sidwell Street 

Tel 10392158518/9 
Specialist Mr C Aplin 

ESSEX 
BRENTWOOD 
Kelley, Radio Ltd 

8 High Street 

Tel 102771 215519 
Specialist Mr Keeble 

RAYLEIGH 
Vernon Collard Ltd 

113,115 High Street 

Tel 1037421 2795 
Specialist Mr Moore 

GREATER 
MANCHESTER 
BOLTON 
H D Kirk 

1Stereolectrics( Ltd 

203 St. George's Road 

Tel 102041 23093 
Specialist Mr M Murray 

MANCHESTER 
Hardman Radio Ltd 

B St Marys Gate 

Tel 061 832 6087 

U8MSTON 
Shannons Radio Ltd 

2529 Station Road 

Tel 061 748 2339 
Specialist Mi S Shannon 

HAMPSHIRE 
HAVANT 

Havant Radio Centre 

6 North Street Arcade 

Tel (070 121 3853 
Specialist Mr D Custance 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Hamilton Electronics Ltd 

35 London Road 

Tel 107031 28622 
Specialist Mr 0 Sheppard 

HUMBERSIDE (S'TH) 
GRIMSBY 
G & F Menders 

214 Edward Street 

Tel (04721 51391 

Specialist Mr G Menders 

KENT 
BEXLEYHEATH 
Whomes Ltd, 240 Broadway 
Tel 01 303 4148 
Specialist Mr A ()very 

BROMLEY 

Sound Systems 

218 High Street 

Tel 01 460 4000 
Specialist Mr N Kerry 

CANTERBURY 
Ricemans of Canterbury 

St Georges Lane 

Tel 10227) 66866 

Specialist Mr R Brice 

GILLINGHAM 
O E Hadaway & Son Ltd 

95197 Watling Street 

Tel 10634) 50058 
Specialist Mr J Hadaway 

MAIDSTONE 
Stamen & Pettit' 
Pudding Lane 

Tel 106221 54124 
Specialist Mr L Hall 

LANCASHIRE 
BURNLEY 
Harry Garlick TV Centre 

10 Howe Walk 

Tel 10282( 37118 
Specialist Mr G Chew 

LYTHAM ST ANNES 
G D Fortune Ltd 

62 Woodlands Road 

Ansdell 

St Annes 

Tel 102531 73944 
Specialist Mr G 0 Fortune 

NELSON 
Hayhursts 

Camera Shop Ltd 

56 Manchester Road 

Tel 102521 63 652 
Specialist Mr H Boocock 

PRESTON 

Hardman Radio Ltd 

The Guild Hall 

Tel 107721 59264 

RAWTENSTALL 
Joe Creer iRossendalel Ltd 

87 Bank Street 
Tel 1010621 6305 
Specialist Mr H Lewis 

ROCHDALE 

J Koczur 

185 Yorkshire Street 
Tel 10706142107 
Specialist Mr J Koczur 

LONDON 
N22 
Goodwins 

7 The Broadway 

High Road. Wood Green 

Tel 01 888 0077 
Specialist Mr Shah 

Tatras (Electronics Lrdl 
98 White Hart Lane 

Wood Green 

Tel 01 888 5798 
Specialist Mr P Sinclair 

SW1 

Piercys (Electronics) Ltd 

62 Lupus Street 

Tel 01 821 0333 
Specialist Mr P Yapp 

SW16 
Francis of Streatham 
169173 Streatham High Rd 

Tel 01 769 0466 
Specialist Mr S Francis 

SWI 9 

M OBrien 

95 High Street 

Wimbledon Village 

Tel 01 946 1528 

Specialist Mr .1 Desmrer 

EC2 

Nusound 228 Bishopsgate 

Tel 01 247 2609 
Specialist Mr B Hooking, 

W1 
Chappel l's 

50 New Band Street 

Tel 01 629 7600 

Specialist Mr A Houghton 

K J Lersuresound 

Wigmore Street 

Tel 01 -486 8263 
Specialist Mr J Davey 

R E W Audio Visual 

230 Tottenham Court Road 

Tel 01 580 1 785 

W2 
Nusound 

376,378 Edgware Rd 

Tel 01 724 0454 
Specialist Mr A Adam 

WC 

Imhofs 

112 1 I6 New Oxford Street 
Tel 01 -636 7878 
Specialist Mr K Bieber 

Nusound 82 High Holborn 

Tel 01 242 7401 

Specialist Mr R Allan 

WC2 
R E W Audio Visual Co 

116 Charing Cross Road 

Tel 01-240 3386 
Specialist Mr 0 Randall 

MIDDLESEX 
EALING 
Ealing TV & HiFi Ltd 

4 The Paddock, Popes Lane 

Tel 01 -579 3718 
Specialist Mr A Kara 

EDGWARE 

Planet HiFt & Video 

88 High Street 

Tel 01 -952 3238 
Specialist Mr T Bearman 

HARROW 

London Sound 

70 West Street 

Harrow on the Hill 

Tel 01 864 6781 
Specialist Mr Solomons 

HOUNSLOW 
Templeton TV Ltd 

72 74 Staines Road 

Tel 01 570 5239 
Specialist Mr R Sullivan 

Delta Radio. 50 Bell Street 
Tel 01 572 2285 
Specialist Mr 8arhee 

NORTHWOOD 

The Recordene Ltd 

3 Rowlands Place 

Green Lane 

Tel 092 74 24882 
Specialist Mr D Gratham 

TWICKENHAM 
Templeton TV Ltd 

53 King Street Parade 

Tel 01 892 7781 
Specialist Mr P Reid 

MERSEYSIDE 
LIVERPOOL 
Hardman Radio Ltd 

33 Dale Sheet 
Tel 051 236 2828 

NORFOLK 
NORWICH 
Nmwich HiFi Centre 

22 St John. Maddemarket 

Tel i0603122792 
Specialist Mr Keeling 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
ATTENBOR OU GH 

John Kirk HIFI Specialist 

139 Attenborough Lane 

Tel 106021 252986 
Spenalisi Mr J Kirk 

MANSFIELD 
Syd Booth 

9 11 Queen Street 

Tel 106'231 26315 
Specialist Mr T Kyte 

SOMERSET 
YEOVIL 
Yeovil Audio 

8 Wyndham Street 

Tel 109351 25430 
Specialist Mr R Cole 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
BIDDULPH 
Keith Rathbone 

75 High Street 

Tel 107821 512850 
Specialist Mr K Rathbone 

STAFFORD 
T A Rowney 

8 Bridge Street 

Tel 107851 58284 
Specialist Mr R Mncherson 

UTPDXETER 

John Cooper 

1 Church Street 

Tel 1088 931 3500 
Specialist Mr J Cooper 

SUFFOLK 
IPSWICH 
F A Page Ltd 

10 Dial Lane 

Tel 104731 56585 6 

Specialist Mr M Holmes 
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SURREY 
CROYDON 

Spalding, Electrical Ltd 

352 354 Lower 

Addiscombe Road 

Tel 01 654 1231 

Specialist Mr E McQueen 

NEW MALDEN 
Under Products Ltd 

35 High Street 

Tel 01 942 9567 
Specialist Mr P Williams 

SUSSEX (EAST) 
EASTBOURNE 

Jetleries Radiovision 

Da Albert Parade 

Green Street 

Tel 103 231 31 336 
Specialist Mr K Maxlteld 

SUSSEX (WEST) 
WORTHING 
Barkers of Oxford Road Ltd 

31 33 Oxford Road 

Tel 109031 35664 
Specialist Mr R Pmhorn 

TYNE & WEAR 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

J G Windows 
1 7 Central Arcade 

Tel 106321 21356 

WARWICKSHIRE 
STRATFORD-ON,AVON 

J C V Music 

B & 9 Sheep Street 

Tel 107891 68874 
Specialist Mr J Vizor 

WEST MIDLANDS 
BIRMINGHAM 
Hardman Radio 

19121 Corporation Street 

Tel 021 -632 6303 

BLACKHEATH 
Sam Riley lBlackheathl 
King Theatre Buildings 

Long Lane. Rowley Regis 

Tel 021 559 1043 

Specialist Mr R Tolley 

YORKSHIRE (NORTH) 
YORK 

John Saville & Sons Ltd 

7 Goodramgate 

Tel 109041 25755 
Specialist Mr M Denham 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 
DONCASTER 
Tom Jaques Ltd 

16 Wood Street 

Tel 103021 65565 
Specialist Mr N Pnestnall 

SHEFFIELD 

Micron Audio Ltd 

172 Baslow Road 

Tot ley 

Tel 107421 360295 
Specialist Mr R Barnsley 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 
HALIFAX 

J Wood & Sons. 
13 George Street 

Tel 104221 62751 

HUDDERSFIELD 

J Wood & Sons Ltd 

67 New Street 

Tel 104841 27455 
Specialist Mr B teaming 

LEEDS 

Audio Protects 

45 Headingley Lane 

Tel 105321 789115 
Specialist Mr D Rae 

CHANNEL ISLANDS 
(GUERNSEY) 

PETER PORT 

Alpine 

ST 

Ltd 

24 Smith Street 

Tel 10481121311 
Specialist Mr P Ferris 

(JERSEY) 
ST HELIER 

De Gnichy Store. King Street 

Tel 105341 73821 

SCOTLAND 
ABERDEEN 

Holborn HiFi 

445 Holborn St 

Tel 102241 25713 
Specialist Mr 8 Reston 

AYR 

Vennal Audio Visual 
115 High Street 

Central Arcade 

Tel 102921 64124 
Specialist Mr J Carrick 

EDINBURGH 
Audio Aids 

43145 South Clerk Street 
Tel 031 667 4455 
Specialist Mr G Paterson 

GALASHIELS 
Wavering Studios 

23'24 Bank Street 

Tel 108961 3189 
Specialist Mr W Mclaren 

GLASGOW 
Eric M Hamilton 

136 138 Queen Margaret Drive 

Tel 041 946 9218 
Specialist Mr E Hamilton 

KILMARNOCK 
Vennal AN 
49, Foregate 

Tel 105631 34826 
Specialist Mr J Young 

PERTH 

The Concorde HiFi Centre 

St John's Square 

Tel 107381 26783 
Specialist Mi B South 

WALES (CLWYD( 
BANGOR 

Coast Electronics 

Wellbeld Centre 

Tel 102481 2951 

Specialist Mr J Dean 

WALES (DYFED) 
CARMARTHEN 
Ken Davies HiFi 

7 John Street 

Tel 102671 7946 

Specialist Mr K Davies 

TANDBERG 
AT THE LIMITS OF TODAYS TECHNOLOGY 

TandLcrK (1'.K. ) I.irnitcd, liducutìunul .lids I1ivitiiun_ 
81. Kirkstvll Ruad, Leeds I.S3 i t 1R. "I"rlephunc: 0532 35111 
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The TD 20A employs the Actilinear* system, which gives better dynamic range and uses a special phase linearity network which improves the 
transient response remarkably. The Actilinear* system represents a 20dB improvement in signal -handling capacity over any conventional system 

on the market today. The TD 20A is operated by four separate motors which eliminate mechanical power transmission and gear systems. 
Separate power supplies for operational functions and audio functions. Special circuits for phase correction. PROM electronic 'brain' and TRIAC- 

controlled spool motors. 2 -track and 4 -track models available. 
Even at the slowest tape speed (33/4 ips) the frequency response measures within 1dB from 10Hz to 25.000Hz with a distortion off -tape of less than 

0.9% at a recording level of 320nw. 
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Digital primer 
Hugh Ford 

Digital technology is rapidly invading the analog 
world of the recording studio. Not only is sound 
itself an analog phenomenon but also our actions 
are analog ; operating faders, editing tapes, and 
all such actions are essentially analog functions. 
However digital recording, automated desks, auto - 
locators, delay units, reverberation units and special 
effects units are all nowadays rapidly leaving the 
analog world and being digitised. 

IHAVE THE impression that the sound man is rather frightened 
by this abrupt entrance of digital technology, possibly following the 

fear that the general public have of computers whose programmers 
(not the computers) make interminable errors which torment us from 
day to day. 

In this article it is hoped that the fearsome digit will be tamed - 
there's nothing really complicated about computers or digits, it 

just happens that we have 10 fingers and thumbs which are useful if 
we think in decimal -if we were simple and had only one such attach- 
ment we might have standardised on digital thinking; or if we had 
eight, on octal thinking (scale of eight instead of ten). 

In the following explanations I will avoid the complicated mathematics 
which are attached to some of the theory behind digital processes and 
stay with our feet on the ground dealing with the practical engineering 
aspects of digital techniques with which the studio engineer may be 
concerned. 

Analog versus digits 
The position of a fader, the amplitude of a sound, the distance along 

a tape are all measurable in basic physical units such as voltage or 
distance. If we try to make a record of these, there are inevitable errors 
in the measurements and even worse if we try to transmit this information 
we will inevitably introduce further errors as a result of not only 
secondary measurement errors, but also errors in the transmission chain. 

Such errors accumulate -we all know that copies of tapes are of 
worse quality than the masters and that the more remote the copy of 
the master is, the worse the quality is, as a result of transmission errors. 
These errors are a direct result of handling analog information - 
information which is measured in physical quantities rather than in 

pure numbers. 
If we could convert sound into a series of numbets, our fader positions 

into numbers and tape position into numbers, then these can be recorded 
for any length of time without introducing any errors. If we could 
write a particular performance of Beethoven's 5th onto paper as a 

series of numbers (or for that matter punk rock) and reproduce the 
original sound from numbers, the quality of the original performance 
could be recorded for posterity without any degradation -indeed the 

reproduction might improve in quality, rather than suffer from the 

analogue diseases of print -through and high frequency losses. 
Digital techniques involve the recording. replay, transmission and 

manipulation of numerical information. Whilst, as will be seen, this 
is not always without error, such techniques offer a tremendous 
advantage over analog techniques -but just what are digits and 
digital techniques? 
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Digital numbers 
Binary was an unknown word to all but recent school leavers who 

have studied the 'O' Level syllabus and I'm sorry if I will now bore 
them with the basic understanding of digital or binary numbers, but 
with any luck you lot will have forgotten your math's classes and need 
a refresher course! 

Most people's understanding of numbers is based on the decimal 
system where we use the 10 numbers from 0 to 9, and when we require 
to express a number greater than 9 we start with a I again, but displaced 
one place to the left and followed by a 0, ie 10. 

After this we start increasing the right -hand digit from 0 to 9 until 
we again run out of symbols and change from 19 to 20 and so on. 
By adding further places for numbers we can carry on this process as 
long as we like. 

Digital numbering is similar (as are numbers to other numeric bases) 
but in the digital system we use only two symbols, 0 or 1. This is very 
convenient as many physical phenomenon have two states which can 
respectively represent the 0 or the 1. 

Such conditions are zero volts or voltage present, magnetised north 
or south, energy or no energy, charged or not charged and so on. It is 

easy to verify such conditions with a very small chance of error -as 
opposed to determining a precise voltage or charge etc . . . 

Comparing our normally used decimal numbering system with the 
binary (digital) system will show you just how to represent numbers in 
binary where the position occupied by our normal 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8 and 9 can only accommodate the numbers zero or one. 

Position 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Decimal value 100000's 10000's 1000's hundreds tens units 
106 10° 103 102 101 10° 

Binary value 32 16 eight four two one 
26 2° 2322 21 2° 

The decimal number four in binary becomes 100 which is four+ 
zero -zero, or in other words 22 +0 +0 just like the number 35 in 
decimal is (3 x 10') +(5 x l0 °). 

If we take the binary number 1011 we can convert this to decimal 
as you can see from the above which comprises (1 x 23) +(0 x 22)+ 
(1 x 2') -f -(1 x 2 °) and equals (I x 8) +(0 x 4) +(l x 2) +0 x 1) which is 

8 +2 +1 making 11 in decimal or 10' +1. 
Let's just look at the decimal numbers zero to 15 in their binary 

form as an example. 

Decimal 
0 

Binary 
0000 

Construction of Binary 
0 +0 +0 +0 

1 0001 0 +0 +0 +1 
2 0010 0 +0 -2 +0 
3 0011 0 +0 -+2 1 

4 0100 0 +4 +0 +0 
5 0101 0 +4 +0 +1 
6 0110 0 +4 +2 +0 
7 0111 0 +4 +2, 1 

8 1000 8 +0 +0'0 
9 1001 8 +01011 

10 1010 8 +0 = -2 - 0 

11 1011 8 +0 -2 -1 
12 1100 8 4 0 0 

13 1101 8 -4,0 -1 
14 1110 8 +4 +2 +0 
15 1111 8 +4 +2 +1 
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If we wish to multiply by IO in the decimal system we just add a zero 
in the least significant position, ie 4 multiplied by 10 is 40. In the 
binary system adding a zero multiplies by two, ie 011 (3), 110 (6). 
Similarly dividing by two is accomplished by shifting to the right just 
the same as dividing by ten in the decimal system: 

340 +10 =34 1010 +10 =101 
(10) (2) (5) 

Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
Just like decimal numbers it is possible to manipulate binary numbers 

to perform the normal mathematical operations and basically this is 
how digital computers function. 

Addition is extremely simple as one just carries over to the next 
column whenever two ones are present in the same way as one carries 
over a number in the decimal system when nine is exceeded. 

47 (7 +5 =12 (01 +01 =10 101111 (47) 
35 carry 1) carry 1) 100011 (35) 

82 1010010 (82) 

Subtraction follows the same pattern as the decimal procedure by 
borrowing from the more significant column whenever it is necessary 
to subtract a one from a zero. 

46 (6-9 (0-1 101110 (47) 
39 borrow 10) borrow 10) 100111 (39) 

7 000111 (7) 

In circumstances where the result of a subtraction is a negative 
number, some manipulation is necessary, but this is simple when it is 
realised that A -B = -C is the same as B -A = +C. Thus all that is 
necessary is to subtract the smaller number from the larger number 
and change the sign of the result. 

Multiplication and division can be accomplished in the same way as 
we have been taught to multiply and divide decimal numbers but the 
methods used by machines to multiply and divide are rather complicated 
and will not be explained here. Just as an example, this is how you 
multiply 18 by 19. 

18 

19 
10010 
10011 

(18) 
(19) 

162 (9x18) 10010 (10010x1) 
180 (10x18) 10010 (10010x10) 

00000 (10010x000) 
342 00000 (10010x0000) 

10010 (10010x10000) 

101010110 (342) = (256 +64 +16 +4 +2) 

As an example of division, this is how 342 can be divided by 19. 

19 

18 

342 
19 

152 

10011 

10010 

101010110 
10011 

10011 

10011 

0 

00 

In practical machines negative numbers may be represented by the 
addition of another digit to represent the sign of the number, or more 
likely the compliment code will be used, simplifying arithmetic. This 
compliment may commonly take one of two forms, the two's compliment 
or the one's compliment, the latter being a convenient way of finding 
the former. 

Rather like the addition of another digit to represent the sign of a 
number (called a sign bit), the compliments also require another bit of 
information. The two's compliment of a number is found by subtracting 
the number from this extra bit. Thus the two's compliment of 39 in a 
code using six bits for the numbers is as follows. 

1000000 
-100111 (39) 

011001 

An alternative way of finding the two's compliment is to find the 
one's compliment and then add one. The one's compliment is found 
by replacing all ones with zeros and replacing zeros with ones, that is 
inverting each bit. 

eg 100111 (39) 
011000 One's compliment of (39) 

+000001 

011001 Two's compliment of (39) 

The two's compliment may be conveniently used for subtraction 
because if we add the two's compliment of a number this is the same 
as subtracting it from the other number. For example try our earlier 
sum of subtracting 39 from 46. 

101110 (46) 
011001 Two's compliment of (39) 

1000111 (7) 

In the above example it can be seen that an extra one has appeared 
in the seventh bit location, but in a 6 -bit code this would be lost so it 
is not significant. Because division also uses subtraction the two's 
compliment also very much simplifies division. 

When a machine uses the two's compliment to represent negative 
numbers, this is known as the two's compliment code. An example of 
this in a 6 -bit machine is as follows. 

+63 0111111 
+62 0111110 
+1 0000001 

0 0000000 
-1 1111111 

-2 1111110 
-62 1000010 
-63 1000001 

Codes for the transfer of data 
It is often necessary to feed information for instruments such as 

digital voltmeters and timer /counters to a computer, or to feed 
information from a computer to instruments, printers or displays. 
Doing this is not simple in a straight binary code, for instance we might 
wish to interface a four decimal display voltmeter with ranges from 
9999V to 0.9999 in four ranges. This could be interfaced in binary 
millivolts from zero to 9999000 but this would require 24 bits and 
potentially 24 wires to transmit the voltage. This situation can be 
much simplified by using a code known as 'binary coded decimal' 
where each decimal digit is converted individually into binary and a 
further decimal digit used to indicate the voltmeter range as an exponent. 

Thus 9999 would be transmitted as 9999 x 103 millivolts, 12V as 
12 x 103 millivolts, 40mV as 40 x 10° millivolts etc. This requires the 
transmission of four decimal characters and each of these may be 
transmitted on four wires requiring a total of 20 wires and much simpler 
logic circuits in the instrument. 

In binary coded decimal 6931 x 102 millivolts would be transmitted 
as the binary equivalents or 6, 9, 3, I and the binary equivalent of the 
exponent 2, eg 0110 1001 0011 

(6) (9) (3) 

Decimal number 

0001 0010 
(1) (102) 

Binary coded decimal 
0 0000 
1 0001 

2 0010 
3 0011 

4 0100 
5 0101 

6 0110 
7 0111 

8 1000 
9 1001 

From the table it can be readily seen that binary coded decimal, or 
BCD as it is known, is an inefficient code because it only uses the 
numbers zero to nine out of the possibility of the numbers zero to 15. 
Another code known as binary coded hexidecimal is the same as BCD 
but uses the spare number to represent the letters A to F. 

Letter 
A 
B 

C 

D 
E 

F 

Binary coded hexidecimal 
1010 
1011 

1100 
1101 

1110 

1111 

Before concluding the section on codes, mention must be made of a 
very efficient code known as binary coded octal, the octal number 
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Digital primer 
system being a system to the base eight, unlike decimal which is to the 
base 10 and binary which is to the base two. Octal numbers therefore 
consist of the eight numbers zero to seven. 

Decimal number Binary coded octal 
0 000 

1 001 

2 010 

3 011 

4 100 

s 101 

6 110 
7 111 

Clearly this is an efficient code because it uses the three digital bits 
fully with no spare codes, but just how are decimal numbers expressed 
in the octal or binary coded octal codes? 

Well, it's quite simple to see if we look at binary and decimal numbers 
and compare the octal numbers. Let us for example take a four 
character number in each of the codes. 

Binary EIGHTS FOURS TWOS UNITS 
1 1 1 1 

Decimal THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS 
9 9 9 

=15 (8 +4 +2 +1) 
UNITS 

9 =9999 
(9000 +900 +90 +9) 

Octal 512's 64's EIGHTS UNITS 
7 7 7 7 =4095 (7x512 +7x64 +7x8 +7x1) etc. 

If we consider the binary coded octal of the above octal number, it 
takes the form 1 I 1 111 Ill 111 which if considered as a binary number 
is 1 I I )1111111 l and when converted into decimal is identical to the 
original 4096 -this is therefore a very convenient code ! 

Bits, bytes, blocks and bauds 
All digital data consists of an arrangement of binary digits which 

are abbreviated as `bits'. There are data bits and also some special bits 
such as the earlier mentioned sign bit, and also extra bits which are 
added to data for checking its accuracy; these may be check bits or 
parity bits. 

Data is always organised in a particular way such as the four octal 
characters used in the above example each comprising three bits. This 
organisation of the four characters or 12 bits may be referred to as a 
byte as may any other set organisation of bits. When storing data on 
magnetic tape, discs or other similar means, the storage is organised 
in blocks of data which may often be of varying length. The reason 
for this is that it is not economical to store individual characters or 
bytes as it is necessary to leave a gap between sets of data or blocks 
to allow the storage device to start and stop etc. 

The rate of transfer of data (particularly in telegraph systems) is 
expressed in Bauds where one Baud is a data transfer rate of one code 
element per second. 

Data storage 
The more elementary forms of data storage are mechanical means 

such as punched holes in computer cards or holes in paper tape -where 
a hole is present or absent in a known location clearly defines a form of 
digital storage. 

However, the amount of information that can be stored for a given 
bulk of the medium is limited and also high data transfer rates are 
mechanically impossible. 

The best form of off -line (external to a computer) storage is magnetic 
tape or magnetic discs. In the case of magnetic tape it may be necessary 
to wind through a complete reel to find a particular block of data, but 
with discs it is possible to locate a particular block immediately, so 
these are called random access devices. 

Both devices are of course subject to dropouts, just like audio 
dropouts, but in these cases dropouts would cause errors in the data 
replayed or in computer jargon `read'. This problem is tackled by 
recording redundant data so that errors can be detected. The simplest 
form of redundancy system is the `parity check' and it is for this purpose 
that the standard 7 -track magnetic recording standard for +in tape 
employs seven parallel tracks for recording 6 -bit data. The extra 
seventh track is known as the 'parity track' which is used for recording 
a parity bit. The parity bit is generated such that each row recorded 
across the tape contains an even number of ones (known as even 
parity) or alternatively an odd number of ones (known as odd parity). 
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Data Tracks Parity Track 
100110 1 

011011 0 even parity 
100110 0 

011011 1 odd parity 

When the data is read, it is simple to check the parity and to attempt 
to re -read the data if a parity error is located. The generation of a 
parity bit across the tape only provides a certain amount of protection 
against errors and further protection can be provided by generating a 
longitudinal parity check for each track at the end of each data block. 
With this system it is possible to correct single bit dropout errors, but 
in some applications even more security is required and more redundant 
data is recorded using various mathematical techniques to give maximum 
protection and ability to correct errors. 

4096 WORD CORE STORE 
Y DRIVE WIRES 

36 WRITE WIRES 

ONE TO EACH PLANE 

r A 

vo i+ 
41 

Y2 

;r 1 ;1 
1 ' 

Y0.63 111i;1 

f 
X DRIVE WIRES 

(36 PLANES) 

I 

I \ 

5631 rJ 
1,1 1J 

36 READ WIRES ONE FROM 

EACH PLANE 

Data storage within a computer can take several forms, the least 
complex of which is probably the `core store'. This consists of matrices 
of miniature ferrite toroids with a square hysteresis loop, such that a 
well defined minimum current passed through a wire threaded through 
the toroid is required to change the core from one magnetised state to 
the other. If two wires are threaded, each d:iven by half the critical 
current and a third wire threaded and connected to a 'read amplifier', 
the amplifier will give an output if the magnetic state of the core is 
changed. This will only happen if the currents in both the drive wires 
are present and are in such a direction as is required to change the 
magnetic state of the core. From the diagram of a core store, only 
one core in each of the 36 planes is selected by any combination of the 
X and the Y drive wires. With 36 planes and MX plus MY wires this 
core store can store 4096 (64 x 64) words of data each comprising 36 
bits. Similar to the reading process, the writing process is accomplished 
by a write wire through each plane with the writing being done by 
applying the X and Y drives in the opposite direction to that used for 
reading and driving the write wire with half the critical current in 
opposition to the X and Y drives. 

Whilst core stores can hold large amounts of data, they are slow 
random access stores and modern integrated circuit stores are very 
much faster and efficient. There are two basic types of semiconductor 
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The 1980's are brought one step 
nearer by the introduction of the 
MTR -90. This new sophisticated 
design is based on accumulated tech- 
nology and innovation which have 
been the hallmark of Otari for over 
15 years. 

The new -generation tape transport 
incorporates a pinch -roller -free 
direct drive capstan with phase - 
locked -loop dc-servo circuitry. Tape 
speeds are 15/30 ips with ± 20% 
stepless varispeed and a digital 
percentage readout. Features include 
full dc-servo on supply and take -up 

motors for constant tape tension, 
automatic switching between input/ 
sync /reproduce electronics with 
gapless punch -in /punch -out. And a 
sliding tape -speed controller, built -in 
digital timer, auto /manual motor - 
driven head shields plus 40 -ohm 
balanced output, to name but a few. 
It comes with the latest electronics 
featuring a single plug -in card per 
channel. 

The MTR -90 is also available in a 
16 -track frame, and a 16 -track 
préwired for 24 which can be up- 
graded to a 24 -track machine simply 

and economically. For the full story, 
get in contact with your nearest Otari 
distributor. 

Japan: Otani Electric Co., Ltd., 

4-29-18 Minami Ogikubo, Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, 

Phone: (03)333 -9631 

U.S.A: Otan Corporation, 

981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California 94070, 
Phone: (415) 593 -1648 

Announcing 
the new 24 track designed for 1980s. 

Otani MTR 90. 
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Digital primer 
Whilst core stores can hold large amounts of data, they are slow 

random access stores and modern integrated circuit stores are very 
much faster and efficient. There are two basic types of semiconductor 
integrated circuit stores, the Random Access Memory (abbreviated 
RAM) and the Read Only Memory (ROM). As its name implies, the 

RAM is a random access device into which data may be written and 
read from random locations. On the other hand the ROM, whilst it is 

also a random access device, has a set of data in permanent storage 
and cannot have data written into it. A device such as the ROM is 

very useful for storing data which remains constant and is frequently 
required, such as the value of-, or information for generating characters 
on a printer or visual display unit (abbreviated VDU). 

SHIFT REGISTER 

INPUT 

CLOCK 

-4- 0 1 0 T 
T 

-)OUTPUT 

Another useful form of data store is the shift register which consists 
of a chain of single bit stores connected in series. Each time a pulse is 

applied to the `clock' line, the data in the stores is shifted one place 
to the right such that with no input the data shown 101101 will become 
010110 on the first clock and a I will be output. On the second clock 
the data will become 001011 and a 0 output, etc. The first and obvious 
application of a shift register is a time delay which varies with the 
frequency of the clock, and indeed some audio delay units use shift 
registers. However the shift register shown above is very basic and the 
addition of a few more input and output lines leads to important 
applications. 

Serial /parallel and parallel /serial conversion 
If we wish to transmit large numbers in digital form we end up with a 

great number of wires, one for each bit, such that to transmit numbers 
up to say 1023, we would need 10 wires. This may well be inconvenient 
or even impossible if we wish to send digital data by radio or telephone 
links and the way out of this problem is to convert the parallel digital 
data into serial form at the transmitting end and at the receiving end to 
convert the serial digital data back to parallel form. 

SERIAL / PARALLEL & PARALLEL / SERIAL CONVERSION 

PARALLEL OUTPUTS 

SERIAL ,-- 
INPUT 

PARALLEL INPUTS 

SERIAL 

OUTPUT 

These operations may be conveniently done by using a shift register 
with additional connections as shown above. For parallel to serial 
conversion the data is entered into a shift register of suitable length by 
using the parallel inputs which set each bit in the shift register which is 

then 'clocked out' by means of the clock input to produce serial data 
at the serial output. Serial to parallel conversion is done by 'clocking 
in' the serial data until the shift register is full when the parallel data 
appears in its correct form at the parallel outputs. 

It follows that discrete blocks of data can be easily converted in this 
way, but the timing of the data is important as we need to know when 
that data in the shift registers is a complete block ready to read out of 
the register. 

When dealing with data in this way it is a simple matter to understand 
how we can multiplex data -that is use a single line or set of lines to 
transmit different sorts of data in a series of blocks. If for instance we 

arrange three separate shift registers with their outputs commoned we 

could load data relating to temperature in register one, pressure in 
register two and fluid level into register three. We can then arrange to 
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send a character down the line saying 'data ready' followed by the 
contents of the three registers in series and thus send our three sets of 
data and repeat the exercise as often as we like. This is how multiplexing 
works in simple terms and this technique is used in automated consoles 
to store the positions of the multitude of faders etc. 

Analog digital and digital /analog conversion 
Whilst there are a number of different ways of making A/D and D/A 
converters, the methods described here are typical of modern techniques 
and in order to understand the A/D conversion it is first necessary to 
understand the D/A converter. 

D/A CONVERTER 

32 

16 

8 

4 

CURRENT 

SOURCE 

SWITCH 

CURRENT 

32 UNITS 

16 UNITS 

8 UNITS 

0 

DIGITAL 

INPUT 

SWITCH 

SWITCH 

2 UNITS 

1 UNIT 

VIRTUAL EARTH 

AMPLIFIER 

ANALOG 

OUTPUT 

Illustrated is a 6 -bit digital to analog converter which may be 

expanded to cope with more bits by the addition of further switches. 
Each of the digital input lines operates a switch fed by a precision current 

84 0. 

A/D CONVERTER 

UP/ DOWN 

COUNTER 

COUNT UP 

0/A 
CONVERTER 

LOGIC 

COUNT DOWN 

COMPARATOR 

CLOC 

OSCILLATOR 

32 

g DIGITAL 

4 OUTPUT 

2 

1 

ANALOG 

INPUT 

DATA 

READY 
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AMBER 4400A MULTIPURPOSE AUDIO 
TEST SET. A powerful and cost effective 
development and production test instrument, 
integrating virtually every professional audio 
test and measurement function. Drastically 
reduces setup time and increases efficiency. 
Produces graphs on your oscilloscope, or 
with optional interface on your XY recorder, 
for easy and immediate comprehension. 
Allows much greater R &D flexibility in 
gathering test results. The Amber 4400A 
was designed to do everything you need 
done. But faster. 
Use the Amber 4400A for production line 
response plotting of speaker systems, am- 
plifiers or equalizers. Check the gain, noise 
and phase characteristics of transmission 
devices. In the lab, it lets you generate fam- 
ilies of curves of new designs, or spectrum 
analysis of noise characteristics. Or you 
can quickly and easily plot the phase and 
amplitude responses of new filter designs. 

UK Dtstr:bu:ots 
Scenic Sounds Equipment 
97 -99 Dean Street, London WI V 5RA 
Telephone : 01 -734 2812 

Amber 4400A 
product design and 

production test specialist. 
Quality and accuracy are assured with features like low distortion, 
high power generator and wide bandwidth; high sensitivity 
digital readout. 

11x. 

Of all the Amber 4400A's capabilities, its best is saving time. 
And money. 

Amber Electro Design Ltd. 

4810 Jean Talon West 
Montreal Canada H4P 2N5 
Telephone ( 514) 735 4105 amber 

THE SUPREME 
CAPACITOR 
MICROPHONES 
The Collette Range 
a modular system with a wide range 
of capsules and mountings 
The MTS 501 
coincedent stereo microphone 
Special Purpose Microphones 
for specific applications 

04-kt far full details contact: 
Scenic Sounds Equipment 
97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA. 
Telephone 01- 734 2812/3/4/5 
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AES 62nd Convention, 
Brussels a report 

WASN'T REALLY MY week. Missed my 
plane on the way out (courtesy of British 

Rail), missed the ferry on the way back, and 
my camera didn't manage to produce any 
usable pictures for the second Convention 
running. But despite first impressions, the 
exhibition produced some very interesting new 
products and of course many products being 
shown for the first time in Europe. There were 
no less than 122 exhibitors and 43 papers were 
presented, preprints only being available for 
27 (about the usual 'failure' rate on behalf of 
authors). Although it had been suggested that 
digital technology would be the talking point 
of the show, there was virtually no digital 
recording equipment on demonstration and 
four papers (only two of which were preprinted) 
directly related to digital recording technology. 

There was considerable discussion about the 
future of digital audio discs with JVC present- 
ing a paper on its AHD (Audio High Density) 
disc which was launched to the press last 
September and uses a grooveless capacitance 
pick -up system; the Philips Compact Disc 
which was launched last May and uses an 
optically read track of 'pits'; and the Sony Long 
Play Digital Audio Disc System which is the 
third development in a series that started in 

1976 (with a different system appearing each 
September). Digital audio discs require a far 
wider discussion than it is possible to provide 
in this report, and 1 shall be covering them 
fully in a feature article. 

In my New York AES Report I discussed 
digital multitrack recorders from Ampex, 3M 
and Sony, and the Brussels Convention marked 
the introduction (on paper at least) of a fourth 
digital multitrack from Matsushita Electric 
(otherwise known as National, Panasonic and 
Technics) which was described by Messrs 
Matsushima, Kanai, Mura and Kogure. The 
Matsushita multitrack is different from the 
others in using no less than four digital tracks 
on the tape per analogue recorded channel on 
a tape running at I5in /s. A newly developed 
thin film magnetic head allows two channels to 
be recorded on ¡in tape, or 24/32 channels on 
lin tape. Recorded format is 16 -bit linear 
quantisation with sampling at 50.4kHz, while 
the recording frequency with 'modified fre- 
quency modulation' is 151.2kHz. Track width 
is 120 -180 microns making high outputs from 
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The 62nd Convention of the Audio 
Engineering Society took place 
at the Sheraton Hotel Manhattan 
Centre in Brussels, from March 
13 to 16. 

the recorded track difficult to achieve, so a 
magneto resistive element is used with the out- 
put voltage being proportional to the current 
density supplied to the element. But the re- 
cording flux required for the recording head is 

obtained by feeding the recording current of 
high current density to a head coil of one turn. 
Advantages claimed for four tracks per channel 
are elimination of interleave (one track being 
used for parity), and simplified editing -tape 
cut editing was suggested in the paper, but no 
electronic editing is discussed. It is interesting 
to recall that both Sony and Ampex are pro- 
posing 2 -track per channel, while 3M is sticking 
with one. 

One other paper that came to notice was from 
Curt Knoppel of Inter- Technology Exchange 
in Hollywood, the company that developed the 
Aphex Aura/ Exciter, called 'Electronic Man- 

Design Electronics Cuemix studio foldback system 

ipulation of Psychoacoustic Space Perceptions' 
and which describes the principles behind the 
Aphex unit (now that the patent has been 
granted ...). As is well known, the Aphex 
signal comprises a low level subcarrier that is 

added onto the main signal, the subcarrier 
containing slightly delayed signal which has 
passed a frequency dependent phase shift and 
delay. When this new signal is heard by the ear, 
the delay /phase combination causes an appar- 
ent dislocation of perceived sound orientation 
providing increased spatiality and presence. 
At the New York Convention, the EXR 
Exciter was introduced designed to provide a 
similar psychoacoustic effect, and the Brussels 
Convention saw the introduction of a similar 
unit from Publison in France. 

While the exhibition saw the introduction of 
many new lines, possibly the most interesting in 

the use of old techniques in a new application 
was the Cuemix studio foldback system from 
Design Electronics in London. Designed (no 
pun intended) to ease cable congestion on the 
studio floor, the Cuemix system comprises a 

cordless foldback unit that also allows the 
musicians to control their own foldback mix 
from five channels which may be assigned to 
left /centre /right for stereo headphones. Cord- 
less operation is obtained by using an inductive 
loop system on which multichannel operation 
and freedom from hum is obtained by the use of 
single sideband transmission (20kHz to 150kHz 
bandwidth) upon which the five channels are 
modulated. The receiver units comprise a heavy 
base with a lead acid battery, providing two to 
five days operation, with a flexible stalk upon 
which is mounted the unit containing the slider 
level controls and three headphone sockets 
with 2.5W output. Crosstalk on British 
systems will be better than 35dB witn a con- 
siderable improvement possible for overseas 
markets where rather higher current levels in 
the loop are permitted. Price of the Cuemix 
transmitter with two receiver units is £1,200 
while extra receiver units are £400 each. 

Audio Kinetics is a small British company 
that last year introduced its Intelocator, and 
this year has added the QLock 2/0 synchron- 
iser designed to lock two audio -audio or audio - 
video transports together and contains an 
integral SMPTE /EBU timecode generator 
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After spending so much money on a state of the art 
digital delay, why must you still use a tape deck 
when you need more than 300 milliseconds? 
Because even today's state of the art digital signal 
processors are restricted. 

Introducing the Shared 
Access Memory System, by 
Audio Machinery. The 
Shared Access Memory 
System is a modular 
computer controlled system 
that takes away the 
restrictions from digital 
signal processors. 

The Shared Access 
Memory System consists of 
a mainframe and up to 8 
plug in modules. The 
mainframe houses the 
Random Access Memory 
(RAM) and a computer that 
allows you to control the 
distribution of the RAM 
space to suit any particular 

processing requirements. 
The mainframe comes with 
400 milliseconds of RAM, 
however up to 6,000 
milliseconds (6 seconds), may 
be installed. 

The mainframe accepts up 
to 8 plug in modules. Each 
module has one or more 
designated functions 
including: Delay, Pitch Shift 
with Delay, Reverberation 
and Output. The modules 
determine the in /out 
configuration. The 
maximum delay time is only 
restricted to the amount of 

RAM available in the 
mainframe. And with a 
possible six seconds 
available, that's not much of 
a restriction. 

Shared Access Memory 
achieves 16 bit resolution, 
which means it is cleaner and 
quieter than the others. No 
analog techniques such as 
compandingor 
pre /de- emphasis are 
employed, which means that 
the 16 kiloHertz bandwidth 
of Shared Access Memory 
i.v 16 kiloHertz, even at full 

level! Proprietary algorithms 
are employed which allow 
the Pitch Shift Module a new 
level of performance. 

The Shared Access 
Memory System is 
manufactured by Audio 
Machinery and is distributed 
exclusively by Sound 
Workshop Professional 
Audio Products, Inc. For 
more details please see your 
professional audio dealer or 
contact us directly. 

-- I 0K.. 
pELAV- 
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shared 
access 
Meinor 
system 

AMA/ 
The Audio Machinery Shared Access Memory System 
distributed by Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc. 
1324 Motor Parkway /Hauppauge, New York 11787 /516- 582 -6210 

U.K. Distributor: TRAD ELECTRONIC SALES LTD. 
1498 St. Albans Road, Watford Herts. 

Tel: Watford 47988 Telex: 262741 
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Cuemaster 
CARTRIDGE MACHINES 

FIDEUPIC 

NOVATRON 
400 FX 
EFFECTS CONSOLES 

Cetec Broadcast Group 

schafer = PARTA 

G 
Granet 

Communications Ltd. 
39 BEECHCROFT MANOR, OATLANDS 

DRIVE, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY KTI3 9NZ 

Weybridge (0932) 47785 
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with readers for each transport (all in software). 
The QLock uses three 6800 microprocessors 
(one for each transport, one for overall control), 
and will be available (in June /July) to interface 
with most common recorders including A80, 
M79, JH -24, M1200, ATR700 and Sony 
U -Matie editing video cassette recorders. Un- 
like many other synchronisers using SMPTE/ 
EBU timecode, which require head contact and 
a special wideband replay amplifier to read 
timecode in winding modes (often with a 

special head), the QLock uses a tacho signal 
during winding (as in the Intelocator) only 
transferring to timecode at twice play speed. 
Other features include cyclic sequence pro- 
gramming for continuous loop rehearsal/ 
mixing, search programming, auto -record 
drop - in and out memories, skip / nbn - skip 
field for SMPTE with jam -sync, offset memory 
with calculation facility, 10 memory locations, 
user definable preroll and instant replay, and 
cascade enabling units to be linked for multiple 
transports. The Audio Kinetics QLock was 

designed by Tim Whiffin and is expected to 
cost less than £6,000. 

A rather unusual Compact cassette tape 
position locator was introduced by Staar SA 
of Brussels which is able to determine the time 
remaining on any unprepared cassette what- 
ever the position when it is inserted after being 
driven for a couple of seconds. Anybody guess 
how? It measures the angular velocity of the 
two tape spools (which are different due to the 
tape remaining) using optical sensors and is 

even able to determine that the wrong cassette 
length selector has been chosen and select the 
correct one. The Staar Compucounter also 
provides random access on a second basis with 
an accuracy of five seconds and includes a 

memory. 
Back to the mainstream manufacturers - 

AEG- Telefunken showed the MTS15A Mag- 
netophon Timecode System that allows one or 
more (in the -i version) MI5A multitracks 

Enertec F462 2-track 

CB Electronics modular tape electronics used with 
Studer deck 

(available in eight to 32 -track versions) to be 
locked to a master video tape recorder or 
another multitrack. It uses EBU (the European 
25 frames /s version of SMPTE) timecode and 
includes off -set, jamsync, and displays for 
each transport. For more complex require- 
ments, the MTSI5A -2 editing system enables 
further recorders to be connected and offers 
timecode related electronic audio editing, loop 
operation and post -sync. 

Lyrec exhibited a prototype 2 -track *in 
transport that will be introduced later in the 
year, and also a new controller for the estab- 
lished TR532 24 -track that is rather more corn - 
pact than the present TPC (and about double 
the price). The ATC Audio & Tape Controller 
is just over 2in deep, is microprocessor con- 
trolled and offers ready, safe, line, sync, repro 
and solo on each channel with master controls, 
full deck remotes, tape counter reading real 
time at both speeds, continuously variable 
speed 7-1- to 60in /s with digital display of actual 
tape speed, direct tape search to three selected 
tape positions, memory for 16 tape positions 
and shuttle mode between two tape positions. 
Cost of the ATC factory fitted as original 
equipment is 31,950 Danish Kroner, or 48,000 
as an update to an existing TR532. 

CB Electronics Ltd is another small British 
company run by Colin Broad, that is currently 
developing a `cost effective' multitrack tape 
recorder, but meanwhile has available modular 
electronics for other transports such as Studer 
or MCI which offer three eq settings, phase 
correction, Dolby /dbx mounting, full monitor- 
ing, solo, slate input, noise gate on each chan- 
nel, fast line -up system, and silent drop -in with 

no gaps. Using an MCI transport, 16 -track 
electronics with one meter only, remotes, noise 
reduction rack, position indicator and search 
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... here is the new dynamic range 
Two leading names in electronics - Wayne Kerr and Radford - have merged their expertise to 

provide a comprehensive new range of Audio Test Instruments. 
The Wayne Kerr Radford range includes distortion measuring sets, frequency response 
analysers, digital display stores, low distortion oscillators, audio noise meters and high 

sensitivity voltmeters. 
This is good news for all professional audio users, ... for recording studios, radio & TV 

broadcast stations, laboratories, service workshops, film sound & audio -visual engineers, 
musicians & producers and audio equipment manufacturers. 

Wherever rapid, accurate and high- sensitivity audio measurements are vital this new 
combination is without equal. 

Contact Phil Collins on (02433) 25811 today for details, or see us at Testmex. 

leWayne Kerr Radford The dynamic range 

Wilmot Breeden Electronics Limited Durban Road Bognor Regis West Sussex PO22 9RL England . Phone Bognor (02433) 25811 Telex 861620 
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MüM 
CITIES 

MIA IIMUM 
SIZE. 

That's PyeTVTs SM12 Audio Mixing 
Unit. It's a complete system package and 
contains comprehensive facilities for 
talkback, cueing and monitoring. 

The simple modular design allows 
for easy expansion of facilities whilst the 
compactness of the unit makes it ideal 
for use where space is at a premium, 
such as Outside Broadcast Vehicles. 

The range of facilities offered on the 
standard SM12 include 12 mic /high level 
inputs,4 groups /outputs and `Penny and 
Giles' faders. 

The SM12 Audio Mixer available for 
immediate delivery from Pye TVT 
Limited, Coldhams Lane, Cambridge, 
England CBI 3JU.Telephone 
Cambridge 45115.Telex 81103. 

IL 
Í 

PyeTVT Lim 
of 
ite 

The Broadcast Company Philips 

rPlease send me full details of PyeTVTs 
SM12 Audio Mixing Unit. 

Name 

Position 

Organisation 

Address 

Pye TVT Limited, Coldhams Lane, 
Cambridge, England CB1 3JU. 

LTelephone Cambridge 45115.Telex 81103. j 
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to cue (4- position) costs £11,775, while 24- 
track is £14,400. 

Otani demonstrated its first 24 -track tape 
recorder at Brussels, and it incorporates a pinch 
roller free direct drive capstan with phase 
locked loop DC capstan servo. Tape speeds 
are 15 and 30in /s, with wow and flutter at 0.04 
and 0.03 % respectively while claimed signal -to- 
noise in 24 -track is 62dB. 

Compteurs Schlumberger is an established 
French manufacturer of consoles, tape re- 
corders and magnetic film transports that 
recently changed its name to Enertec SA in 

Rueil -Malmaison. Among several new products 
launched was the F462 Series magnetophone 
(tape recorder) which is a 2 -track in type and 
includes DC direct drive, crystal controlled 
speeds, electronic tape tension control (before 
and after the capstan in all operating modes) 
electronic counter, electrical and mechanical 
braking, auto zero locator, and available in 

mono, stereo 0.75mm and 2mm, mono neo- 
pilot, synchrotone, and various VU meter 
versions. Deck mounting is unusual in being 
swivel mounted for operation either horizontal 
or slightly tilted, and allowing vertical tilt for 
easy access to modules. New consoles from 
Enertec included the UPS4000 which is typic- 
ally available with 24/4/4 configuration with 
two echo and two foldback channels. 

A Dutch company, Pieter Bollen Geluid- 
stechniek BV, was showing the Concord S2000 
console (manufactured by Raindirk), which is 

available in three frame sizes for 12, 20 or 28 

combined input /output channels. Input /output 
modules include group assignment (max 16) 

with pan, mic gain and pad, 4 -band eq, two 
aux sends, stereo cue with pan, stereo monitor 
(rotary) with pan and slider level control. A 

master /monitor module is available with 
oscillator, talkback and master controls with 
monitoring switching, while a patchbay /status 
module contains insertion points for all I/O 

modules, and illuminated master status con- 
trols for the console: record, tape and mix, 
with switching being entirely electronic. 

Amek will shortly be introducing a new low 
cost VCA -fader recording console, the M2000A 
which combines the function of the established 
M2000 with the benefits of the automation 

ready M3000 console. Standard format is 28/ 
16 + 24 with additional direct assigns from 
channels 17 to 24. Full parametric 4 -band eq 
is fitted with four aux busses, and Penny & 
Giles faders. 

Stramp is a German company that manu- 
factures autolocators, synchronisers and a noise 
limiting system which are distributed by Peter 
Struven GmbH in Hamburg, US distributor 
being Charles Lane Studios in New York. The 
Aufoloc is available for one or two tape re- 
corders and uses optical sensing units mounted 
above the tape spools which have marks 
attached to them, and which allow location of 
zero or a preset memory. The Stramp Syn- 
chroniser enables two multitrack tape re- 
corders to be synchronised without loss of 
tracks on either by adding the high frequency 
synchronising signal to an audio channel. 
Finally the NLS -8 noise limiting system coin- 
pander unit claims to provide more than 35dB 
of noise reduction and offers 15dB additional 
head room with no level matching required - 
available in 2, 4 and 8- channel units. 

Klark -Teknik was demonstrating its range 
of graphic equalisers and effects units and 
showed for the first time the DN7I which is an 
accessory for the DN70 digital time processor 
(which has three separate digital delays up to 
max 652ms) offering remote facilities, harmon- 
ising, phasing, flanging and such swept digital 
effects, and also offers a hold and repeat facility 
allowing the memory content to be contin- 
uously repeated. 

A Danish company, Radiometer Electronics 
A /S, was showing some new `slim line' test 
equipment including the RE403 wow and flutter 
analyser that provides a real time frequency 
analysis using digital filters (equivalent to 
30 1- octave filters), with a frequency range from 
0.2Hz to 200Hz, display being the common 
LED matrix type. The RE403 is intended to be 
used with the RE402 wow and flutter meter 
which conforms to DIN, CCIR, IEC, NAB 
and JIS standards and provides digital display 
of drift in % (absolute accuracy 0.01 %) and 
contains a crystal controlled oscillator for 
making master recordings (3kHz and 3.15kHz). 

Further test equipment was shown from 
Audio Engineering Components GmbH in 

Obertshausen, West Germany. The ARA4I4 
is a i- octave real time audio frequency analyser 
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From Quad /Eight: 
The forty by forty, 
totally modular, 
fully automated, 
feature- packed, 

super -spec, 
recording and mixdown system 

that you thought you couldn't afford. 

at .'le , 
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Sn, n as Coronado Model MS4024CX 

AUDIO KINETICS (uK) LTD 

Verulam Road 
St. Albans AL3 401i 

. England 
Tel St. Albans 32191 STD Code 0727 -, 

e Artist in Every Engineer 
+uad /Eight Electronics 
QuadtEight International 
11929 Vose Street. North Hollywood. California 91605 
(213) 764-1516 Telex: 662 -446 
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using a CRT display offering 27 segments with 
a 27dB vertical range. A built -in noise generator 
delivers both pink and white noise. Another 
unit, the AFA4I5SG is a 2- channel unit that 
allows frequency response performance of a 
tape deck to be measured in 205. It displays 14 

highly selective frequency bands in roughly }- 

octave segments with a dynamic range of 27dB 
and a display tolerance of ±0.2dB -it also 
includes a built -in sinewave oscillator. 

Neutrik AG, a Liechtenstein based company, 
showed a rather interesting Audio Tracer 
Mode13210 which weighs only 5 lb but provides 
a paper frequency response trace. Range is 

switchable between 25dB and 50dB, paper 
speed can be varied from 0 to 25mm /s and the 
oscillator will sweep either 20Hz to 20kHz, or 
200Hz to 200kHz. Price is £825 plus £36.80 for 
a calibrated microphone. 

Court Acoustics introduced a new 30 -band 
i -band stereo graphic equaliser on standard 
ISO frequencies from 20Hz to 20kHz. It features 
XLR balanced inputs (or unbal), a max 
+30dBm input before overload, and +22dBm 
output, while individual filters provide ±10dB 
response with better than 1.5dB interaction. 

Skatron A /S, a Norwegian company, 
showed a range of cable drums taking multi - 
core cables up to 15mm in diameter. When 
equipped with a recoil starter, the drums are 
ideal for stacking sideways, and a brake is 

included for use when uncoiling the cable. 
Malcolm Hill Associates will be introducing 

a range of consoles for the smaller studio in the 
near future, the Kseries, and these will be avail- 

able for up to 32 -input channels with routing 
for up to 24 tracks. Price for a 32/24 would 
typically be from £4,000 to £8,000. The Hill 
range of power amplifiers has also been 
broadened and now comprises the dual channel 
amps DX700, 260W £387, DX350 115W £280, 
DX200 175W £248, (no drive into less than 
8f2), DX 140 80W £226, TX400 tri -amp 115W 
£366, MX50 mono 60W £135, and QX50 quad 
amp 60W £45 for the rack and £115 for each 
amp. Power figures are into 80 with both 
channels driven where appropriate. Many 
options are available. 

Hes Electronics, a Belgian company, first 
produced an automatic telephone line balanc- 
ing unit about six years ago, and intends to 
introduce a new model that is totally inde- 
pendent of line impedance later in the year. The 
company also produces intercom systems which 
feature a remote switching exchange and 
includes 30dB compression on each microphone 
amp. Easily pluggable cords on the electronic 
exchange enable switch designated destinations 
to be changed very quickly and simply. 

EMT -Franz introduced the Digiphon 466 
`digital signature tune repetitor' which enables 
segments of speech or music to be recorded, 
stored for short cycle times and endlessly re- 
peated. Using a MOS RAM memory with 
approx 2 million bits, the unit is available in 
three versions, the 446/5 with 5s storage, 12 -bit 
digital word length and 14.5kHz bandwidth, 
the 446/6 with 6s storage, 10 -bit digital word 
length and I4.5kHz bandwidth, and finally the 
446/12 with a full 12s storage with 10 bits and 
7kHz bandwidth. S/N is 66dB with 12 bits, 
and 54dB with 10 bits. 

Stocktronics in Stockholm, distributed by 
ITA in London, introduced the RX4000 stereo 
reverberation unit using mechanical excitement 
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of a suspended steel plate which provides 
natural -dimensional reverberation set to ap- 
prox 3.5s. The RX4000 is easily transportable 
and weighs only 661b -price is about £1,100. 

Tannoy demonstrated three units: the 
Buckingham, Classic Dual Monitor and the new 
Super Red Monitor. The Super Red Monitor has 
a continuous power rating of 120W below 
1kHz and 60W above, with peak handling of 
500W and 250W respectively. Sensitivity is 
1W providing an average level of 94dB SPL at 
lm under anechoic conditions. Tannoy also 
produces an active crossover and low frequency 
parametric equaliser operating over the 20Hz 

Neutrik 
Audio Tracer 

Above: 
EMT 446 digital 
signature tuner repeater; 
Below: Tannoy 
Buckingham monitor 
with electronic time 
compensated dividing 
network 

to 200Hz band with variable time delay opera- 
tional in either the high or low pass channels. 
Features include switchable 15Hz high pass 
filter, linear phase Bessell input filter, high pass 
channel inversion facility, and plug -in card 
which specifies the crossover characteristics for 
specific units. 

Finally, Kudelski gave the first public demon- 
stration of its long awaited Nagra T tape 
recorder which takes 10-ín spools as standard 
and was initially seen in its instrumentation 
version offering seven tape speeds and dual 
capstans. Further details later in the year when 
the audio version becomes available. 

ANNOUNCING STEREO 
DISC AMPLIFIER 3 

A reference amplifier for disc 
monitoring and transfer when 
replay signals of the highest 
quality are required. 
Based on the Surrey Electronics Disc 
Amplifier 2 and manufactured under 
licence, this unit offers the same 
unmatched technical performance. 
Intended for situations where the 
ability to drive balanced lines is not 
required, two equalised outputs are 
provided enabling Line and D!!4 
level inputs to be driven simul- 
taneously. 

To facilitate cartridge matching, a 

wide range of independently switch - 
able load capacitance and resistance 
values ar_ provided, together with 
left and right 20 turn gain presets. 

Price: cash with order, UK postage 
and VAT inclusive E165 

DOMINUS 
P.O. Box I, Cranleigh, Surrey. 

Tel. 04866 6477 

High (Line) Output, loaded with 
IO0_2: IkHz at -44dBV.7 (5mV) set 
for OdBV.7 output. 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTOR- 
TION 

22dBV.7output 20Hz -20kHz 
-80dB, 0.008 ", 
STATIC INTERMODULATION 
DISTORTION 
50Hz 7kHz, 4:1 22dBV.7 output 
-80d13, 0.008 ",, 
DYNAMIC INTERMODULA- 
TION DISTORTION 3.I8kHz 
square wave (single pole -3dB at 
100kHz) - 15kHz sine wave, 4:1. 
Relative to 15kHz component. 
Pre -emphasised input 500mV pk -pk 
-70dB4O.03 ° 
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Why settle for second best? 
When Rock City Studios at 

Shepperton Film Centre were equipping 
their brand new, prestige studios, they 
insisted on the most advanced C electronics available to give 
them consistent, quality sounds. 

Only Trident's TSM series 
mixing console met their stringent 
requirements and stayed within 
budget. 

Their 32 -24 -24 configuration console 
has fully parametric equalisation, 
advanced I.C. circuitry, relayless 

switching and fully modular 
jackfield. 

Contact Steve Gunn at 
Trident if you'll only 

settle for the A 
very best. 

TRIDENT," 

Trident Audio Developments Limited 
Shepperton Studio Centre, Squires Bridge Road, Shepperton, Middlesex, England. 

Telephone: Chertsey (09328) 60241 Telex: 8813982 

America Area 1 Studio Maintenance Services, California. Tel: 213 -877 -3311 America Area 2 Sound 80 Inc., Minneapolis. Tel: 612 -721 -6341 America Area 3 Winteradio 
Companies, Parma, Ohio. Tel: 216 -886 -5536 America Area 4 Radio Band of America, New York. Tel: 212 -687 -4800 Australia John Barry Group, Sydney. Tel: 61 -2- 439 -6955 
Belgium Naybies, Brussels. Tel: 32- 2- 734 -31 -38 Canada La Salle Audio Products Ltd Montreal. Tel: 513 -342 -2511 France Lazare Electronics, Paris. Tel: 33 -1- 878 -62 -10 
Germany Peter Struven, Hamburg. Tel: 49 -40- 801028 Holland Cadac Holland BV, Hilversum. Tel: 31 -35 -17722 Italy Audio Products International, Milan. Tel: 392 -273 -896 
Japan Continental Far East, Tokyo. Tel: 81 -3 -583 -8451 South Africa Eltron (Pty) Limited, Johannesburg. Tel: 27 -11 -23 -0018 Spain Neotecnica S.A.E., Madrid. Tel: 34 -1- 242 -09 -00 
Sweden Satt Elektronic AB, Stockholm. Tel: 46- 8- 81- 01 -00. 
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Passive mixing 
NORMALLY free gifts are junk, but the 
freebie offered by Turnkey with every 4- channel 
sync recorder bought from them really is 

worth having. It's a four -into -two mixer but 
with a difference. It's pretty simple, just gain, 
pan, If and hf eq on each input. But 
distortion and noise figures would do credit 
to a Neve. Overload is rated at around 400V 
when the components start to smoke. Yes, 
you've guessed it, it's a passive rather than 
active board and all the better for it. I've 
always been astonished at the way semi -pro 
studios and musicians with home set ups will 
spend good money on 4 and 2 -track machines 
with good noise, distortion and overload 
figures and then throw it all away by hooking 
the machines up through a cheap and cheerful 
active mixer that adds hiss and hum, distorts 
like crazy and clips transients. It makes far 
more sense to use the gain of the two 
recorders to make up for the loss of a passive 
mixer, if necessary feeding the 4 -track line 
out via the passive mixer into 2 -track mic in. 
It's a pity you can't buy the Turnkey passive 
freebie but then I suppose that's the whole 
point of the exercise -to encourage people 
to buy their 4 -track recorders through Turnkey 
in the first place. The mixer is part numbered 
1478. Get it? The first of the fourth 
month, April, 1978. Only it isn't an April 
fools joke, it really exists and it really 
does do the job. 

Compact Disc 
THE RECENT Philips announcement of 
details on the new Compact disc system has 
raised some interesting and contentious issues. 
Philips first revealed their intentions over 
digital audio last May, when a brief press 
release told of plans to offer the world a 4in 
digital audio version of the 12in video disc. 
Buried deep in the release, and thus missed by 
most reports, was reference to laser tracking 
of the reflective disc at a constant tangential 
velocity of 1.5m /s. Philips was thus obliquely 
confirming that the disc would run at a 
rotational speed which varied as the laser 
head moved out from the smaller central 
grooves to the larger peripheral grooves. This 
incidentally isn't a new idea. Garrard way 
back in the Twenties introduced the World 
Record Contro / /er, a device for virtually 
doubling the playing time of the 78rpm disc 
by varying the rotational speed to keep 
tangential velocity constant. Next, L Boonstra 
of Philips lectured the AES on the audio disc 
in New York on the afternoon of November 
3, 1978. But Philips did not submit a copy of 
the text for printing and immediately 
afterwards clamped a 'confidential' restriction 
on Boonstra's words. If you'll pardon the 
pun, this must be a record -the very first time 
that an open session of the AES has been 
rectio-actively classified as confidential. 

The recent Eindhoven launch confirmed 
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Philips' decision to make their video and audio 
disc systems totally non -compatible; this puts 
Philips in direct opposition to the Japanese 
companies who see the home of the future as 
equipped with a single player capable of 
reproducing look -alike video and digital 
discs. The puzzle here is why Philips won't 
countenance the idea of a digital audio 
facility available as an optional extra for their 
video disc player. In other words why can't 
the home of the future choose between buying 
a digital audio disc player or a video disc 
player or one of each or a pukka player 
capable of reproducing both audio and video? 

But much more important to some sectors 
of the industry will be the Philips decision 
to make the audio disc just Olin or 115mm in 
diameter. This provides one hour of 2- 
channel stereo playing time on the single sided 
disc. Fine. But what happens if you need 
more than two channels? The system can in 
theory cope with any number of channels 
because the encoding is in time multiplex or 
sequential fashion. In other words in the 
digital stream a word for channel 'one' is 

followed by a word for channel 'two' and 
then a word for channel 'one' and so on. The 
forfeit for encoding more than two channels 
into the stream is that the rotational speed 
must incr-ase to maintain bandwidth and 
noise figures. Playing time then decreases 
accordingly, so to record four channels 
instead of two will axe the playing time to 
half an hour total. This is plainly inadequate 
for classical music recording. Philips, while 
talking on the one hand about the system 
finally starting to oust the conventional LP 
in about 15 years time, talks on the other 
hand about 'having no plans for 
quadraphonics'. It was this latter statement 
that frightened some press and broadcasters 
present at the press conference. Answers 
given to questions on this issue put at the 
press conference revealed that the Philips men 
are totally unfamiliar with the concept of 
3- channel encoding for horizontal surround 
sound (á la Ambisonics- NRDC -IBA -BBC- 
Nippon- Columbia et al.) and 4- channel 
recording for horizontal plus height encoding. 
For the men from Philips, four channels still 
means 'quadraphonics', a wholly out -dated 
concept. 

When pressed, Philips argued that if the 
need ever arose for more than two channels 
on the Compact disc, space could probably be 
made by taking advantage of advancing 
technology, such as shorter wave lasers and 
finer track pitching. But already the tracks 
are spaced apart by only 1.66 microns and 
the six billion digital bits are formed from 
pits just 0.6 microns wide. This disc will be 
pressed from vinyl, before coating with a 

metallic reflective surface. Can you imagine 
the strain that even this basic format will 
put on pressing plants? Can we really rely on 
pressing plants to tackle even tighter 
tolerances? 

There are really two mysteries here. How 
can the Philips engineers responsible for the 

digital discs be so ignorant of modern 
developments in surround sound technology 
and why is 4in or I lcms the maximum disc 
size the company will consider? After all just 
a few extra centimetres on the diameter of a 
variable speed disc would readily serve up the 
extra playing time necessary for an hour of 
3 or 4- channel encoding. The second question 
is easier to answer than the first. It is clear 
that Philips sees the Compact disc as the 
all -round prerecorded entertainment medium 
for the future, not just for the home, but for 
the car as well. The 41in size of the disc has 
clearly been tailored to allow the design of an 
in -car player itself tailored in size to the 
current DIN standard dashboatd mounting 
for a radio or cassette player! 

On the matter of surround sound, there is 

no doubt that some Philips engineers are 
exceedingly well versed in modern develop- 
ments. I know for a fact that when circuit 
diagrams for the NRDC -Ambisonics decoder 
were published in Wireless World and other 
technical magazines, it was Philips engineers 
who pointed to some very minor errors in 

the circuitry. And they did so within just a 
few days. 1 also know for a fact that there 
has been close liaison between the NRDC and 
Philips on surround sound, and Netherlands 
Radio has broadcast more surround sound 
than the Beeb. Quite simply the failure of the 
Compact disc development team to take 
serious account of surround sound 
encoding requirements follows from the lack 
of inter -departmental communication that has 
for many years frustrated engineers working 
inside the Philips organisation. Only 
occasionally does this lack of communication 
reveal itself publicly. This is one of those 
occasions. 

A final point. For the past 15 years audio 
engineers have bewailed 'if only' the Compact 
cassette had been differently designed, to take 
hifi requirements into consideration. A whole 
industry has grown out of making the sow's 
ear cassette into something approaching a 
silk purse. Pure metal tape is the latest ploy. 
Now we seem confronted by the threat of a 
similar situation over the Compact disc and 
surround sound. Philips argues that if the 
Compact cassette had been any larger or more 
complicated in the first place, the system would 
never have taken off. But there is one very 
important difference between the Compact 
cassette concept and the Compact 
disc concept. The disc is aimed initially at 
the expensive hifi market and will only 
subsequently move downmarket into cars 
and portable players. The Compact cassette 
was initially aimed low, and only subsequently 
moved up market. Perhaps most important 
of all, in the Sixties when the Compact 
cassette was launched, there was far less 
competition from Japan than there is now. If 
the Compact disc is to succeed and become 
what Philips clearly wish, namely a new 
world disc standard, then it must be as near 
as damn it right from the word go. If it were 
just a little larger in diameter.... 
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It all adds uptotheworid's 
most versatile sound system. 

Millbank produce well engineered, well styled 
sound equipment backed by a 2 -year guarantee. 

At Millbank, we are proud of our flexibility. 
With PAC -SYSTEM, we offer you the widest 

available range of plug -in system variables. Millbank 
is the only company in the world with plug -in 
ambient noise sensor, graphic equaliser, monitor 
amplifier, AM and FM tuners - and total system 
status monitoring. In fact, you can get from us any- 

ffMind the doors,please...99 
(Public address 
system, Metro 
Underground, 

Brussels.) 

thing you need for a reliable installation - simply 
and economically because everything plugs in: 
no costly specials. 

When you start with a Millbank system, 
expansion is virtually limitless. Our sound systems 
are used in every type of public building from 
airports to supermarkets, cafes to concert halls. 
Every ma. or product is researched, designed and 
manufactured in the United Kingdom. 

' ----:e-141-11,4 1 1 41, 
a 3'Si! iur':`:"; 

Mr. Lee to the Personnel Office, please ...19 
(Factory call system, 
Seiko Watch Service Centre, 
Kuala Lumpur). 

«Half -time score at Anfield is one -all...» 
(Public address system, 
Arsenal Football Ground, Highbury). 

4 

tf Stand by to receive helicopter.. J9 
(Operational instructions. 
Frigg oil rig, North Sea). 

ffThe round- London coach 
tour leaves in 5 minutes...95 
(Public announcements. 
Hilton Hotel, London) 

I I 

THE NAME THAT SAYS /TALL MILLBANK 

Millbank Electronics Group Limited,Uckfield,Sussex TN22 -PS. Telephone: Uckfield (0825)4166 
International: 825 -4166. Telex: 95505 MILBNK G Cables: Euraudio Uckfield Sussex. 
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Room tuning 
Pete Smith 

Graphic equalisers and spectrum analysers have 
received much publicity over the past couple of 
years. But is their application in the studio environ- 
ment actually beneficial or a hindrance? Pete Smith 
looks at the basic properties of sound and acoustics 
in an attempt to answer the question. 

GRAPHIC equalisers on mon- 
itoring systems have become 

a standard component on both PA 
rigs and in recording studios, and 
very useful they are too! The 
trouble is, as with all good things, 
they are easily abused. Although 
I don't advocate their use at all in 
the studio environment preferring 
the alternative of careful design of 
the room, their use in PA as a 
modifier to assist in presenting a 
clear and intelligible performance 
has improved the sound quality in 
often appalling conditions. The 
moment they are used to modify 
the sound of a control room, real 
problems can and do occur. The 
subject of acoustics is now recog- 
nised as being suitably important 
and on a level equal to that of the 
electronics. It is hoped that this 
article will enlighten those who 
think that the silicon chip and its 
associated components are the 
answer to the problems of trans- 
mitting accurate information 
through the medium of air. 

Those of us who spend more 
time in a recording studio than at 
home will appreciate how im- 
portant it is to feel relaxed in the 
environment of an elaborate pad- 
ded cell. It must be admitted that 
on several occasions the feeling of 
being trapped has manifested 
itself in studio people who have 
nearly toppled from that pinpoint 
called sanity. 

Look around you, and honestly 
answer these questions: 

How aware are you of the 
recording environment that sur- 
rounds you? 
Does it affect your performance 
in creating the sound being 

generated in the studio? 
How much does it matter to you, 
if at all? 
And finally, how far up your list 
of priorities does it appear? 
With these questions in mind, I 

would like to take you through 
some of the pitfalls and conditions 
that are present in any control 
room studio situation. For all the 
advances in acoustics and critical 
design strategy now present in 
modern day studios, the ear still 
manages to criticise, whether rightly 
or wrongly, any sound field that 
does not present an accurate 
result be this in terms of quality, 
intensity or direction. 

Direction, however, is not one of 
the ear's strong points and relates 
more to vision. The eye differs 
from the ear in that, although 
they both register information 
about their respective stimuli in- 
tensity and quality and the way 
these change with time, the eye also 
provides great detail of distribution 
in space. Unfortunately it does this 
at the expense of providing far less 
information about quality. On the 
other hand the ear has to provide 
the brain with a harmonic analysis 
of any sound that stimulates it, so 
that to comprehend the sensation 
produced by any complex, or for 
that matter simple sound, it may 
be required to determine the values 
of several thousand independent 
peaks and troughs per second 
(harmonic content) and thus for 
two separate sounds to cause 
identical acoustic sensations, these 
sounds must be alike in the values 
of all their qualities. 

The phrase 'all their qualities' 
is very important as it is the areas 
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that are not measured which form 
a large basis of this argument. For 
example the ear is very adept at 
determining small variations of 
pitch (frequency), but room meas- 
urements made with much of the 
available measuring equipment de- 
signed to accommodate these func- 
tions are such that they tend to 
skip over many of the very im- 
portant intermediate stages. In 
fact a person with perfect pitch has 
the ability to define any note and 
any slight variation of it; this shows 
the great ability of the ear's struc- 
ture to work as a very accurate 
measuring instrument in its own 
right. 

What factors do we consider in 
deciding how monitoring and room 
systems are to be handled in an 
attempt to create a pleasing and yet 
accurate environment in which to 
work? Frequency bandwidth, dy- 
namic range, levels of each and 
every frequency involved, the level 
at which they are presented from 
the monitoring system, and any 
distortions that may be present 
must all be considered. Taking 
each of these points in turn I will 
primarily use common sense argu- 
ments to achieve what I believe to 
be some commonsense conclusions. 
Obviously this must involve some 
theory and some explanation of the 
ear's working mechanisms but 
hopefully the train of thought will 
be kept as uncluttered as possible. 

Frequency bandwidth 
All electronic equipment used in 

a recording studio operates with a 
single form of energy ie to transfer 
a signal, within or from one piece 
of equipment to another, and only 
requires wire as a transfer medium 
for the electrical energy. This is not 
true, however, of both tape record- 
ers and speaker systems. In the case 
of the tape recorder, electrical 
pulses have to be converted into 
magnetic pulses which are then 
stored on magnetic tape. This 

suffers from many natural hazards 
and so reproduction qualities de- 
teriorate with time and use. The 
loudspeaker incorporates many 
more problems in that the energy 
transfer passes through a further 
stage of possible degradation. The 
signal arriving at the speaker coil 
has once again to influence a mag- 
netic field and requires it to either 
pull or push a speaker cone, which 
in turn causes the rarefaction or 
compression of the air. In modern 
speakers the energy required to 
achieve this is colossal in com- 
parison with the returns, but in the 
fight to reduce distortion sacrifices 
have to be made! 

What has all this to do with 
frequency response? Well I feel 
that it serves to illustrate the prob- 
lems involved in trying to achieve 
a smooth movement of energy 
through all these changes of energy 
state when attempting to derive a 
result identical to that which was 
applied The output of any speaker 
is reliant on the atmosphere in 
which it is working and any abuse 
in any small way can have serious 
effects which are often not apparent 
if 'conveniently' masked by the rest 
of the signal. 

Consider the bandwidth over 
which a loudspeaker must work 
which ideally should be the same 
as that of the electronic equipment, 
ie 20Hz to 20kHz. In the case of 
speaker units, the upper and lower 
reaches are all too often not easily 
attainable, and it is within these 
areas that a room often has the 
most disastrous effects caused 
mainly by standing waves and the 
absorption characteristics. Where- 
as a desk may have a flat response 
throughout this frequency range 
(and beyond) it is unfortunate that 
the opposite is often true of speakers. 
Speakers are normally 'measured' 
in an anechoic chamber and can 
often give excellent results in this 
environment. But repeat the same 
measurements in its new studio 
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home, and the final result will 
inevitably be different. 

This is why no two studios sound 
the same, and correction for any 
misdemeanours, as already men- 
tioned, is normally performed by a 
graphic equaliser. As the frequency 
spacing on the equaliser increases 
so do the gaps in its effectiveness; 
thus to control the output of a 
loudspeaker system efficiently it is 
necessary to have a large number 
of centre frequencies although this 
in itself can create a number of 
inherent problems. 

Dynamic Range 
Let us assume that the speaker is 

asked to deliver 1OOdB and it 
requires 1O0W to accomplish this. 
If we had a frequency that was only 
3dB down on the rest, the speaker, 
in being asked to correct this 
anomaly, would be required to 
accept a level in excess of 2O0W. 
This is certainly outside the capa- 
bility of many speakers and even 
more so of some amplifiers. 

3dB is not a large signal increase 
for a desk or a piece of ancillary 
equipment, but for a tiny over- 
worked tweeter that will have to 
handle transient peaks well in 
excess of this, it is often found 
that the unit's life expectancy is 
severely reduced. This is often the 
case in the studio environment due 
to losses incurred by the room 
design in an attempt to derive a 

reference sound that is as accurate 
as possible whilst affecting it as 
little as possible. So you can see 
that the speaker is falling short of 
its requirements due in part to the 
drive units themselves and more 
especially the room. 

Levels at each and every frequency 
involved 

If a pure tone reading of the 
control room is undertaken, then 
the results obtained are often con- 
fusing but more often informative 
(fig. la, lb). Here we can see the 
performance of every standing 
wave present in a typical control 
room. Whether peak or trough, to 

ask a graphic equaliser to broadly 
handle 30 of these. points is a bit 
much and yet to build a narrow 
band equaliser to pinpoint every 
deviation is also totally impractical. 
Yet with a little careful considera- 
tion at least some more points of 
reference could be incorporated 
in the parts of the frequency 
spectrum that are not properly 
covered by any existing graphic 
equaliser. 

The ear is a very sensitive organ 
and yet it can create confusions. 
If we listen to a sound system 
from new, criticism is easy, but it 
takes little time for the ear to 
accommodate the initial criticism. 
Leave the room and listen to a 
different system. On returning it is 
all too easy to label one of the 
systems as not being so good. 
This is the problem of the sub- 
jective test that all too often ends 
in an argument_ as to which is 
preferred -it is often what you 
have become used to that prevails. 

Here is another problem we 
have to face when designing a 
control room. How to build a room 
that will satisfy the chosen speakers 
which the client is convinced are 
the best he has heard -they can 
easily sound disastrous in a control 
room that has different reverbera- 

tion times and more especially 
standing wave characteristics that 
did not exist on his initial appraisal. 
For me, these little pressure waves 
are the part of a room's character 
as well as the speakers. Very little 
can be done to change this by 
winding up or down 30 phase 
shift networks that are probably 
doing more harm than good. If 
the frequency is adjusted to com- 
pensate for an error at a pre- 
determined point, the likelihood of 
exaggerating another fault nearby 
is a very real possibility. With a 
chorus from the back row of 
'that's better', the only reason they 
can hear a difference is because the 
sound character has changed very 
slightly. The ear being sensitive to 
changes will only tell you that 
something has shifted and you can 
easily fool yourself into believing 
the sound is better rather than just 
different. If a recording is made in 
this 'great' new atmosphere and 
then taken elsewhere for mixing, it 
never ceases to amaze me that the 
sound can change so dramatically. 
Every one waits for the sound to be 
the same, but once again it is 
different in many small details 
normally covered up by turning 
the wick up to fever pitch in the 
hope of deriving the original sound. 

Distortion 
Let's look at distortion and the 

problems that dynamic range has 
now introduced into this field of 
recording. It's very easy these days 
to have a control room that is 
equipped with a monitoring system 
capable of vast levels often in the 
region of 1 kW and above with 
sound pressure minimums of 1 20d 
SPL and above. The distortion of 
the ear is, in all practical terms, 
likely to occur around 9OdB SPL 
and since it is an organ designed to 
accommodate low level sounds, 
such as those experienced in the 
countryside and not the bustle of 
modern life, it seems to behave 
remarkably well under these stress 
conditions. Fig. 2 shows what 
happens to the ear drum when 
sound pressure levels exceed the 
above level -this is a safety feature 
of the ear. When the music level 
increases and with the distortion 
of the speaker system, distortion 
created by the standing waves, and 
that present in the ear, one wonders 
how the brain is able to compre- 
hend, in this controlled environ- 
ment, a true analysis of that which 
it was intended to represent! 

Suppose you have inexhaustible 
funds and an inclination to design 
and build the finest recording 
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studio money can buy. What comes 
to mind first? The desk, that 
contains the wonders of modern 
electronics allowing flexibility far 
beyond that available a couple of 
years ago? The tape machine, the 
effects equipment, the speaker 
system, or the room itself? After 
all this is a very important con- 
sideration, for if we take the 
analogy 'which came first the 
chicken or the egg' we're left with 
the decision of which is going to 
control the medium in which we 
work most effectively. 

I find that the recording console 
seems to sustain the most attention 
-and why not, after all it is the 
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Room tuning 

centre piece of any control room. 
You never have a client walk in 
and say what lovely acoustics as a 
first comment, rather what a nice 
desk. Unfortunately in my ex- 
perience it is not always the most 
obvious items that effect a working 
environment, but those insidious 
properties that contain the power 
to control results more than may 
first seem apparent, and acoustics 
is often a major contributor. 

Are there any ways of overcom- 
ing these problems? 
Do we have to reconsider the 
measurement techniques util- 
ised? 
Or are they just a farce, de- 
signed to alleviate fears and 
nothing else? 
On the other hand however, it 

needs to be considered that many 
existing control rooms are going to 
have to cope with the capabilities 
of digital recorders, including that 
illusive quality, dynamic range. Is 

your control room likely to sound 
better or worse for these improved 
qualities? Remember that it is the 
ear that takes the final measure- 
ment and analyses it in minute 
detail. As I said at the beginning 
all the qualities are the key words. 

Hearing mechanism 
Let's consider how the ear works 

so that the functions of its direction 
and sound analysis can be better 
understood -with the help of fig 3 
I will trace the sound path through 
the brain. The external ear with its 
trumpet like extension or auricle 
(this being fixed in man) is designed 
to increase the efficiency of the S- 
shaped canal leading down to the 
ear drum or tympanic membrane. 
The membrane is about lcm in 
diameter and is composed of radial 
and circular fibres covered with 
skin that is continuous with the 
canal wall. Attached to the inner 
surface of this membrane is the first 
of three bones called the hammer 
(mallus) and the tympanic muscle 
which is attached to the centre of 
the ear drum and has the effect of 
pulling in the ear drum causing a 
concave appearance to the outside 
world -more about this muscle, 
and its effects, later. The hammer is 

attached to a second bone in the 
inner ear, called the anvil (incus) and 
this in turn is connected to the 
third and final bone known as the 
stirrup (stapes). The foot plate of 
this bone is attached to the margins, 
by fibrous tissue, of a small oval 
window (fenestra Vestibuli) which 
covers the entrance to the sound 
sensing unit called the cochlea. 

These bones act as a transformer 
conveying sound pressure waves 
acting on the ear drum from the 

light medium of air, and concen- 
trating this energy to cause oscil- 
lation of the fluid filled cavities of 
the cochlea, it being harder to 
excite a liquid into movement than 
air. Reflex causes the tympanic 
muscle to contract in sympathy 
with any movement of the ear drum. 
The eardrum is held under tension 
by this small muscle and prevents 

ear drum, whereas outward move- 
ment is relatively simple. Since this 
causes a reduction of the tension on 
these fibres, damping of this move- 
ment is more reliant on the tym- 
panic muscle, producing distortion 
effects such as the one shown in 
fig 2, although this distortion for 
low level signals is too small to have 
any real effect. This is not true of 
those levels at which the ear drum's 
deformation would be beyond that 
of its own capability which the 
tympanic muscle is there to control. 
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itself from vibrating too violently- 
because of this, sound transmis- 
sions across the middle ear by way 
of these three tiny bones are im- 
paired for signals of low frequency. 
At the same time, this muscle acts 
as a protector against the effects 
of loud sound pressures that could 
so easily cause severe damage to 
the delicate membranes of the 
inner ear. 

Movement in towards the middle 
ear causes stretching of the radial 
fibres, which make up part of the 
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The limiting effect of this muscle, 
and the eardrum's natural com- 
pliance in one direction, generates 
harmonic distortion which becomes 
more apparent as the intensity 
increases. Although this effect has 
been used to good advantage in 
the pop music industry for gener- 
ating excitement and richness of 
sound, in an area where reference 
signals are required, the advantages 
become a great mistake. 

Take the example of the modern 
guitar (electric) which by virtue of 

the amplification needed to hear 
its performance, can generate levels 
of any intensity that the musician 
wishes it to -with an amplifier that 
is working beyond its designed 
capability, the fuzz effect is created 
as the speaker presents the multi- 
tude of harmonics generated, all 
too often, at the same intensity as 
the original note. 

Now because of the ear's own 
harmonic distortion. summation 
and difference frequencies are 
created -this effect can be best 
described by providing the ear with 
the necessary fundamental note at 
high volume, then filtering out the 
fundamental, leaving only the har- 
monic content but don't be sur- 
prised if you can still perceive the 
fundamental, for the ear is very 
adept at regenerating this for you. 

Insert between the guitar and 
amplifier a fuzz box of good quality, 
one that generates plenty of second 
as well as third harmonic distortion, 
and reduce the gain on the ampli- 
fier. The sound generated, although 
very pleasant, seems to lack a 
certain quality which becomes more 
apparent as the gain is increased. It 
must be stressed that this quality 
will only occur as long as the ampli- 
fier and speaker do not exceed 
their own minimum distortion 
characteristics. This is one reason 
why studio monitoring and PA 
systems use such high undistorted 
outputs -they hope to create the 
distortion within the ear, where its 
effects are more pleasing. Although 
this is a very pleasant experience, 
it unfortunately has the effect of 
masking genuine sound errors that 
may pass unheard. 

As you will recall, we left the 
stirrup attached to its little oval 
window, this being the access point 
into the sensing area of the ear or 
cochlea. Fig 3 shows the path taken, 
within this organ, by all the trans- 
mitted signals applied to this 
window. The cochlea has been 
represented here in a stretched out 
form and would, under normal 
conditions, be a spiral of some three 
half turns around a bone structure. 
The liquid in the cochlea, by its 
own nature, cannot be compressed. 
A second window is provided, just 
below the oval window, known as 
the round window (fenestra cochlea) 
and serves the function of allowing 
fluid movement within the chan- 
nels of the cochlea. 

Fig 4 shows a cross sectional area 
through the cochlea and provides 
a more detailed picture of its 
structure. The voltages indicated in 
each of the three sections are 
believed to be the prime motiva- 
tion in activating the tiny hair cells 
which lie above the basilar mem- 
brane. This membrane runs the 
full length of the cochlea, supported 
by the bone structure. It responds 
to acoustic stimulation and patterns 
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Room tuning 

of vibration set up by the fluid - 
travelling waves generated by the 
oval window die out at varying 
distances from this point of entry, 
the higher frequencies being elim- 
inated closer to this window, and 
the low frequencies reaching the 
apex. This pattern of mechanical 
excitation, applied to the mem- 
brane, produces an effect called 
cochlea microphonics resulting in 
the hair cells setting up an electrical 
representation within the fibres of 
the auditory nerve. Increases in 
intensity are proportional to in- 
creases in the pulsation rate present 
in the nerve. It's apparent from 
research that certain cells show 
greater selectivity in their response 
to different frequencies present in 
the acoustic stimuli. It is probable 
that at low frequencies, but not at 
high frequencies, the sense of pitch 
is conveyed by the rate at which 
nerve impulses are transmitted to 
the brain. 

Each of the nerve fibres then 
divide, their information being 
passed to both left and right hearing 
centres -this system allows cross 
reference of information being 
received by each ear. The brain 
would then assimulate this in- 
formation with that received from 
the other senses and of course the 
memory areas. This part of the 
hearing process is still shrouded 
in a cloud of mystery, and the more 
we can learn about these areas of 
the brain, and their associations, 
the better. 

Obviously any anomalies in the 
transmitted sound, must be mini- 
mised, for accuracy to be possible, 
thus preventing the ear and its 

associated mechanisms from creat- 
ing too many deceptions. The brain 
being the final judge in these mat- 
ters, relies upon this accuracy to 
convey a fair interpretation of the 
signal it is required to analyse. 

Room design 
If shifts in level within the band- 

width we are dealing with were 
reduced and contained to within a 

few decibels, yet still maintaining a 

suitable reverberation time within 
the room, we would be heading 
along the right lines. Further 
careful consideration must be 

given to speaker placement taking 
into account the reflective ability 
of all the major equipment and of 
course the resonant frequency or 
frequencies present in any room 
under consideration. 

Many methods of control of the 
acoustic environment have been 
suggested over the years some 
requiring the construction of units 
having the ability to resonate 
around predetermined frequencies. 
Sound pressure reduction in these 

units is achieved by demanding 
that the air molecules supply some 
of their kinetic energy, normally 
removed in the form of heat, by 
displacing fibrous material with 
resonances around these points 
or by causing the whole unit to 
react to these frequencies having 
established their resonant point. 
On occasions, by using both 
methods and selecting the most 
appropriate resonance points it is 

possible to construct a very 
efficient unit. It does have draw- 
backs -any miscalculation or vari- 
ation in the materials used can 
have the effect of shifting these 
resonances into parts of the fre- 
quency spectrum where they do 

of sound modification, the room's 
response is likely to be smoother 
with this modification than that of 
a graphic equaliser. An equaliser 
has inherent problems which are 
more unlikely for the acoustic 
method of correction. 

Reflective surfaces in the control 
room are another hazard facing the 
designer -large windows have to 
be provided for visual communica- 
tion between studio and control 
room, the large desk with all its 
glistening metal work and the 
addition of an array of tape 
machines and racks of effects 
devices make the reflection pos- 
sibilities enormous. They all have 
to be put somewhere and this nor- 
mally means close at hand - 
unfortunately none of this equip- 
ment can be conveniently covered 
in absorbent material and so these 
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more harm than good by intensify- 
ing the resonances they were 
intended to remove. 

Another important method of 
sound control is the creation of 
resonant traps where incoming 
pressure waves are reduced by 
phase invertion. This is by far a 

better system although the amount 
of space required to house them 
can be impractical where small 
rooms are concerned. This is the 
case concerning low frequencies as 

their very long wavelength re- 
quires traps of similar size. An 
advantage is that they can be de- 
signed for resonance adjustment. 
Once the studio nears completion, 
it is possible to correct these units 
to allow for any inaccuracies in 
the calculations taken before the 
equipment and trimmings were 
finalised. This variability holds 
great potential as a superior means 
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units are also likely to add their 
own character to the perceived 
sound. 

The important part played by the 
control room ceiling often seems to 
be neglected for here is an area 
capable of great potential when 
designing a pleasing yet practical 
room. Its use in portraying the il- 
lusion of space is very important to 
those who have to work there for 
it can generate all too easily the 
feeling of either space, or confine- 
ment, as well as providing a superb 
area in acoustic directivity and 
absorption. 

The expression 'what the eye 
does not see, the heart never 
grieves over' holds true through- 
out this discussion on perceived 
sound. We rely on visual infor- 
mation to tell us what is happening 
in an acoustic surrounding, for 
sound is not a tangible item and its 

qualities are so numerous -it is 
little wonder that people get con- 
fused. Reliance on electronics is 

a lot easier for it displays, con- 
veniently for us, its intentions upon 
a signal. Visual distractions can 
draw the attention away from 
sound so easily. 

Summary 
To summarise, the ear is a deli- 

cate instrument that is often mis- 
understood and even more fre- 
quently abused, especially when 
considering its capabilities, al- 
though it does suffer in environ- 
ments where controllability of a 

medium is often very unpredic- 
table. In protecting itself the 
ear generates distortions and when 
a second hand signal is being 
listened to, having passed through 
many processes the ears capability 
of distinguishing very small amounts 
of interference is proof of how 
much harm an instrument intended 
for broad modification can cause. 

Measuring techniques must be 
improved using dynamic noise but 
taking into account far more 
frequencies than at present are con- 
sidered and the spread of measure- 
ments must include the whole 
listening area not just the centre 
position of a recording console 
where an engineer or producer is 

unlikely to be for 99% of the 
working time. Visual relaxation is 

of great value and more time and 
energy must be placed on the likely 
strains that can so easily destroy a 

creative environment. 
There are still many questions to 

be asked, and even more answers 
to be investigated. In resolving a 

subject that relies so heavily at 
present on subjective analysis and 
personal taste careful design could 
illuminate; yet not destroy, the 
individuality of all the sounds that 
surround us in our working environ- 
ment. I think in time the mysteries 
will be solved and the results will 
provide an accurate and interesting 
perception of sound, with all its 
qualities revealed. R 

_agony_ 
'At a series of location record- 
ings of a musical never to be 
performed again, the best 
recording will be of the worst 
performance, and the best 
performance will be ruined by 
direct noise entering the record 
amplifiers of the tape machine.' 
Another example of Murphy's 
Law. 
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Our business is helping you with yours 
Considering or upgrading a multitrack system ? 

We offer a select range of studio equipment, backed with 
advice, demonstration and service. Turnkey sell, install, lease or hire. 

SYSTEMS 
As our name implies, at 

TURNKEY we specialise in 
systems. 
From the simplest four 
channel setup to large 
eight or sixteen track 
installations, we can tailor 
a package to fit your exact 
needs. 
This can include acoustics 
advice, wiring, consoles, 
training and so on. 
Ask for our 'Quotation 
Sheet' or call Andrew 
Stirling now, on 01 -440 9221 
and discuss your require- 
ments first hand. 

MONITORING 
QUAD is a remarkable 

company that has stayed in 
the forefront of monitor 
amplifiers for over a 
decade. Their current 
series, the 303 and 405 are 
available for medium and 
high power use. 

1181 and TANYOY share 
the market for studio 
monitors worldwide. We 
demonstrate -and supply 
matched systems for 
budget and big -time 
monitoring. The renowned 
AURATONE mini -mighty 
speaker cubes, are also in 
stock. 

ß-` wA_ 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 

MICRO- Y 

PHONES 
with speaker 

systems, the choice of 
microphones is very much 
one of personal prefer- 
ence and we stock a range 
to satisfy most require- 
ments. Our current 
favourites are the new CSE 
range by AKG. This is a 
system (in similar lines to 
the revolutionary C451 
range some years ago) of 
interchangeable bodies 
and capsules. As electret 
technology is used, the 
prices are corresponding- 
ly low. 

The choice is immense. 
We cannot sell them all so 
we pick and choose the 
best. 
Take MXR for example. 
This American based com- 
pany has grown from 
making effects for guitars 
to studio equipment for 
professionals. Their digital 

MIXERS 
Our exclusive 1478 is a 

freebie with all four track 
recorders. Treble, bass, 
pan and level on four 
channels. 

SOUNDCRAFT is well 
known for its' state of the 
art performance. We have 
extensive experience of 
the Series Two, 16 by 8. 

The RSD, 16 by 4, offers 
great value for money in 
budget multitrack mixers. 
Packed with features and 
our own mods for 8 track. 
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SYNCON by A &H is a 
major breakthrough in the 
disign of big consoles for 
16 and 24 track. We offer 
fast delivery and installa- 
tion. 

Are you ready 
for 
Multitrack T 
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delay and graphics are 
second to none. 
Roland of synthesiser fame, 
have introduced their 
'Studio Series' of rack - 
mount units, including a 
phaser /flanger with ex- 
tensive control facilities. 
We also have the budget 
ACCESSIT range. 

ACCESSORIES 
As well as supplying 

standard plugs, tapes etc , 

We have developed an 
exclusive range of 'hard to 
find' studio accessories. 

Take for example our 
'Great British Spring' - a 
high quality stereo reverb 
developed for the budget 
concious studio. * 

We also have . mike 
boxes ... track sheets . . . 

preamplifiers . . . direct 
boxes ... rolling consoles 

. and much more. 
Full details in our 
'TURNKEY by mail' cata- 
logue. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
REVOX lead in the field 

of 2 track mastering. The 
new B77 includes all the 
features that were hot - 
rodded to the A77. 

.11:Asur; rit 
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The TASCAM 80 -8 is the 
most reliable half inch, 8 
track recorder available. 
We also supply dBx and a 
studio console optionally. 

TEAC's new 3440 is the 
updated version of the 
3440S. Now with varispeed, 
logic switching, monitor- 
ing and motion sensing. 

The 8 track, one inch 
from SOUNDCRAFT MAG- 
NETICS is a sophisticated 
workhorse with unique 
remote control facilities. 

Write or call for a free 
copy of the' Turnkey Book', 
the 'Turnkey by mail' 
catalogue and TEAC's 'Are 
you ready for Multitrack' 
book. 
You are welcome to come 
and visit our extensive 
demonstration showroom 
at any time during normal 
office hours. 

8 East Barnet Road, 
New Barnet, 
Herts EN4 8RW 
Supply & Installation 
of Recording Equipment 
Telephone 01- 4409221 
Telex : 25769 

tamkey 
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Survey: microphones 

This survey covers microphones used in studios 
for music PA but does not generally include small 
mics designed for public address purposes. Where 
possible, variations on microphones are given, but 
there are numerous versions with different sockets, 
clamps, carrying case and so on, so it is not com- 
plete. Next month's survey will cover mic stands, 
booms and radio microphones. 

Model 

a 
o 

V 

ñ. 

N 

E 

AKG (Austria) 
AKG GmbH, Brunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Vienna, Austria. 
Phone: 0222 92 16 47. Telex: 011839. 

UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale, London W3 7QS. 
Phone: 01 -749 2042. Telex: 28938. 

USA: Philips Audio Video Systems Corp, 91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New 
Jersey 07430. 
Phone: (201) 529-5900. Telex: 138022. 

D12 D C 200 0.22 £95 
058 D HC 200 0.072 £31.50 Talkback microphone 
D110 D 0 200 0.10 £48.80 Lavatier microphone 
D140 D C 200 0.23 £63 Bass cut switch 
D160 D 0 200 0.12 £63 
D170 D C 200 0.19 £72 
0190 D C 200 0.23 £51.50 
D202E1 D C 200 0.16 £97.70 2 -way system, bass cut 

switch 
D222EB D C 250 0.15 £90 2 -way system, bass cut 

switch 
0900 D SC 200 0.30 £96.60 Shot gun microphone 
D1200 D C 200 0.23 £66 Bass cut switch 
02000 D C 200 0.23 £78 Bass cut switch 
C501-10 E C 200 0.35 £60.90 
C505-10 E C 200 0.35 £75.60 
C34 comb C VS 200 0.45 £890 Stereo mic 
C414EB C VS 150 0.6 £284 Bass cut switch, 2- 

position pre -attenuator 
switch 

C422 comb C VS 200 0.6 £985 Stereo mic 
CMS range of pre -amplifiers, capacitor capsules and accessories 
C451 amp only 200 - £63.70 Pre -amp for 9 -52V 

power supply 
C451EB amp only 200 - £78.30 Same as C451 but with 

2- position bass cut 
switch 

C452EB amp only 200 - £78.30 Pre -amp for 48V power 
supply with 2- position 
bass cut switch 

CK1 
CK1S 

C C 200 
C C 200 

0.95 £41.40 
0.95 £41.40 
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Presence boost 

KEY 
Transducer type: D- dynamic moving coil; R- ribbon; 
DR- double ribbon; C- capacitor; E- electret; PG- 
pressure gradient. 
Polar response : 0-omnidirectional; C-cardioid; 
HC- hyper -cardioid; SC- supercardioid; 8- figure -of- 
eight; V- various; VS- various, switchable; S- special. 

Model 

a, 

E 

a 
O 

C K2 
C K5 
CK8 
CK9 
C K22 

C O 200 0.8 £41.40 
C C 200 0.95 £78.40 
C SC 200 0.5 £78.40 
C SC 200 1.1 £95 
C O 200 0.8 £48 

All output values are in units of mV /pB at 1,000Hz 

Built -in windscreen 
Short shotgun 
Long shotgun 
Built -in wind and pop 

screen 
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MONITOR 

Sifam Director meters and collet 
knobs are specified by 

VG Electronics Ltd. of Hastings, 
Sussex, for their new high - 
stability 5kV power supply. 

OUT FRONT WITH SIFAM 
The front -of -panel habitat enjoyed by Sifam 

meters and knobs for visual display and control 
purposes imposes certain obligations on us which 
we have taken very seriously during our fifty years of 
specialised development. 

What makes a meter, besides the precision 
engineering and clinical assembly which ensures 
accuracy, consistency, robustness and total 
dependability throughout the life of the equipment? 
Design, principally. Putting it all together in a form 
which achieves clean simplicity. Easy to install: easy 
on the eye. Enhancing the quality of the varied 
equipment these meters serve. 

Similarly with knobs, giving a positive, trouble - 
free performance allied to a neat, uncluttered 
appearance. 

There is one other prime factor. If you decide to 
specify these Sifam components or, better still, 
standardise on them, you need to know that our 
production capacity is good enough to guarantee 
continuity of supply with no delivery problems. We 
can give you that assurance. Ask any Sifam customer. 

You would not be buying the cheapest meters 
and knobs but you would certainly be getting the best 
value. Our catalogues will tell you more: send for 
them today. 

SIFAM LTD 
Woodland Road, Torquay, Devon, England, TQ2 7AY 
Telephone: Torquay (0803) 63822 Telex: 42864 
Agents throughout Europe, Africa, North America and Australasia. 

411111 
SIFAM 
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SURVEY: MICROPHONES 

Model 
U 

ä 

ALTEC (USA) 
Altec Corp, 1515 South Manchester, Anaheim, California 92803, USA. 
Phone (714) 774-2900. 
Europe: Altec Lansing International Ltd, 17 Park Place, Stevenage, Herts SG1 

1 D U. 
Phone: 0438 3241. Telex: 825495. 
UK: Theatre Projects, 10 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LN. 
Phone: 01-240 5411. 

lavalier 
grey metallic finish 
satin chrome 
satin chrome 
miniature lavalier 
satin chrome 
satin chrome 

D60 D 0 200 -60dBm 
D80C D C 200 -59dBm 
D81 D 0 200 -54dBm 
D9OP D 0 200 -58dBm 
C61L E 0 200 -54dBm 
C70C C C 200 -40to -70dBm 
C71 C 0 200 -40 to -70dBm 

ASTATIC (USA) 
Astatic Corp, Conneaut, Ohio 44030, USA. 
Phone : (216) 593 -1111. Telex : 980712. 

UK: Stateside Electronics Ltd, Unit8, New Road, Ridgewood, Uckfield, Sussex 
TN22 5SX. 
Phone : 0825 5566. Telex : 957098 

950S D C 150 -54dB £58.90 contoured, switch 
952S D C 150 -54dB £58.90 flat, switch 
855S D C 150 -54dB £61.23 contoured, switch 
8525 D C 150 -54dB £61.23 flat, switch 
850A D C 150 -54dB £58.90 flat 
850SA D C 150/40k £65.88 flat, switch 
857H D C 40k ` -57dB £46.50 peak free 
857HS D C 40k -57dB £50.38 peak free, switch 
857L D C 150 -57dB £46.50 peak free 
857LS D C 150 -57dB £50.38 peak tree, switch 
815S D C 150 -54dB £51.93 contoured, switch 
812S D C 150 -54dB £51.93 flat, switch 
810A D C 150 -54dB £49.60 flat 
810SA D C 150/40k £63.55 flat, switch 
77 D C 38/150140k £58.90 
820 D 0 150/40k £44.95 'dynamic probe' 
860 D 0 150/40k £56.58 'dynamic ball' 

AUDIO- TECHNICA 
Audio -Technica US Inc, 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313, 

USA. 
Phone: (216)836 -0246. 
UK: Audio -Technica Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds. 

Phone: 0532 771441. Telex: 557991. 

AT801 E 0 600 -48dB £37.56 XLR 

AT811 E C 600 -56dB £41.61 XLR 

AT802 D O 600 -56dB £37.56 XLR 

AT812 D C 600 -60d B £45.47 XLR 

AT803S E O 600 -57 d B £30.08 Subminlavalier 
AT813 E C 600 -55dB £49.43 XLR 

BEYER (West Germany) 
Beyer Dynamic, Theresienstrasse 8, D -7100 Heilbronn, West Germany. 
Phone: 07131 82348. Telex: 0728771. 

UK: Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd, 1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath,Sussex RH163DP. 

Phone: 0444 51003. 

USA: Hammond Inc Ltd, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, NY 11791. 

Phone: (516) 364 -1900. Telex: 961396. 

M160N DR HC 200 -60db £165.99 DIN 

M160C DR HC 200 -60dB £170.48 XLR 

M26ONS R HC 200 -61dB £76.59 DIN, switch 
M260NCS R HC 200 -61dB £76.59 XLR, switch, clamp 

M500N R HC 200 -61dB £87.96 DIN 
M500C R HC 200 -61dB £93.52 XLR, clamp 
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M69N D C 200 -52dB £58.64 DIN 

M69C D C 200 -52dB £62.65 XLR, clamp 
M69SM D C 200 -52dB £69.51 DIN, switch 
M69N(C)2 D C 200 -52dB £74.01 XLR, switdh 
M88N D HC 200 -52dB £125.38 DIN 
M88C D HC 200 -52dB £129.48 XLR, clamp 

M101N D O 200 -58dB £78.85 DIN 
M101C D O 200 -58dB £85.07 XLR, clamp, windshield 
M111N D O 200 -62dB £93.36 Lavalier,lead 
M201N D HC 200 -59dB £75.53 DIN, clamp, windshield 
M201C D HC 200 -59dB £78.01 XLR, windshield 
MC series comprise CV710 pre -amp for 48V phantom powering, CV720 for 
12V phantom powering, and the CK701/2/3/4/6/7 range of capsules. With DIN 

or XLR connectors. 
MC711/721 C O 200 -41dB £165.99 Modular 
MC712/722 C O 200 -41dB £179.83 Modular, pop shield 
MC713/723 C C 200 -39dB £183.28 Modular 
MC714/724 C C 200 -39dB £197.12 Modular, pop shield 

MC716/726 C SC 200 -39dB £257.95 Modular, short shot 
gun 

MC717/727 C HC 200 -39dB £324.95 Modular, long shot gun 

B & K (Denmark) 
Bruel & Kjaer, 23 Linde alle, DK -2850 Naerum, Denmark. 
Phone: (02) 800500. Telex: 37316. 

UK: B & K Laboratories Ltd, Cross Lances Road, Hounslow, Middx TW32AE. 
Phone: 01- 570 7774. Telex: 934150. 

USA : B & K Instruments Inc,5111 West165th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44142. 

Phone: (216) 267 -4800. Telex: 810421. 

The company is better known tor its instrumentation microphones, but points 
out that several are suitable for music recording. 
4133 C O 25 12.5 3.9 -40kHz 

4165 C O 25 50 3 -20kHz 

A suitable pre -amplifier for these capsules is model 2619. Output figures are 

in units of mV /Pa. 

CALREC 
Calrec Audio Ltd, Hangingroyd Lane, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire 
HX77DD, UK. 
Phone: 0422842159. Telex:51311. 

68 
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STUDER A80 /RC 
Professional Tape Recorder 
Choice of leading music studios, radio and 
TV stations, worldwide. 

tomorrow's generation with features you requested, 
available today 

STUDER EMI- _ JIMwAM1 
CH 8105 Regensdorf, Phone (01) 840 29 60 Telex 58489 
STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC., Nashville, Phone (615) 329 9576, Telex 55 -4453 
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD., Toronto, Phone (416) 423 2831, Telex 06 23310 
STUDER FRANCE S. a r. I., Paris, Phone 533 58 58, Telex 24 -744 
F. W.O. BAUCH LTD., Boreham Wood, U.K., Phone (01) 953 0091, Telex 27502 
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Calrec cont'd 
USA: Edcor, 16782 Hale Avenue, Irvine, Cal 92714. 

Phone: (714) 556 -2740. 
CM1000 series of 48V phantom -powered mics with non -detachable capsules: 
CM1001C C O 1k 0.8 £80 Hand -held 
CM1050C C C 1k 0.8 £80 - 
CM1051C As CM1050C with bass 

roll -off. £80 
CM2000- series of 48V phantom -powered mics with detachable CB20C pre- 
amplifier and a choice of capsule: 
CM2001 C C O 1k 0.8 £90 
CM2003C C O 1k 0.8 £90 

CM2050C C C 1k 0.8 £90 
CM2051 C C C 1k 0.8 £90 
CM2056C C C lk 0.8 £90 

CM2100- series of 7.5 -50V phantom -powered mics 
amplifier and choice of capsule: 
CM2101C C O 1k 0.8 £106 
CM2103C C O lk 0.8 £106 
CM2150C C C lk 0.8 £106 
CM2151C C C 1k 0.8 £106 
CM2156C C C 1k 0.8 £106 
CM10 7.5 -50V phantom -powered 

talkback mic on 320 -mm 
non drop stem. £128.66 

Output figures are in units of mV /uB. 
CM600 series of professional entertainment microphones, DIN connectors 
with unbalanced outputs requiring 45 to 50V, not phantom. 
CM602D C O 500 -127dB £44 Vocal/instrumental 
CM652D C C 500 -127dB £44 Instrumental 
CM654D C C 500 -127dB £46.30 Vocal compensated 
CM656D C C 500 -127dB £54.70 Vocal comp, wind- 

shield 
CM4050 Soundfield microphone. This comes complete with the Soundfield 
Control Unit CS5014/3 and is designed primarily for surround sound and 

ambisonic recording, and allows post session control of stereo microphone 
operational mode and position. Greater rigging flexibility reduces setting up 

time. A feature article about the Soundfield microphone is intended for 
publication in the autumn. £2,600 

CCOI capsule 
CCO3 capsule 
CC50 capsule 
CC51 capsule 
CC56 capsule 

with detachable CB21C pre- 

CCOI capsule 
CCO3 capsule 
CC50 capsule 
CC51 capsule 
CC56 capsule 

EAGLE (Japan) 
Eagle International, Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley 
HAO 1SU. 
Phone: 01- 902 8832. Telex: 922131. 
Belgium: Eagle International SA, Rue du Midi 147, 1000 Bruxelles. 
Phone: 02 513 0477. 
Holland: Eagle International Electronics BV, Ridderkerkstratt 15, Rotterdam - 
Lombardijen. 
Phone:198661. 

Eagle PRO M60 
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Electro -Voice D056 shock mount omnidirectional mic 

PROM20 E C 600 -62dBV £48.35 - 
PROM40 E HC 600 -54dBV £36.50 'Rifle' mic 
PROM 60 E O 600 -62dBV £39.95 Tie -clip mic 
PROM70 E C 600 -62dBV £39.95 10dB f to b 

PROM80 D C 200 -64dBV £42.50 Body as M70 
PROM90 D C 600 -64dBV £49.95 - 
SME900 E O 600 -70dBV £27.50 Stereo mic 

CO -96 E O 600 -62dBV £27.95 'Pencil' mic 
All output values are in units of dBV/Pa (-3dBV). 

ELECTRO -VOICE (USA) 
Electro -Voice Inc., 600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107, USA. 
Phone: (616) 695 -6831. 
Canada: Electro -Voice Division of Gulton Industries (Canada) Ltd, 345 Herbert 
Street, Gananoque, Ontario. 
Europe: Electro -Voice SA, Romerstrasse 49, 2560 Nidau, Switzerland. 
UK: Electro -Voice Division, Gulton Europe Ltd, Maple Works, Old Shoreham 
Road, Hove BN3 7EY. 
Phone: 0273 778401. Telex: 87680. 

RE10 D SC 150 -56dB £90 Bass tilt switch 
RE11 D SC 150 -56dB £99 Bass tilt switch 
RE15 D SC 150 -56dB £150 Bass tilt switch 
RE16 D SC 150 -56dB £156.25 Bass tilt switch 
RE18 D SC 150 -57d B Bass tilt switch, shock 

mount 
R E20 D C Several-57dB £258 Shock mounting 
627C D C Lo/Hi -58dB £46 Bass emphasis 
631 B D O Lo/Hi -56dB £41.88 
635A D O 150 -55dB £51.56 Shock proof 
660 D SC Lo/Hi -56dB £57 Close use 

671A D C Lo/Hi -57dB £54 General purpose 
D054 D O 150 -58dB £69.69 Boom or stand 
DO56 D O 150 -61dB Shock isolated 
D S35 D C 150 -60dB £68 Blast filter 
R E50 D O 150 -55dB £82.63 Noise -free 
RE55 D O 150 -57dB £132.81 40 -20kHz 
1724 E C 150 -68dB £28 Lavalier 
1776 E C 150 -50dB £74 Blast filter 
1777 E C 150 -54dB £85 Close use 
CS15P E C 150 -45dB £172 40 -18kHz 
C090 E O 150 -57dB £78 Lavalier mic 
C085 E O 150 -56dB £110 Mini mic 
RE85 D O 50/250 -61dB £81.25 Lavalier mic 
R E51 D O 50/250 -54dB £98.44 Headset 
644 D C Lo/Hi -53dB £105.63 Gun mic 
D L42 D C 150 -50dB £287.50 Gun mic 
CL42S E C 250 -33dB £390 System C 

CH15S E HC 150 -40dB £300 System C 70 110- 
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For the past three years we've been telling you about the 
benefits of using graphic equalizers; now we've made it 

even easier to appreciate them. Introducing the MXR Dual 
Fifteen and Thirty -One Band Equalizers. Two equalizers 
designed with the imagination and understanding to solve 
your toughest equalization problems. Designed for use in 
either studios or sound reinforcement situations, our new 
eqs offer features not previously available at any price. 

The Dual Fifteen Band Eq features two channels of equali- 
zation with the bands set two -thirds of an octave apart. By 
breaking the frequencies down further than conventional 
octave equalizers, you now have the flexibility to 
contour your music with much greater selectivity. As 
most musical information occurs in the midrange, 
this is where you need even more definition, and the 
Dual Fifteen Band Eq gives you six bands of contour 
in this area rather than the usual four. In addition. 
each channel has its own level control. 

The Thirty -One Band Eq divides the frequency spec- 
trum even further. A single channel unit, the Thirty - 
One Band features frequency bands set one -third of 
an octave apart, generally regarded to be the opti- 
mum amount of resolution. 

When used in conjunction with any PA system, our 
equalizers can make a bad environment sound good, 
and a good performance sound great. Unlike para- 
metric equalizers, the frequency response change is 

immediate and easily visible, so that when you shape a 

response curve you know what it's going to sound like. 

Both units feature a range of - 12 to -+ 12 decibels on 
each band, standard 19" rack mount, and the rugged 
construction you always get with an MXR product. Both 
units also feature phone plug input/output connections, 
(the Thrity -One Band also features Cannon type XLRs), 
high slew rate (7V /microsecond), and incredibly low noise 
(better than -90 cBM). But not only do we offer great 
specifications, we produce great ideas ... you wouldn't 
expect any less from us. 

Atlantex Music Ltd., 16 High Street, 
Graveley, Herts., England, (0438) 50113 

CHANNEL ONE 

Op,, mwr c, . 

1 

IN OJT MIN 

_ _ F ... _ _ _ 

CHANNEL TWO LEVEL 

IN OUT MO 
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EPM 
61000 
electronic 
parabolic 
mic 

EPM (Canada) 
RD Systems of Canada Ltd, 1131 Sandhurst Circle, Unit 61, Agincourt, 
Ontario MIV IV4, Canada. 
Phone: (416) 292 -0953. 
UK : John Page Ltd, Wesley House, 75 Wesley Avenue, London NW10. 
Phone: 01 -961 4181. Telex: 24224 ref 568. 
P650 A parabolic microphone with a clear plastic reflector, built -in equaliser, 
pre -amp and speech /music switch. Also provided is a headphone output for 
onsite monitoring. Power from two 9V batteries. Price $299. 
51000 Similar to P650 but with twin microphone capsules side -by -side for 
stereo pickup. Price $459. 
P200 Non -electronic version of P650, $169.50. 
S300 Non -electronic version of 51000, $250. 
These EPM parabolic microphones were developed in conjunction with Dan 
Gibson. 

MELODIUM (France) 
UK: Amdio Ltd, 26 -28 Reading Road South, Fleet, Nr Aldershot, Hants. 
Phone: 02514 20567. Telex: 858606. 
C133 D C 10/200 - £49.84 General purpose, 

DIN /XLR 
M110D D C - - £21.86 PA, on /off switch 
M121E E C 600 - £49.28 Or? /off switch 
M097D D C 200 - £64.30 On /off switch, 

DIN /XLR 
79A D 0 200/50k- £35.50 Lavatier 

NEUMANN (West Germany) 
George Neumann GmbH, Berlin 61, Charlottenstrasse 3, West Germany. 
D -1000. 
Phone: 251 4091. Telex: 184595. 
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 4RZ. 
Phone: 01 -953 0091. Telex: 27502. 
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street, New York NY10014. 
Phone: (212) 741 -7411. Telex: 129269. 

KRM82MTI C HC 150 21mV /Pa £277 Shotgun 
KM83L C 0 200 -131dBm £152.33 10dB cut 
KM84I C C 200 -131 dBm £162.52 10dB cut 
KMS841 C C 200 -131dBm £294 Pale finish 
KMS84IMT C C 200 -131dBm £294 Dark finish 
SRM841 C C 200 -131dBm £413 
KM851 C C 200 -133dBm £166.04 Bass roll -off 
KM86I C VS 200 -133dBm £309 Switchable responses 
U87I C VS 200 -133dBm £321 Switchable responses 
KM88I C VS 200 -133dBm £323 Switchable responses - 

V89 C VS 200 8mV /Pa £380 Switchable responses 
U47FETI C C 150 -133dBm £308 Bass roll -off 
SM69FET C VS 150 -125dBm £710 Stereo 
USM69 C VS 150 10mV /Pa £893 Stereo, local switchability 
QM69 C VS 150 -125dBm £914 Quad 
KMA C O 800 5mV /Pa £145.15 Leveller 
KÚ801 Dummy head system comprising two KM83 mics for binaural recording, 
complete £1,157. 
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KEITH MONKS (UK) 
Keith Monks (Audio) Ltd, 26-28 Reading Road South, Fleet, Hampshire, 
UK. 
Phone: 0251 20568. Telex: 858606. 
C133D D O 200 -71dB £49.84 Hand or stand 
C133K As C133D with on /off 

switch. £54.40 
C133SU As C133K with XLR 

connector. £63.65 
The C133SU is also available in a 300 version (-83dB output). 
M097D D O 200 -55dB £64.30 DIN d switch 
Output values are referenced to OdBm = 1mW /10pB. 

PASO (Italy) 
UK: Amdio Ltd, 26 -28 Reading Road South, Fleet, Nr Aldershot, Hants. 
Phone : 02514 20567. Telex : 858606. 
M8 D C 200 - £37.15 PA, speech /music, lo 

cut 
M103 D C 200 - £21 Elastic suspension 
M300 D C 200 - £78.53 Pop shield 

PEARL/PML (Sweden) 
AB Pearl Mikrofonlaboratorium, Knutsgaten 6, S-265 00 Astorp, Sweden. 
Phone: 04251520. 
UK: Allotrope Ltd, 36/38 Lexington Street, London W1R 3HR. 
Phone: 01 -437 1892. Telex: 21624. 

USA: Cara International Ltd, 4145 Via Marina, 120 Marina del Rey, Cal. 90291. 

Phone: (213) 821-7898. 
D44 D SC 200 2.8 
LD18 D O 200 2.0 
HM47 
HM49 
RD16 
RD34 
RD36 
RD34S 
F67 

F69 
DC20 
D C21 
DC63 
DC73 
DC73/12 
DC96 
DC96/12 
FP92CO 
FP92KO 
SP84 
S P85 
ST8 
TC4V 
V M40 

D O 200 1.5 

D O 200 2.0 
D C 200 2.0 
As RD16 with longer body. 
As RD34 with 200/Hi-z 
As R034 with switch. 
D C 200 2.0 
D C 200 2.0 
C O 200 5.0 

C C 200 6.3 

C VS 200 2.5-4.0 
C C 200 5.0 
As DC73 with SYMSI 12. 

C C 200 6.3 
As DC96 with SYMSI 12. 

C C Lo/Hi-z12.6/126 
C O Lo/HI-z8.0/80 
C O 200 8.0 
As SP84 with cardloid. 
C VS 200 5.0 
C V 200 10.0 
C O 200 4.0-8.0 

Range of Neumann mics 

Hand held 
Robust 
Lavalier mic 
Robust 
Light -weight 

On /off switch 
Anti- feedback 
Mini mic 
As DC20 
See below" 
Bass cut 

18- 0° capture 

15V battery 
As FP92C0 
Variable eq 

Two capsules 
+120V power 
SYMSI 48112 
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"The original A77 had set a standard 
by which I have judged other domestic and 
semi -professional recorders for many years. 
It is now clear that the new B77 sets a new 
standard not easily surpassed at its price" 

Angus McKenzie (March 1978) 
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SURVEY: MICROPHONES 
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Pearl cont'd 

VM41 As VM40 with cardioid. - 
4030 C SC 200 4.0 Shotgun mic 
CL4AD E 0 200 6.3 Lavalier mic 
CL4BD As CL4AD with 

self -powering. 15V battery 
PB35 E 0 200 6.3 15V battery 
Capacitor mics are powered by SYMSI 48: +48V ( +6V) unless stated other- 
wise. (SYMSI 12: +10 to +48V). 

*Model DC63 is fitted with two ring switches and a 5- position attenuator, 
giving 44 possible combinations of output /polar response. 

PEAVEY (USA) 
Peavey Electronics Corp, Box 2898, Meridian, Miss 39301, USA. 
UK: Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd, Unit 8, New Road, Ridgewood, Uckfìeld, 
Sussex TN22 5SX. 
Phone: 0825 5566. Telex: 957098. 

PBL D 0 250 -52dB £62/$113.50 PA mic 
PBH D 0 50k -52dB £62/$113.50 PA mic 

PHILIPS 
NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Electroacoustics Division, Eind- 
hoven, The Netherlands. 
Phone : 040 78616. 

UK: Pye Business Communications Ltd, Cromwell Road, Cambridge CB1 3HE. 

Phone: 0223 45191. Telex: 81547. 

USA: Philips Audio Video Systems Corp, Audio Division, 91 McKee Drive, 
Mahwak, NJ 07430. 
Phone: (201) 529-3800. Telex: 138022. 
LBB9003/05 D 0 200 £39.50 Lavalier 
LBB9020/35 D C 200 £68 GP 
LBB9020/45 D C 200 £75 Switch 
LBB9031/05 D C 200 £47.50 Gooseneck 
LBB9100 D C 200 £77.50 Low sensitivity 
LBB9032/05 D C 200 £49.50 Switch, gooseneck 
LBB9033/05 D C 200 £45 Gooseneck 
LBB9018/07 D SC 200 £48 
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Schoeps CMC series 

A stereophonic capacitor mic with cardioid, bi- and omnidirectional patterns 
on each capsule. The capsules are mounted one above the other, and can be 
rotated through 360`. 48V centre -point powering. (CMTS301 identical with 12V 
powering.) 
MTSC54 stereo C 40 1.3 £500 - 
A stereo (110° ORTF- principle) twin- capacitor mic with two MK4 capsules 
mounted at either e:id of a T -bar. Axial separation is 170mm. Pre -amplifier 
module is 48V phantom powered; other modules for 12V powering are also 
available. 
CMH52C C O 40 1.0 £364 'Pop'filter 
CMH54C . C C 40 1.2 £364 'Pop'filter 
All output figures are in units of mV /uR. 

SENNHEISER (West Germany) 
Sennheiser Electronic, 3002 Bissendorf, Hannover, West Germany. 
Phone : 05130 8011. 
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St 
Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW. 
Phone: 02813 88447. Telex: 849469. 

USA: Sennheiser Electronic Corp (NY), 10 West 37th Street, New York, NY 
10018. 

RESLO (UK) Phone: (212) 239 -0190. Telex: 421608. 

Reslosound Ltd, Eagle Road, Rye, Sussex TN31 7NB MD211 D O 200 0.13 £68.10 Flat response 

Phone : 07973 3959. Telex : 95447. MD214 D O 200 0.10 £62.70 Lavalier mic 

MPD D 0 30 -88dB £21.30 Pencil -type MD408 D SC 200 0.13 £35 Integral gooseneck 

RGP71 D SC 200 -82dB £34.78 20dB f -to -b Profipower D SC 200 -55dB £73.60 Musicians mic 

S91M E V V -52dB £43.99 4.5V battery MD416 D C 200 0.13 £57 Hand held 

S80 D C 200 -58dB £47.40 40 -20kHz MD418 D SC 50 0.13 £37.40 Integral gooseneck 

UD1 D SC V -58dB £27.57 'Pop' filter MD421 D C 200 0.20 £58.50 Switched base eq 

UD3 D SC V -58dB £32.58 UD1 capsule 74 )- 

SCHOEPS (West Germany) 
Schalltecknik Dr -Ing Karl Schoeps, 75 Karlsruhe 41, Spitalstrasse 20, 

Postfach 410970, West Germany. 
Phone : 0721 42016/42011. 
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street, London WIV 5RA. 

Phone: 01 -734 2812. Telex: 27939. 

USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn 37203. 

The CMC series of complete capacitor mic comprise a pre -amplifier module 
connected directly, or via an 'active' cable, to an interchangeable capsule. The 
mics listed below utilise the CMC5 pre -amps (48V phantom powering); the 
CMC3 operates from 12V phantom and the CMC4from 12V 'parallel' powering. 
The type number of the complete mic is composed of the pre -amp model plus 

capsule(eg CMC56 CMC5 + MK6capsule). 
CMC52IJ C O 40 1.2 £230 Flat response 
CMC53U C O 40 1.0 £230 Hf boost 
CMC541.1. C C 40 1.2 £240 - 
CMC540U C C 40 1.6 £245 Close use 

CMC541 C HC 40 1.3 £255 - 
CMC55U C VS 40 various £300 Two patterns 
CMC56U C VS 40 various £370 Three patterns 
CMTS501U stereo VS 200 various £695 - 
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Penny 
Dropped? 

Switchcraft QG Connectors are money savers ... 
Because we have introduced an attractive new quantity 
discount structure. Switchcraft are still the same high 
quality, with unique features such as captive design 
screws and shell ground terminals. 
Two new additions to the range are - 

FAS-DISCONNECT 
A new non -locking feature allowing 
immediate disconnection that 

requires only a 4 lb (1.8 kg) force. 
Great for that fast equipment take -down 

in hard to reach, darkened areas. Stage 
hands never had it so good! 

REAR MOUNTED RECEPTACLES 
The new Y series QG receptacles 
permit a complete sub assembly to be 
soldered, cleaned and tested prior to 
chassis mounting. Available with PC 
or solder terminals with lock or Fas- 
disconnect latching, the Y series offers real savings in 
production costs. Extra colour trim escatchens provide 
functional panel trimming and colour coding. 
Switchcraft QG Connectors are just right for audio 
mixers, consoles, PA systems and in computer 
applications. 

The professionals choose Switchcraft QG and save the pennies! w1tça,t 
INC 

FW.O. Bauch Limited 
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 

Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502 
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Sennheiser cont'd SM54 As SM53 with 'pop' filter. £154.20 - 
SM57 D SC 38/150 -82dB £70.80 Presence boost 

MD430 -2 D SC 200 0.18 £35 Close use SM58 As SM57 with 'pop'filter. £90.60 - 
MD441 D C 200 0.20 £87 Shockmount SM59 D C 150 -83dB £94.20 - 
MKE10 E O 4k7 1.00 £31.80 Minilavalier SM61 D O 150 -82dB £63 'Pop' filter 
MKE883 E HC 200 £70.60 SM62 D C 150 -82dB £72 'Pop'filter 
MKE803 E SC 200 0.50 £59.60 SM81 E C 150 -64dB £146.40 10dBatten,switchable 
MKE403 E C 200 0.30 £50.40 LC 
MKE203 E O 200 0.30 £43.90 SM82 C C 260 -19dB £139.80 Line amps &limiter 
The MKE883/803/403/203 mics use a common powering module with inter- 
changeable capsules which are also available separately at £43.20, £32.20, 

£23 and £16.50 respectively, powering module £27.40. 

MKE2002 E O 1k5 1.00 £92.30 Dummy head pair 
MKH105 C O 200 2.00 £138 12V a -b 

MKH125 C O 200 0.32 £193.30 Lavalier mic* 
MKH126P48 C 0 200 2.00 £193.30 As MK!-1125 

MKH406P48 C C 200 2.00 £161.80 48V phantom 
MKH406 C C 200 2.00 £161.80 12V a -b 

MKH416P48 C SC 200 2.50 £169.30 48V phantom 
MKH416 C SC 200 2.00 £169.30 12V a -b 
MKH816P48 C HC 200 4.00 £227.80 48V phantom 
MKH816 C HC 200 4.00 £227.80 12V a -b 
Output figures are in units of mV /uB. 
*MKH125 and MKH126P48 share a common capsule (MK12) with different 
power unit. The former is 12V a -b powered, while the latter is designed for 48V 

phantom supplies. 

Sennheiser MD441 

All output figures are referenced to 0dB = 1V /1.1B, open- circuit. 

SESCOM (USA) 
Sescom Inc, 1111 Las Vegas Blvd, North Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101, USA. 
Phone: (702) 384 -0993. 
UK: Atlantex Music Ltd,16 High Street, Graveley, Herts. 
Phone: 043850113. 
MC325 E 0 200 -55dB Tie -clip mic 
MC326 A4 -48V phantom -powered version of MC325. 
MC340 E O 200 -55dB Stand or hand 
MC341 A 4 -48V phantom -powered version of MC340. 
MC350 E C 200 -55dB Stand or hand 

MC351 A 4 -48V phantom -powered version of MC350. 

SHURE (USA) 
Shure Brothers Inc, 22 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, ILL 60204, USA. 
Phone: (312) 866 -2200. 
UK : Shure Electronics Ltd, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. 
Phone: 0622 59881. Telex: 96121. 

SM7 D C 150 -79dB £217.80 Bass presence 
SM10 D C 200 -87dB £57 Headset mounted 
SM12 As SMiO with built -in ear 

piece. £76.20 
SM11 D 0 200 -85dB £47.80 Lavalier mic 
SM17 D O 200 -85dB £45.60 Mounting for guitar etc 

SM33 R HC 38/150 -76.5dB £142.20 Bass switch 
SM53 D C 150 -81dB £145.20 Wide range 
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SONY (Japan) 
Sony Corporation, PO Box 10, Tokyo Airport, Tokyo, Japan. 
Phone: 448 221. 
UK: Sony (UK) Ltd, 134 Regent Street, London, W1 R 6DJ. 
Phone: 01 -434 1716. Telex: 264149. 

USA : Sony Corporation of America, 9 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019. 

Phone: (212) 371 -5800. 
C37P C VS 250 -70d B m £250 Broadcast quality 
C38B C VS 250 -68d B m £250 Instrumental 
C47B C VS 50 -70d B m £560 Top of range 
C55P C C 250 -70d B m £215 Ideal vocal 
ECM5OPS E O 250 -76dBm £120 Lavalier 
ECM30 E O 250 -70d B m £59 Lavalier 
ECM56F E C 250 -74d Bm £120 Back electret conden- 

ser 

SUPERSCOPE (USA) 
Superscope Inc, 20525 Nordhoff Street, Shatsworth, Ca 91311, USA. 
Phone : (213) 998 9333/873 2000. 

Europe: Superscope Europe SA, Avenue Loise 430, BP4 Brussels, Belgium. 
Phone: 649 9483. Telex: 26602. 

EC1 E O 'low' -52dB poa 
EC3 E C 'low' -52dB poa 
EC5 E C 'low' -52dB poa 
EC9P E C 250 -56dB poa Low -cut filter 
EC12B E O 250 -52dB poa Tie -clasp or boom 
EC15P E O 250 -52dB poa Mini tie -clasp 
EC33S E C 'low' -46dB poa Coincident stereo 
Output figures are referenced to OdB 
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THIS NEW GENERATION 
CARTRIDGE MACHINE FROM ITC 

ALMOST SPEAKS FOR ITSELE 
There's been much talk about 

reel -to -reel quality from cartridge 
machines. Unfortunately, most of 
it turned out to be hot air. 

But now it's a cold fact with 
Series 99 from ITC, the world's 
leader in cartridge machine 
technology. 

With 19 patents pending for 
both electronic and mechanical 
innovations, it's no wonder that 
ITC's Series 99 sets new standards 

For sheer quality of sound. 
For greater operator convenienc 
And for simplified maintenance. 

If you want to hear the 

FWO. Bauch Limited 

e. 

cartridge machine that virtually 
speaks for itself, write now for a 
few words on the subject to 
F.W.O. Bauch Limited. 

International Tapetronics 
Corporation 
2425 South Main Street, 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701, USA 

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertforeshire WD6 4RZ 
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502 

IE 
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AES 63rd Convention, Los 
Angelesa preview 

AB Systems Design .. 
Accurate Sound 
Acoustic Design 
Acoustilog 
Audio Concepts 
Audio Development Int 
Agfa -Gevaert .. 
AKG Acoustics 
Allen á Heath /Brenell .. 
Allison Research .. 
Altec Lansing .. 
Amber Electro Design 
Ampex Corporation .. 

Anvil Cases .. 
Aphex Systems .. 
Ashly Audio .. 
Association for Sound & Commu 
Audico 
Audio Arts .. 
Audio & Design 
Audio Industries 
Audio Kinetics .. 
Audio /Tek .. 
Auditronics 
Automated Processes 
Bang & Olufsen, USA .. 
Barclay Analytical .. 
BASF .. 
BGW Systems .. 
Biamp Systems .. 
B & K Instruments 
Bombadilla Cases 
Bose .. 
BTX .. 
California Switch & Signal 
Calrec Audio 
Capitol Magnetic Products 
Certron .. .. 
Cerwin -Vega 
Cetec Audio 

Cetec Vega .. .. 
Clear -Corn Intercom Systems 
Coastal Speciality Tapes .. 
Coast Recording Equipment Supply 

.. B18 
B100, 101 

B55B 
.. B109 

B49, 49A 
B114 
031 

B81, S1A 
.. R574 

B56, 57 

Mission Room 
B26 

B14-14D, Madrid 
Suite 

.. R584, 582 

B115, R482, 484 
.. .. BH-3 

nication .. BH-5 
B119 
R575 
B123 

B86, 87 

R673 
R469 

.. B38, 39 

B104/105 
.. BH-2 

B72 
R497, 499 

.. B16, 17 

R619, 621 

B73, 74 

B117, 118 

.. R468 
B124-126 

.. 096 

.. R465 

.. B93 
BLA-4 

.. Patio Room 

.. B47, 48 and 
Detroit Room 

BLA-2 
.. B68A 
.. R674 
.. B90 

Coherent Communications 
Community Light & Sound 
Crest Audio .. .. 
Crown International .. 
Cybersonics .. 
dbx 

DeltaLab Research .. 
Delta Telecommunications 
Diacoustic Lab .. .. 

Diversified Concepts .. 
Dolby Labs .. 
Duncan Electronics .. 

R480 
Dalhart Suite 

R679 
.. B75, 76 

B5, R461 
Assembly Room, 

West 
Yuda Suite 

.. R579 

.. B92 
BLA -12 

.. B51, 52 

.. B116 
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The 63rd Convention of the Audio 
Engineering Society will be held 
from May 15 - 18 at the Los An- 
geles Hilton Hotel. Well over 150 
manufacturers will be showing a 
wide range of products. 

LIST OF EXHIBITORS 
Eastern Acoustic Works .. .. .. R569 
Edcor 
Electro Sound .. .. 
Electro -Voice .. .. 

El -Tech .. .. 
Emilar 
Eventide Clockworks .. 

Everything Audio .. 
EXR 
Ferrofluidics .. .. 
Formula Sound .. 
Furman Sound .. 
Future Film .. .. 

GLI Integrated Systems 
Genrad 
Gotham Audio .. 
Grampian Reproducers 
Hammond Industries .. 
Harrison Systems .. 
Heino Ilsemann 
HM Electronics .. .. 
Infonics .. .. 

Inovonics .. 

Interface Electronics 
International Audio 
ITAM .. 
'vie 
James B. Lansing Sound 

KEF .. .. 
The Kind Horn Co 
Klark- Teknik .. .. 

Klipsch & Associates .. 
Lexicon .. 
David Lint Associates 
Loft Modular Devices .. 
Magnefax .. .. 
Magnetic Tape .. 
Marshall Electronics 
McCauley Sound 
MCI .. .. 

.. R467 
Longhorn Suite 

New York Room 
. B106 

.. BH -1, Dallas Room 
.. B33 

B6,7 
R644 
R684 
R460 

B101A 
R577 
R605 

.. BLA -7 

.. B20 -23 
R581 
R573 

.. BH -10 
B71 

R568 
Malaga Suite 

B54 
B95 
B64 

.. R669 

.. B88, 89 

St. Louis & 
Foy Rooms 

. R668 
.. R675 
.. R571 

Pecos Suite 
Muir Suite 

B65 
R524 
8122 

B127, 128 

B94 
.. R563 

B83 -85 and 
Assembly Room 

.. B107 
B102, 103 

BH -4 

MICMIX .. 
Midas Audio .. 
Keith Monks Audio .. 
Motorola Communications Electronics 
MXR Innovations 
Nagra Magnetic Recorders .. .. 
Nasty Cordless .. .. .. .. 

National Research Development Council 
Neotek . . 

Neutrik Products .. 
Northwest Sound .. 
Orange County Electronics .. 
Orban Associates .. .. 

Otari . . 

Peavey Electronics .. .. 

Pentagon Industries .. 

B100A 
B68 

. . BLA-11 

.. R463 
R663, 665 

B82 
R462 
B97 
B62 

B8-10 
R479 

.. B29, 30 

Polydax Speaker .. 

Publison -Audio Professional 
Quad /Eight .. .. 
Quantum Audio Labs .. 
Raindirk .. .. 
Rauland -Borg .. .. 
Jonas A Renkus 
Roland Corp 
Roundhouse Recording Studios 
Rupert Neve 

.. R560 
BH -6A 

.. B27, 28 
8110, 111 

.. R662 
Cleveland Room 

.. B49 

.. R671 
. R481 

Assembly Room 
East 

.. B66 
BLA -3 

R475, 477 

.. B2, 3 

BLA -5, LA -6 
.. R429 

B63, 63A 
.. R580 
.. B36, 37 

B46 
B112, 113 

Houston Suite 
.. B19 

.. B69, 70 
BLA -9, LA -10 

R627, 629 
B53 

Yosemite Suite 
B55, 55A 

.. R471 
B59, 60 

.. B79, 80 
B4 

B77, 78, R562 
.. B67 

B58 
B15 

. B98, 99 

.. R612, 616 
Boston Room 
Majorca Suite 

.. R474 

.. B32 
B11, 12 

B13, R527, 529 

R597 
B120, 121 

.. B108 
R602, 603 

.. B24, 25 

B100B 
Hartford Room 

SAE Professional Products Group 
Sagamore Publishing .. .. 
Sansui 
Scully Recording Instruments 
Selco Products .. .. 

Sennheiser .. 
Sescom .. .. .. 
Shape Symmetry á Sun 
Shure Brothers .. .. 

Sierra Audio .. 
Solid State Logic .. 
Sony . 

Sontec Electronics .. 
Soundcraft Electronics 
Sound Spectrum .. 
Soundstream .. .. 
Sound Technology .. .. 
Sound Workshop .. .. 
Spectra Sonics .. .. 
Spectra Sound Products 
Stanton Magnetics .. 
Stephens Electronics .. 
Straita Head Sound .. .. 
Studer Revox America 
Swintek Enterprises .. .. 
Synergetic Audio Concepts .. 
Taber Manufacturing & Engineering 
Tangent Systems .. .. 
Tannoy -Ortofon 
Teac 
Technical Audio Devices 
Technics .. .. 
Tentel .. 
3M Magnetic A/V .. 
3M Mincom .. .. 
TOA Electronics .. .. 
Trident Audio .. 
Unicord .. 
Uni -Sync .. .. .. .. 
United Recording Electronics 
Ursa Major .. 
US Pioneer Electronics 
Valley People .. 
Victor of Japan (JVC) 
Westlake Audio 
White Instruments 
Wireworks .. 
Yamaha .. .. 

Washington Room 
B34, 35, 40 -42 

B1 
.. BLA -1 

Buffalo Room 
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FERRO GRAPH 
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1.1..RROGR A PH LOGIC 7. Semi professional Reel to Reel Recorder: 3 speed. 
logic remote control. Stereo. ; or track. Dolby. Inv, per channel. 
North East Audio Ltd. Simtmside Works. South Shields. Tyne and Wear NE :4-1 tiN X 
lelephone: South Shields 10h32 5bh32 I Telex: 5 37227 
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AES PREVIEW 
Future Film Developments: portable noise red- 
uction unit for location recording and in -line 
attenuators for use in mic lines, and mixer and 
recorder inputs. AKG: full range of products 
and introduction of D -130 mic which features 
heavy duty shockproof construction and a field 
replaceable transducer. Neutrik : versatile 
Audiotracer 3201, AD -4 analogue audio delay 
line and range of audio connectors and modular 
in -line components. Sontec: Compudisc 
retrofit control package for all Scully and 
Neumann lathes; DRC -400 disc mastering 
limiter /compressor system, DTC -400 tape -to- 
disc transfer console; MES -430B, MEP -250A, 
and HF -230 equalisers; and DRC -202 studio 
limiter /compressor system. Micmix : im- 
proved model of Dynallanger with greater 
flanging depth and an unusual regenerative 
feedback mode'. And hopefully a new rack 
mount stereo reverb unit with 4 -band eq. Stu- 
der Revox: A80VU 24 -track machine with a 
new 20- address memory autolocating system 
and new audio channel remote control. Also 
TLS 2000 -800 sync /edit system using two 
A800s; A80MR 8 -track master tape production 
recorder; A8ORC quality control recorder/ 
reproducer for cassette tape pancakes; B67 and 
Revox range. Otari: new MTR -90 16/24 - 
track mastering recorder which features a fully 
symmetrical tape path and pinch -roller -free 
direct -drive capstan controlled by a phase - 
locked closed -loop servo system. The recorder 
can provide full SMPTE sync; is easily con- 
vertible between 16 and 24 channels using plug - 
in pcbs; operates at 30 or 15in /s; has an optional 
remote control unit offering selective repro- 
duce on all channels and LED status indicators; 
and has an optional search -to -cue unit with a 
10- memory capacity. Sound Technology: 
Model 1710A, Model 1700B, and Model 1701 A 

distortion measurement systems with optional 
intermodulation distortion measurement and 
automatic set level capability. Ampex: MM- 
1200 recorder /reproducer available in 8, 16 

and 24 -track versions; ATR -100 recorder/ 
reproducer; ATR -700 recorder; and AG -440C 
series of recorder /reproducers. Electro- 
Voice: three new products -D056 omni- 
directional dynamic mic for broadcast and 
sound reinforcement applications; REI8 car - 
dioid dynamic mic; and 313A shock mount 

II . ®_..® 
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clamp. Stephens Electronics: 821B range of 
multitrack recorder /reproducers which are 
capstanless and without pinchrollers. Also 
Q -11 autolocator system. Formula Sound: 
S19G 2- channel f octave, 19 -band graphic 
equaliser and SI9GA equaliser /analyser which 
is the same as the above unit but with the ad- 
dition of a 19 -band analyser operating at the 
same band centres as the equaliser. S19GA 
features dual LED display, internal pink noise 
generator and mic pre -amp. Formula Sound 
staff will also be on hand to discuss its studio 
equipment custom building capability. Bruel 
& Kjaer: Type 6203 wow and flutter meter, 
which is now available with peak and rms 
switch selectable calibration; Type 2031 
narrow band spectrum analyser; and Type 2131 
digital frequency analyser. MCI: complete 
range of consoles including the JH -600 
series; JH -32, JH -16 and JH -110 series 
of tape recorders; Autolocator III micro- 
processor controlled autolocator; and Auto - 
lock SMPTE /EBU generator /reader /sync unit. 
Ferrofluidics: full information on the use 
of ferrofluids in loudspeaker voice coil gaps 
and staff on hand for consultation purposes. 

Synergetic Audio Concepts: information on 
SYN -AUD -CON sound engineering seminars. 

Interface Electronics: new 1979 line of mixing 
consoles which claim to have high slew rate, 
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lower noise levels, LED overload indicators and 
improved equalisers. Particular emphasis will 
be put on the latest version of stage monitor 
mixer and a new Series 308 eight -submix 
console. Jonas A Renkus: range of high 
frequency exponential horns featuring closely 
spaced hf lobes, and giving improved horizontal 
and vertical dispersion characteristics. dbx: 
new range of compressor /limiters -Model 163; 
Model 165; and Model 148, a playback -only 
system for broadcast use. Keith Monks 
(Audio): complete range of mic stands, phase 
testers, impedance testers, mic splitter boxes, 
and cable drums. Also on display will be semi- 
professional record cleaning machine and 
LS1 -8 small monitor loudspeaker with built -in 
10W amplifier. Quantum Audio: new range 
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New! Lower Cost! 

Acoustìlog 
232A 
Reverberation 
Timer 
Measure room acoustics: 

Studios . Control Rooms 
Concert Halls 

Easy one -person 
operation 

2% Accuracy 

Built -in pink noise 

Measures at 19 center 
frequencies, 63 Hz to 
12 kHz 

2 noise averaging filters 

Many options and 
outputs available 

Weighs only 3 lbs. 

Foam case available 

Only $795 
Send for spec sheet 
and application notes 

Acoustilog, Inc. 
19 Mercer Street 
New York, NY 10013 
Telephone: (212)925 -1365 
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SENKHEISER 
Ell MIMS 

O the 
musicians 

microphone 

Hayden Laboratories Limited 

HAYDEN 
HAYDEN HOUSE, CHURCHFIELD ROAD, 
CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS, SL9 9EW 

Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 

This newly developed microphone is 
Sennheiser's answer to many of the problems 
performers of popular music encounter. 
Considerable efforts were necessary to find the 
best solution for the various demands put by 
professional musicians. The result was 
"profipower" - beyond doubt a microphone in a 

class of its own. 

To find out more about this exciting new 
development and the full range of Sennhe 
microphones, complete the coupon 
below. We will then send you a free copy 
of the recently published Micro 
Revue 9 -a 124 page catalogue 
packed full of information on 
all Sennheiser products. 

iser 
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Outside it's 
BLACK 
Inside it's 
InEaPMEN 

TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX 

INST. 

INPUT 

AMP. PICKUP 

SPEAK EP 

MIC OUTPUT 
OPEN 

ONO 

PIN I 

INDESTRUCTIBLE 
EXTRUDED HOUSING 

RECESSED 
CONNECTORS AND 
SWITCHES 

BATTERY OR PHANTOM 
POWERED 

INTERNAL PAD FOR 
SPEAKER BRIDGING 

TRUE GROUND 
ISOLATION -EVEN 
WHEN PHANTOM 
POWERED 

R.F. FILTERED ON INPUT 
AND OUTPUT 

ACTIVE CIRCUIT -DOES 
NOT LOAD PICKUPS 

LESS THAN 2pV NOISE 

RESPONSE ..5dB 20 Hz 
TO 20 KHz 

.05°Io HARMONIC 
DISTORTION 

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES 
424 Stanford Avenue 

Redwood City, CA 94063 
Phone (415) 364 -9988 
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of broadcast production consoles designed for 
4 -track and stereo production rooms, and for 
television audio. Also on show, QA -1010 
console and consoles from the QM series. 
Crest Audio: a series of new high power am- 

plifiers -P -3500 rated at 250W per channel into 
80, less than 0.05 %THD; and P -2500 rated 
at 150W per channel into 8û. The units have 
LED VU meters, dual power supplies, mono 
bridging switches and thermal protection. 
Furman Sound; RV -1 spring reverberation 

voice -over limiter; E900 parametric sweep 
equaliser; E500/560 band selectors; and the 
F760X -RS Compex limiter. Allen and 
Heath: the production version of Syncon 28 
module, in -line console; Mod III 8/16 -track 
console; the new SR20 series of sound rein- 
forcement consoles; and Modular 8 package 
system including the Brenell Mini 8 1 -inch, 8- 
track tape recorder. Bose: new 8 -way 
Model 802 loudspeaker which is rated at 160W 
continuous, together with 802 -E active equal- 
iser which is supplied with the loudspeaker for 
insertion ahead of the power amp. Valley 
People: `Trans -Amp LZ' transformerless mic 

system which includes a fast peak limiter, quasi - 
parametric midrange controls, a shelving con- 
trol for treble adjustment, and independent wet 
and dry mix level controls. Also on show TX -2 
tunable crossover /bandpass filter; PQ -3 para- 
metric equaliser /preamplifier; and PQ -6 stereo 
parametric equaliser /preamp. MXR : a new 
time -delay switchable flanger /doubler with 
flanging delay adjustable from 0.25 to 5ms and 
doubling delay adjustable from 17.5 to 70ms. 
The unit has manual control of delay time, mix 
control between dry and undelayed signals, 
sweep controls of width and speed, regeneration 
for intensity, and LED sweep indicators. 
Orange County: VS -1 stressor which now 

includes a full parametric equaliser and stereo 
processor which includes a peak limiter, corn - 
pressor, and expander /noise gate. Capitol 
Magnetic Products: Audiopak AA -3 broadcast 
cartridge designed for good tape stability and 
low wow and flutter; Audiopak A -2 continuous 
loop broadcast cartridge; and Type Q17 high 
output, low -noise magnetic tape. Unicord: 
Korg VC -I0 vocoder; the SE -500 state echo; 
the MS -20 monophonic synthesiser with ex- 
ternal signal processor module; and the new 
model 3200 fully polyphonic programmable 
synthesiser. Heino Dsemann: Type KZM3 
automatic cassette loader with a capacity of up 
to 4800 cassettes per hour; Type ETK -1 cas- 
sette labelling machine with a capacity of 4800 
per hour; and Type ETK IS machine with a 
capacity of up to 7200 cassettes per hour. 
Amber: Model 4405 totally automatic, pro- 
grammable distortion analysis system and 
Model 4400A multipurpose audio test set. 

Audio & Design: range of signal processing 
equipment including the F600 limiter for optical 
film, disc cutting and RF transmitters; F690 

preamp which is available as a plug -in card, 
Model MP -1000, or as a retrofit kit for the 
MCI 400 and 500 Series consoles. The unit has 
phantom powering, a mic input phase reversal 
switch, over -load indicator, and level control. 

Scully: 284B 8 -track recorder with varispeed 
accessory; 280B Series 2 and 4 -track recorders; 
the 250/255 Series recorders; and the Dicta- 
phone /Scully 400 Series voice logger system. 
Audico: Model 751 semi -automatic cassette 
loader together with cassette loading acces- 
sories including a 2- station rewinder /exerciser/ 
timer. Wireworks Corp: range of microphone 
cables and multicables together with a number 
of other cable accessories including cable 
testers. ITAM: new 16- channel tape recorder 
which is also available in an 8 -track format, 
expandable to 16- track. Also on show 2 and 
4- output mixers. Accurate Sound: Model 
AS -2400 tape duplicating system which will 
operate up to 10 slaves per master, at dupli- 
cation ratios of 4:1, 8:1 and 16:1 with full 
bandwidth, or 32:1 for educational applications. 
Other products on exhibition will be Starbird 
mic boom and SAK 1 magnetic heads. Toa 
Electronics: VMS -2000 Series of sound 
system units, including power amps, i- octave 
graphic equaliser and loudspeakers. Particular 
emphasis will be put on the preamp /mixer 
which has modular preamps, line amps and 
power supply units incorporated into a single 
frame. Orban: new Model 672A quasi - 
parametric equaliser which combines features 
of graphic eq with parametric variables, and 
new Model 526A dynamic sibilance controller, 
a single channel version of the Model 516EC. 
Also being shown are Model 111 B reverbera- 
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There is a Dolby noise reduction unit for every professional 
application 
Professional recording and 
transmission applications 

. -rte 
360 
The Dolby 360 is a basic single-channel A -type 
noise reduction unit for encoding or decoding. 
This unit is normally used in a fixed mode such 
as in disc cutting or landline sending or 
receiving; the operating mode is manually 
selected. 

361 
The Dolby 361 is similar to the 360, providing a 
single channel of A -type noise reduction, but 
with relay switching of operating mode and 
tape recorder connections. The changeover 
can be controlled automatically by the 
recorder. 

eL 7 ,- 1 

M- Series 
The Dolby M16H A -type unit is designed 
specifically for professional multi -track 
recording, and incorporates 16 channels of 
noise reduction in a compact chassis only 
10', inches high. The similar M8H is an 8-track 
version, and the M8XH allows simple extension 
of the M16H for 24 -track use. 

Noise reduction module 

Cat no. 22 
The Dolby noise reduction module, Cat no. 22, 
is the basic functional unit employed in all 
A -type equipment. The Cat no. 22 is available 
as a spare or in quantity to OEM users for 
factory installation. A half -speed version of the 
module (Cat no. 40) is also available. 

Dolbli 
Dolby Laboratories Inc. 
Dolby, Dolbyized and the double -D symbol 
are trade marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc 

Motion picture industry 

364 
The Dolby 364 Cinema Noise Reduction Unit is 
intended primarily for use with Dolby A -type 
encoded optical sound -tracks. The 364 also 
includes a standard 'academy' filter for 
conventional tracks, and provision for playback 
of magnetic sound tracks with or without 
Dolby system encoding. 

E2 
The Dolby E2 Cinema Equalizer is a companion 
unit to the 364, and has been specifically 
designed to solve the response equalization 
problems of cinemas. Used with the 364 and 
Dolbyized optical sound -tracks the E2 enables 
most cinemas to achieve modern sound 
reproduction standards without replacement 
of existing equipment. 

1111111:11111111111111 11'111111 1 

CP100 
The Dolby CP100 Cinema Processor is 
designed for the reproduction of all current 
and presently foreseeable film sound -track 
formats including conventional optical and 
magnetic tracks, Dolby encoded monaural 
optical tracks, Dolby encoded magnetic sound- 
tracks and the new stereo optical release 
prints. Up to three noise reduction modules 
can be incorporated. Typically, three channels 
of theatre equalization, as in the E2, will be 
incorporated, but facilities exist for five 
channels of equalization and the connection of 
an external quadraphonic decoder. 

CP50 
The new Model CP50 is intended for the 
reproduction of all optical soundtrack formats, 
Dolby encoded and conventional, mono and 
stereo. The unit is designed to interface with an 
existing fader and magnetic stereo installation. 
A wide range of accessories is available. 

731 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 
Telephone (415) 392 -0300. Telex 34409 
Cable Dolbylabs 

Professional encoders for 
consumer media 

330 
The Dolby 330 Tape Duplication Unit is a 

professional quality unit with 13-type 
(consumer) noise reduction characteristics. 
The unit is used for encoding duplicating 
master tapes in the high -speed duplication of 
Dolbyized cassettes, cartridges, and open -reel 
tapes. The 330 is a two- channel unit. 

334 
The 334 FM Broadcast Unit allows broadcast 
stations to encode stereo FM broadcasts with 
the Dolby B -type characteristic. The unit also 
provides fqr a reduction of high frequency 
pre- emphasis to 25 microseconds; this reduces 
the need for high frequency limiting, thus 
allowing a significant additional improvement 
in reception quality. 

Test set (A -type) 

Cat no. 35 
The Dolby NRM Test set, Cat no. 35, permits 
rapid verification of performance of Cat no 22 
noise reduction modules without their removal 
or the need for additional test equipment. 

Noise weighting filter 

Cat. Nr. 98A 
Noise weighting filter to CCIR/ARM 
characteristic (recommended by Dolby 
Laboratories). Filter is used with average 
responding meter (ordinary millivoltmeter) 
allowing noise measurements to be made on 
tape recorders, tapes, FM tuners, etc, with 
results which correlate closely with the 
subjective effect of the noise. Filter can be used 
for the testing of professional and consumer 
equipment. 

346 Clapham Road,London S W99AP 
Telephone 01- 7201111, Telex 919109 
Cable Dolbylabs London 
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SJLvcX 
See the SP8 at APRS, 
stand 107 in the 
Coronet Room. 

NOW WITH 

12 Volt AB, 12 and 48 
Volt phantom micro- 
phone supplies. 
0, - 10, - 20, -30db 
microphone attenu- 
ators. 
Automatic routing of 
monitor to input 
when in standby. 
Optional stereoganging 
of microphone gain 
controls. 

STILL WITH 

Mono and stereo plug - 
in heads. 
Film synchroniser, Four 
controlled inputs, 
12" spool adaptor, etc., 
etc. 
For further details contact:- 

JOHN PAGE LIMITED 
1II1 IIOI tiII \ I\II It) \I11\ 
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tion unit, Model 245E stereo synthesiser and 
Model 418A stereo limiter /compressor. San - 
sui: new Model P -1 parametric equaliser which 
has four tunable bands, switch selectable 
shelving characteristics, independent variable - 
tuned notch filter in each channel and selectable 
high and low cut filters. Other products on 
show will include BI power amp rated at 250W 
into 852, and E -1 phono preamp which will 
accept up to three moving magnet or moving 
coil pickups, or three line inputs, with adjust- 
able input impedance. Sescom: new Model 
QM -1 4- channel mic mixer which has balanced 
low impedance mic inputs, two of which are 
convertible to balanced line inputs. In addition 
the company's range of mic -splitters, direct 
boxes, snake cables, audio modules and audio 
transformers will be shown. Audio Arts: 
mini synthesiser, Stylophone 350S, a synthesiser 
played with a metal -tipped stylus moved over 
a printed circuit board. The unit has built -in 
`wah -wah', fade and vibrato controls as well 
as a tuning device. Audiotek: Model 2000 
tape duplicating system which features dupli- 
cation ratios of up to 64:1, automatic bin 
loading and unloading, automatic cue tone 
injection and closed -loop capstan drive. The 
slave units feature quick change plug -in heads 
and 2 -speed drive. Crown: RTA -2, real time 
audio analyser for on -site equalisation and 
analysis of sound reinforcement systems, featur- 
ing a Sin oscilloscope and a built -in pink noise 
generator. Also on display a range of power 
amplifiers including PSA -2 power amp rated at 
220W per channel into 852. Audio Kinetics: 
XT -24 Intelocator which may be interfaced 
with 3M, Ampex, MCI and Studer machines 

Solid State Logic SL 4000 

Series E 

Also on display Qlock 210 time code syn- 
chroniser designed for simple and economic 
48 -track working and incorporating intelligent 
search, EBU /SMPTE generator, cyclic pro- 
gramming for mixing, frame accurate auto - 
record, and instant replay facility. Everything 
Audio: details of several studios designed and 
constructed, and in addition the Amek M -3000 
Series computerised console, together with 
advance details of the new M -1000 Series. 
Ashly Audio: full range of signal processing 

equipment including Model SC -63 3 -band para- 
metric equaliser, and peak limiter /compres- 
sors, instrument pre -amplifiers, and electronic 
crossovers. *Peavey: SP -2 loudspeaker system 
which utilises a 15in Black Widow transducer 
for low frequencies and a 22A driver with a 
multiflare horn for high frequencies. Ursa 
Major: new digital reverberation system, the 
Space Station SST -282, which comprises a digital 
delay line and digital reverberation synthesiser 
with controls for all relevant parameters. The 
unit may also be used as a straight audio delay 
unit with built -in mixer. Magnefax: range 
of high speed common mandrel ¡in tape dupli- 
cators, and automatic tape degaussers, with 
particular emphasis being put on a demon- 
stration of their new master tape loop bin/ 
seven slave cassette tape duplicator. Stanton: 
new 680SL pick -up cartridge designed for 
rugged disco applications and featuring the 
Stereohedron stylus which has a larger bearing 
radius for increased groove contact. Rau - 
land -Borg: range of sound reinforcement 
equipment including several new loudspeaker 
systems, together with the new Model 3535 
8 -input mic mixer, and range of Spectrum 
Master equalisers. Roland: RSS Series of 
studio modules for electronic music and 
recording applications including RV -800 stereo 
reverb; PH -830 2- channel phase shifter, 
GE -820 stereo equaliser; and GE810 mono 
equaliser. Gotham Audio: showing Tele- 
funken M -15A 32 -track tape recorder; EMT 
reverb units; and the new Neumann KMR -82 
shotgun mic and U89 updated version of 
the U87. Solid State Logic: new SL4000 
Series E master recording console and 
studio computer, featuring integrated control 
of all multitrack functions in tandem with 
monitor and fold -back switching, allowing one- 
button drop -ins to be made. Each channel 
incorporates extensive signal processing fac- 
ilities and all the computer commands are 
executed in plain English. Delta IV: new 2- 
way 15W loudspeaker featuring a 90mm tweeter 
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IO OUTLET DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 2 
One floating input, 10 floating outputs at 600 ohms for 
general studio work or feeding multiple slave pa amplifiers. 
Electronic input circuit which withstands mains or static 
voltages on the signal lines. 
THD, all outputs loaded 60011. at 12 dBV.7 
!kHz -86dB, 0.005% 
30Hz -20kHz -66dB, 0.05% 
STATIC IMD, 50Hz 17kHz, 4:1 
Output .- 12dBV.7 -86dB, 0.005% 
DYNAMIC IMD (DIM 100) 
Output - 14dBV.7 sine equiv. -66dB, 0.05% 
The unit meets the IBA 'signal path' specifications and is 

available as a complete unit or as a set of all parts excluding 
the case and XLR connectors. 
Stereo Disc Amplifier 2 Peak Programme Meters 
Stabilizer Peak Deviation Meter * Chart recorders 
-I- 5Hz Frequency Shift Boards and Kits 

SURREY ELECTRONICS 
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey G U6 7BG 

Telephone STD 04866 5997 
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and 203mm bass driver. Neve: Necam corn - 
puter- assisted mixing system which has a num- 
ber of new features, together with several new 
limiter /compressors. Also demonstrating larger 
consoles and showing Lyrec tape recorders with 
spot erase, track solo and short head spacing. 
Lexicon: new Model 224 digital reverbera- 
tion system; new Model 91 sound reinforcement 
delay system; and Prime Time digital delay 
processor and other units. Cetec Gauss: tape 
duplication system for a master and up to 20 
slaves together with the Gauss range of loud- 
speakers. Swintek: new MK Q -dB -S pocket 
receiver for radio mics; range of radio mic 
systems; hand held lavalier cordless mics with 
multiple diversity antennas; and Mk 200 
communicator. Sony Model PCM -1600 2- 
channel, PCM adaptor for recording digital 
audio onto U -Matic video recorders; plus 
PCM -3224 digital multitrack tape recorder and 
digital, laser based disc system.DeltaLab: 
new Model DL -2 Acousticomputer, a combined 
digital delay and special effects processor. Also 
on display Model DL -1 digital delay module and 
it is hoped the new Model DL -3 digital delay 
line. Acoustilog: Model 232A low cost 
reverberation timer; the Model TR -300 multi- 
channel meter and spectrum analyser; and 
VC0-1 oscillator for time delay spectrometry. 
JBL: demonstrating representative units, 
including Model 4301 broadcast monitor and 
Model 4315 studio monitor, with particular 
emphasis being placed on the new Model 4313 
3 -way control room monitor and new Model 
2441 compression driver. Aphex Systems: 
new Model 1537A voltage controlled attenu- 
ator; the Aural Exciter sound enhancement 
system; OAS -24 grouping and automation 
system and EQF -2 parametric equaliser. 
Northwest Sound: Anchor range of compact 
loudspeakers; the NWS range of sound rein- 
forcement enclosures and horns; and the 
Boilermaker range of mic stands and hand held 
mic booms. Agfa -Gevaert: range of tapes 
including PEM -468 and PEM -368 mastering 
tapes; PEM -526 bin tape; PE -611, PE -811 and 
PE -1211 bulk cassette tapes; and PE -36 duplica- 
ting tape. Barclay Analytical: Badap 1 
digital audio processor which utilises program- 

med software to provide audio measurement 
modes, displayed on a colour CRT. Technics: 
new units for PCM recording system together 
with full range of turntables, several versions of 
isolated -loop tape recorder; a number of new 
cassette recorders; new models of linear -phase 
loudspeakers; and a number of electronic 
units, including an equaliser, preamplifiers and 
amplifiers, and a monitor tuner. Sound 
Workshop: Audio Machinery shared access 
memory system, 1600 - Series console with 
ARMS automation, and 1280 Series of consoles. 
New items will be Model 262 stereo reverbera- 
tion unit and a new 16 -track console available 
with optional ARMS. David Lint Associates: 
new QC -8 /Q quality control playback unit, to- 
gether with new laminated sendust recording 
heads suitable for use with the new metal par- 
ticle tapes without core -tip magnetisation. 

AB Systems Design: new Model 2400 
electronic frequency divider, and Model 912 
preamp /mixer, and Model 730 tri -amp system. 
White Instruments: new Model 200 audio 
analysis system, a microprocessor controlled 
system with software programmed operating 
modes. In addition the Model 4301 and 
Model 4240 active equalisers and range of real 
time analysers will be shown. El -Tech: 
search -to -cue, autolocator designed to inter- 
face with Take Finder to supply exact zero and 
memory point location, autoplay from zero 
point and auto rewind from memory point. 
Midas: new version of PR system sound 
mixing console which is available in a wide 
variety of formats for sound reinforcement 
applications. Also on show a VCA- controlled 
system. BGW: new Model 10 electronic 
crossover, together with the new 100B 60W 
power amp; the new 750 Series of power ampli- 
fiers; and the 250 Series of amplifiers. Cetec 
Vega: new Model 63 dual- diversity receiving 
system for radio mics which has automatic 
selection of the stronger output from the two 
receiving sections and switching-.fer diversity 
or single -channel operation. Soundcraft 
Electronics: introducing two new products, 
Series 400 range of modular mixers and SCM- 
381-8 compact 8 -track recorder. Also on dis- 
play Series 1S portable stereo mixers and 
Series 3B multitrack consoles. Emilar: 
EW15 low frequency loudspeaker unit de- 

signed for sound reinforcement applications, 
together with EA175 high- frequency compres- 
sion driver, EH500 and EH800 exponential 
horns, and the EX900 dividing network. 
Tentel: range of tape tension gauges includ- 
ing the T2- H20-ML Tentelometer for tape 
transport problem diagnosis. Hammond 
Industries: complete range of Meteor Light 
and Sound products, including sound mixers, 
power amps, and range of sequential light 
controllers. Klark- Teknik: DN70 digital 
delay line with new DN71 sound effects 
generator, which allows the DN70 to be used 
as a harmoniser or flanger. Also on show the 
DN34 analogue time processor; the DN36 
analogue processor; the DN22 and DN27 
graphic equalisers; and the DN15 graphic 
preamp. Bang & Olufsen: range of measur- 
ing instruments, including wow and flutter 
meters, wattmeters, volt- meters and power 
supplies. Calrec: Soundfield mic system to- 
gether with range of studio condenser mics, and 
in addition will give the first US demonstration 
of the Ambisonic sound system using Sound - 
field mic. Raindirk: Series III 28/24 mixing 
console together with new 52000 low cost 
16 -track console for smaller studio, broadcast 
and sound reinforcement applications. Uni- 
Sync range of power amps including Models 
350, 200, 100 and Model 50; plus PMS -1 meter- 
ing system; Trouper series of professional 
mixers; MS -1003 mic splitter; and the DB- 
1104 direct box. Selco Products: range of 
matt finished nylon collet and push -on style 
knobs, available in a wide range of sizes and 
colours, and with numerous accessories. Selco 
personnel will also be on hand to discuss 
custom service. JVC: demonstrating latest 
digital technology products, together with 
Model KD -A8 microprocessor controlled cas- 
sette deck; the M -7050 power amp, and Type 
CD -4 demodulator for FM quadraphonic 
broadcast use. *Pentagon: Tri- Master Editor 
Series copier which will duplicate any combina- 
tion of reel and cassette copies simultaneously. 
Also the new Model C -8 high speed 8 -track 
cartridge copier. Audio Industries: range of 
universal mic and tape panels; quick connection 
studio umbilical cabling systems; and remote 
24- position stereo cue mixer; together with 
items from the MCI range. 

Digital primer 
source providing 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 units of current corresponding to 
the decimal value of each bit. The output from the switches feed a 
virtual earth amplifier (an amplifier which has zero input impedance as 
a result of feedback) the output voltage from which is proportional to 
the input current. Thus the output voltage of the amplifier corresponds 
to the combination of the switches which have been operated by the 
digital input and a digital -to- analog conversion is effected. 

Conversion the other way from analog -to- digital form is often 
accomplished by a technique known as successive approximation. This 
involves the use of a counter to drive a digital -to -analog converter the 
analog output of which is compared with the analog input to be 
converted. When the analog input and the output from the digital to 
analog converter are equal it follows that the number in the counter is 
the digital equivalent of the analog input. 

Starting at the analog input this is fed to the comparitor which gives 
an output which tells the logic which of the inputs is largest. The logic 
then applies the clock oscillator to the up /down counter to tell it to 
count up if the analog input was largest, or down if it were smallest, 
until the output from the D/A converter is equal to the analog input 
signal when the counter stops and the logic provides a signal to tell the 
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outside world that data is ready in the counter and the conversion 
is complete. 

This may appear to be a rather time consuming conversion but 
conversion rates of only 100ns per bit are common with accuracies of 
±1 the least significant bit. 

When an analog -to- digital converter is used to convert varying input 
signals, it is necessary to hold the input steady during the conversion 
time. This is done by a `sample and hold' circuit which is arranged to 
sample the input signal for a very short time and then hold this value 
until the analog -to- digital conversion is complete when a further sample 
may be taken. 

Conclusion 
The principles of digital audio have been covered by Jeffrey Bloom in 

April & May Studio Sound and it is hoped that readers find that the 
combination of the articles will give them a reasonable understanding 
of the use of digital techniques. 

At the time of writing standards exist for connecting digital devices 
to each other including calculators and computers, but, unfortunately 
there is no standardisation in the field of digital audio as such. Without 
doubt the use of digital techniques in the recording studio will increase 
rapidly over the next few years with the falling cost of digital hardware 
and increases in speed and computing power. 
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A high, speed stereo 
cassette copier for X94 

The TELEX cassette copier IV duplicates a stereo cassette at 12 times 
normal speed, accurately and reliably. 
With simple 2 button control, individual track selection, a bias switch for 
ferric or chrome tapes, and a frequency response of 40 to 10KHz, the 
copier IV is exceptional value. 

(Specifications: 20 ips operation, 40- 10,000Hz frequency response, 45dB 
crosstalk rejection at 1 KHz, 45dB S/N ratio, automatic rewind and auto- 
matic erase, cassette fault sensing.) 

TELEX 300 SERIES 
DUPLICATOR. 

® ® TEX 

- 
TELEX 

V 

TELEX MC CART MACHINE. 

TELEX manufacture a range of cassette copiers, tape 
duplicators, NAB broadcast cart machines, industrial 
tape transports £t communications headsets. For full 
product information contact.- 

Avcom Systems Limited, 
P.O. Box 755, 
London, W127HS 
Tel : 01 -749 2201 
Telex : 986691 AVC. 
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reviews 
Microphones: AKG C34, AKG CK22 /C451EB pre -amplifier, 
Electrovoice 1777, Electrovoice RE20, Schoeps CMTS 501U, 

Sennheiser MZK 431 'Profipower' and Shure SM81. 

General notes on the reviews of seven microphones 
Measurements on the seven very different microphones were undertaken under identical conditions with the tabulated results being obtained 

in the laboratory. Sensitivity was measured using tone bursts in order to avoid the influence of reflections from the walls and floor etc. 
Both the polar responses and the frequency response data were plotted under anechoic conditions in the chamber of the Polytechnic of 

North London through the courtesy of Dr Roger Driscoll. 
It will be noted that all frequency response plots exhibit a peaking about 13kHz and it is thought that this is a result of resonances in the 

microphone stand and not to be attributed necessarily to the particular microphones. Constant sound pressure level was used for polar plots 
and frequency response plots, the sound pressure level being maintained at 74dB SPL by means of a f in Bruel & Kjaer measuring microphone 
in conjunction with the compressor facility of a Bruel & Kjaer type 2010 heterodyne analyser. 

The following table gives a quick comparison of the various microphones: 

TABLE 1 AKG AKG Electrovoice Electrovoice Schoeps Sennheiser Shure 
C34 C451/CK22 1777 RE20 C MTS501 U Profipower SM81 

Directional pattern : Variable Omnidirectional Cardioid Cardioid Variable Cardioid Cardioid 
Sensitivity for 74dB SPL: 0.5mV 0.79m V 0.17mV 0.1 mV 1.0mV* 0.13mV 0.45m V 

Equivalent noise 'A' weighted rms: 22.5d BA 26.0dBA 31.5dBA 31dBA 26dBA 22.5d BA 18dBA 
CCIR weighted rms: 28.5dB 30dB 29dB 32dB 30dB 33d B 26dB 

Impedance at 1592Hz (Ohms): 130 85 44 170 215 270 95 

Transducer type: Condenser Condenser Electret Dynamic Condenser Dynamic Condenser 
Power consumption at 48V: 9.7mA 10.2mA 4.5mA 1.34mA 2.4mA 

at 12V: 5.3mA 4.2mA 2.5mA 0.37mA 1.4mA 
Equivalent SPL for 10oe field: 70dB 72dB 69dB 94d B 75d B 83dB <55dB 
Wind noise (equivalent SPL): 109/94dß ** 85d B 77dB 78d B 104/86dB * ** 82dB 112dB 

Pop sensitivity: Medium /poor Excellent Excellent Excellent Medium Excellent Poor 
Handling noise: Good Very good Medium Poor Poor Medium Good 
Weight: 250g 110g 255g 600g 350g 230g 190g 

* 0.94mV in omnidirectional pattern. ** 109dB without windshield, 94dB with windshield.*** Varies with directional pattern -omnidirectional best. 

Whilst handling noise and pop sensitivity were judged subjectively, the sensitivity to wind noise was measured by placing each microphone 
in an identical wind velocity and measuring the unweighted output voltage. Similarly the sensitivity to magnetic fields was measured by placing 
each microphone in a coil carrying a 50Hz alternating current. 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 

Operating principle: four stable condenser cap - 
sules, pressure gradient receivers. 
Frequency response: 20Hz to 20kHz. 
Sensitivity at 1khZ: 0.45mV /µbar (4.5mV /Pa) 
( -61.5 dBV on open circuit). 
Nominal impedance: 2000 f20°ß (earth -free, sym- 
metrical). 
Recommended load impedance: equal to or 
greater than 500 O. 

Equivalent noise level: equal to or less than 26dB 
SPL (with filter CCITT -C, DIN 45405). 

Weighted noise level: 1.8uV rms (with filter 
CCITT -C, DIN 45405). 
Crosstalk: equal to or greater than 70dB (20Hz to 
10kHz); 40dB (20Hz to 15kHz) (measured without con - 
denser transducers). 
Supply voltages: viathe remote control unit S42E, 
9V to 52V according to DIN 45596. 

Current consumption: maximum 10mA per chan- 
nel. 
Overall dimensions: 200mm long by 32/25mm 
diameter. 
Weight: 240g net. 
Connection : 12 -pin DIN connector. 
Finish : black chrome all -metal housing. 
Included accessories: foam windshield type W34, 
elastic suspension type H15/6, 20m connection 
cable type MK42 /20, remote control unit type S42E, 
case and individual frequency response curves. 
Optional accessories: stand adaptor type SA30, 
2- channel power unit type N46E1 and 6- channel 
power unit type N66E. 
Price: £890. 
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AKG C34 

S42 control 
box 

Manufacturer: AKG Akustiche u Kino- Geräte 
GmbH, Brunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Vienna, 
Austria. 
t7K: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale, Acton, 
London W3. 

THE AKG C34 stereo microphone includes 
four capsules, two of which are in a rotatable 

head and the other two in the fixed part of the 
microphone body. The head can be rotated 
through 1800 with the angle in use being shown 
on a scale in 15° increments. A special 12 -way 
cable connects the microphone to its control 
box which like the microphone has a DIN 
locking connector. Audio outputs from the 
S42 control box are in the form of standard 
XLR plugs which are wired for 9 to 52V 
phantom powering. 

This control box incorporates an on /off 
switch, LED indicator and a battery compart- 
ment which are not used with the C34 micro- 
phone. The functional controls with this mic 
are two 9- position rotary switches which inde- 
pendently control the directional pattern of the 
two channels, from omnidirectional through 
cardioid to figure -of- eight. This silent remote 
control of directional pattern permits a 

number of interesting recording techniques. 
Changing the directional pattern did not 

affect the microphone sensitivity and as can be 

seen from the frequency response plots for the 
two channels, in three different patterns, the 
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frequency response on -axis changes little with 
pattern and both channels are very accurately 
matched. The rising response above 2kHz is a 
generally desirable feature, but the large peak 
around 15kHz while not totally attributable to 
the mic would appear to be excessive. 

Turning to the polar diagrams the omni- 
directional patterns are excellent with a good 
balance between the 1kHz, 10kHz and 15kHz 
patterns at all angles, however, in the cardioid 

pattern the high frequency response to the 
rear of the mic is little attenuated giving a 
rather unbalanced response to the rear. In the 
figure -of -eight mode the front and rear per- 
formance is again good but like the cardioid 
performance the frequency response at more 
than ±45° off -axis becomes degraded a little. 

The microphone is provided with an anti - 
vibration mount of sensible design and also a 
windshield which is highly desirable as the 

ZSTo /111j E1U 
.U. 

. a......., 
r°'-i4 

microphone was found to be extremely sen- 
sitive to wind without the windshield and not 
brilliant with the windshield in place. 

Microphone noise was to a very high standard 
and the sensitivity to external magnetic fields 
is not likely to give problems. As this mic is 
not likely to be used close to a vocalist the pop 
sensitivity is of little consequence and the in- 
sensitivity to handling noise can only be an 
advantage. 88 
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AKG CK22 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
CK22 CAPSULE 
Transducer type : pressure receiver. 
Frequency range: 20Hz to 20kHz. 
Polar response: omnidirectional. 
Sensitivity at 1kHz: 0.8mV /µbar = 8mV /Pa = 
-62dBV. 
Unweighted noise level:2.3iV rms measured with 
filter CCITT -C to DIN 45405. 
Equivalent noise level: 23dB SPL measured with 
filter CCITT -C to DIN 45405. 

Capacitance of transducer: 27pF. 
Weight: 40g net, 80g gross. 
Operating temperature range: -20 °C to +60 °C. 
Relative humidity: at 20`C up to 99 %; at 60 °C up to 
95;ó. 
Measuring conditions -The transducer has been 
measured with an AKG standard pre -amplifier with 
the following characteristics: No -load amplification 
0.47dB. Input capacitance: 12pF. Polarisation volt- 
age: 62V. Output impedance: 1200. 

C451EB PRE -AMPLIFIER 
FET pre -amplifier in universal phantom circuitry with 
built -in 3 -pin XLR connector. 
No -load amplification : 0.47dB 0.5dB (feeding via 

27pF condenser and load of studio amplifier greater 
than 3k(2). 
Impedance: less than or equal to 20012 from 20Hz 

to 20kHz. 
Operating voltage : 9V DC. 
Universal phantom powering: 9 -52V DC (within 
the range of 7.5V to 9V DC with proportionally 
decreased sensitivity). 

Current consumption : less than or equal to 5.5mA 
(DIN 45596). 
Weight:85g net, 360g gross. 
Dimensions: 140mm long by 18mm diameter. 
Price: capsule £48, pre -amplifier £78.30. 
Manufacturer: AKG Akustiche u Kino- Gerate 
GmbH, Brunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Vienna, 
Austria. 
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale, Acton, 
London W3. 

THE AKG CK22 capsule is a new addition 
to the well established AKG `CMS' micro- 

phone system which consists of a range of pre- 
amplifiers and capsules which range from 
omnidirectional to gun microphones. 

Like the earlier CK2 capsule, which com- 
bined with the C451 pre- amplifier has been 
previously reviewed in Studio Sound, the new 
CK22 capsule is also omnidirectional. How- 
ever AKG justifiably claims a better polar 
response together with reduced pop sensitivity 
and sensitivity to wind noise without the use of a 
windshield. 

Examination of the plot of the polar response 
demonstrates a most excellent performance at 
1kHz and 10kHz and a generally good per- 
formance at 15kHz but with two peculiar dips 
in response at 150° and 320 °. The on -axis 
frequency response was found to be very good 
up to 18kHz with the bass performance being 
controlled by a 3- position switch in the pre- 
amplifier which has a `flat' position together 
with 75Hz and 150Hz roll -off positions, the 
effect of which is shown in the frequency 
response plot. 

Even in the `flat' position the handling noise 
performance was really excellent as was the 
pop sensitivity. However the sensitivity to 
wind noise could be bettered and a windshield 
is certainly desirable for out of doors use and 
also the microphone's noise level is not to the 
very highest of standards. 

The standard of construction was very good 
and the mic was clearly built to cater for rough 
handling in the studio or mobile use. Although 
the review pre -amplifier was fitted with an 
XLR plug, alternative versions are available 
with DIN connectors and also a matt black 
finish instead of the satin chrome of the review 
samples. 

Powering of the microphone is the normal 
standard 9 to 52V phantom system but with 
the current drain being higher than other micro- 
phones reviewed here. 90 
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audio ft design 
recording 
worldwide 

Australia 
Audio Et Recording, Tel: 261 1383 

Austria 
Peter Muller, Tel: 229 9 444 233 

Brazil 
Serion Ltd, Sao Paulo. Tel: 34 8725 

Canada 
BCB Electronics Ltd., Ontario. Tel: (065) 24478 

Caribbean 
Dynamic Sounds Recording, Jamaica Tel: 933 9138 

Denmark 
Audiophil, Copenhagen. Tel: 1011 341 622 

Eastern Europe 
Denis Tyler Ltd., UK. Tel: (089 54) 43681 

Finland 
Harold Burgen, Helsinki. Tel: 692 5308 

France 
3M France, Paris. Tel: (11 031 6161 

West Germany 
Elmus GmbH, Berlin. Tel: (030) 312 2012 

Greece 
Audiolab Hellas, Tel: 822 5222 

Holland 
Pieter Bollen, Eindhoven. Tel: (040) 512 777 

Italy 
Roje Telcomunicazioni, Milan.Tel: 415 4141 

Japan 
Nissho-lwai Co. Ltd., Tel: (03) 544 8311 
Korea 
Yushin Co. Ltd., Tel: 69 3261 

New Zealand 
General Video Co. Ltd., Tel: 872 574 

Norway 
Siv. Ing. Benum Er Co., Tel: (02) 56 57 53 

South Africa 
Eltron (Pty) Ltd., Tel: 23 0018 

South East Asia 
O'Connor's (Pty) Ltd., Singapore 5 

Tel: 637 944 

Sweden 
KMH Ijud Ab, Tel: (081 690 120 

Switzerland 
Audiocom Tel: 031 955 742 

United States of America 
Audio Et Design Recording Inc. 
Nigel Branwell 
PO Box 902, Calif.93933 Tel: (408) 372 9036 

UK and All Other Territories 

audio ft design (recording) ltd. 
Reading, UK. Tel: (07341 53411 

Telex: 847605 a/ b Tillex G 
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PROTECTION is 
r 

i UR. US HESS 
- a simple, inelegant solution 

THE COMPEX -a more flexible, infinitely more elegant solution 

The fuse is a very simple protection device which works, we think, a little too well. Because it would be highly 
embarrassing, not to say time consuming, to replace one on a big gig or during a heavy session. The ADR 
Compex Limiter, on the other hand, works equally as well - with the following bonus points: - 

1 The Peak Limiter, guaranteed not to overshoot by more than 2dB 
over threshold, 'resets' itself each time it operates. 

2 The Compressor, set at 2:1 ratio will give a useful amount of 
'subjective loudness' to punch programme through without 
increasing the chance of hearing damage at concerts. 

3 The Gate will cut -out auditorium 'feedback' on open mikes during 
pauses. 

all this adds up to a better, more controlled, sound requiring minimal attention. 

There are some pretty big P.A companies using ADR's 
elegant solution regularly on tours 
For ADR user list and details of shouldn't you be too!! 
the F 760X -RS Compex Limiter's 
variety of other uses write, 
phone or telex. 

audio Et design (recording) ltd. 
84 Oxford Road, Reading, Berks., England 

Telephone: Reading (0734) 5341 1 Telex: 847 605 a/ b Tillex G 
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l'PI kit ti 
ELECTROVOICE 1777 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Generating element: electret condenser. 
Frequency response: 60Hz to 18kHz. 
Polar pattern: cardioid. 
Impedance: 1500 balanced. 
Output level: -54dB (0dB = 1mW /10 dynes /cm2). 
EIA sensitivity: -144dB. 
Dynamic range : 100dB. 
Equivalent noise level: less than 26dB (0dB = 
0.0002 dynes /cm2) A- weighted. 
Power supply : 4.5V internal battery (not included) 
or 24V to 48V phantom supply. 
Battery type : Mallory PX -21 or similar size. 
Current drain : 3.5mA. 
Battery Life: carbon zinc types 150h; alkaline types 
175h; mercury types 350h. 
Switch : on /off for battery supply only. 
Pop filter: built- in 'Acoustifoam' filter. 
Cable: 4.6m 2- conductor shielded with Switchcraft 
A3F XLR connector. 
Case material : diecast zinc and aluminium. 
Dimensions: 190.5mm long by 50mm maximum 
diameter. 
Weight: 345g. 
Finish: non -reflecting grey. 
Accessories supplied: 301 stand adaptor. 
Optional accessories: carrying case, attenuator 
and power supply. 
Price : £85. 
Manufacturer: ElectroVoice Inc, 600 Cecil 
Street, Buchanan, Mich 49101, USA. 
UK: Gulton Europe Ltd, The Hyde, Brighton. 

THE 
ElectroVoice 1777 mic is a cardioid 

electret condenser which requires either 
phantom powering or internal battery power 
to operate the internal pre -amplifier. Un- 
screwing the handle part gives access to the 
battery compartment which takes a 4.5V cell 
with a claimed life of up to 350 hours but 
phantom powering at 12V only draws 2.5mA. 

The complete microphone including its 
bulbous 'working' end, with an inbuilt wind- 
shield, is finished in dull grey with a standard 
XLR plug at the rear, plus a short lead ter- 
minated at the microphone end only. 

An on /off switch is fitted for battery opera- 
tion only, it is recessed to avoid accidental 
knocking, and thus requires a screwdriver or 
similar to put into use. As this mic is intended 
for general use in broadcasting and public 
address work it is very solidly constructed and 
would probably bounce off a concrete floor if 
dropped. 

The inbuilt windshield was found to be very 
effective and while the mic was insensitive to 
pop noises, it was rather sensitive to low 
frequency handling noise -in spite of the rapid 
roll -off in frequency response below 80Hz- 
this being on the high side for some applica- 
tions. However the overall frequency response 
was smooth up to 18kHz on -axis. 

Examination of the polar response shows that 
the response to the front is smooth over almost 
+90° but to the rear the performance at 10kHz 
is disappointing with only 5dB front -to -back 
ratio compared, with over 20dB at 1kHz and 
at 15kHz. 

It was also noted that the A- weighted noise 
performance of this sample was not particularly 
good but the CCIR weighted noise was rela- 
tively much better. For a capacitor mic the 
output level was unusually low and more com- 
patible with dynamic types, which could cause 
problems in certain applications. 92 
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JBL PROFESSIONAL DEALERS 
IN THE U. K. 

FORMULA SOUND 
LIMITED 

FORMULA SOUND LIMITED 
3 Waterloo Road 
Stockport Cheshire 
Telephone 061 -480 3781 

Kirkham Electronics 
Mill Hall, Mill Lane, 
Diss, Norfolk, IP21 4XL 
Telephone (037 976) 639 

ACI 
USliM S 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS 
35 Britannia Row 
London N1 8QH 
Telephone 01- 3590956 

HHb 
P. A. Hire & Sales 
Unit F New Crescent Works 
Nicoll Road 
London NWIO 9AX 
Telephone 01- 9613295 

arcrkey 
8, East Barnet Road 
New Barnet 
HERTS 
Telephone 01- 449 2344 
Telex 25769 

GRAHAMS 
Graham's Electrical 
86/88 Pentonville Road 
London NI 
Telephone 01-8374412 

REW 
REW Audio Visual 
126 Charing Cross Rd. 
London WC2 
Telephone 01- 836 2372/7851 

For further information contact 
Harman (Audio) U.IC Ltd. 
St John's Road 
Tylers Green 
High Wycombe 
Bucks HP10 8HR 
Telephone 
0494- 815331 

JBL 

GET IT ALL 
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HEAR FROM US 
BEFORE YOU HEAR FROM THEM. 

Today's broadcasting equipment and standards 
let you transmit things you never could before. 

Like tape hiss, cue tone leakage and turntable 
rumble, to name a few. 

And that's precisely why you need the JBL 4301 
Broadcast Monitor. 

It lets you hear everything you're transmitting. 
All the good stuff. And, all the bad. So you can 
detect the flaws before your listeners do. 

The 4301 is super -compact, so it fits all EIA 
Standard racks. 19 "h x 11½"d x 121/46 "w 
And it's made by JBL. The recognized leader 
in professional sound equipment. 

Just give us your name and address and we'll 
send you all the 4301's very impressive specs. 

Along with the name of your nearest JBL 

Professional Products Dealer. 
He'll tell you everything you need to hear. 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. / Professional Division, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, California, U.S.A. 
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ELECTROVOICE RE20 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Element: dynamic. 
Frequency response: 45Hz to 18kHz. 
Polar pattern: cardioid. 
Impedance: 50, 150 and 25052, changed by solder 
connections. 
Output level :- 57dB(0dB = 1mW /10 dyne /cm'). 
EIA sensitivity rating : 150dB (150n output). 
Diaphragm: ElectroVoice'Acoustalloy'. 
Case material : steel. 
Dimensions: 216.7mm long by 54.4mm largest 
diameter or 49.2mm body diameter. 
Finish: fawn beige micromatte. 
Weight: 737g net without cable. 

Electrovoice 
R E20 

Cable: 4.6m 2- conductor, shielded with Switchcraft 
A3F XLR connector on microphone end. 
Accessories furnished : 87213 stand adaptor. 
Optional accessories: model 309 shock mounted 
stand adaptor for use with floor stand or microphone 
boom. 
Price: £258. 
Manufacturer: ElectroVoice Inc, 600 Cecil Street, 
Buchanan, Mich 49101, USA. 
UK: Guiton Europe Ltd, The Hyde, Brighton. 

THE Electrovoice RE20 is a somewhat bulky 
dynamic microphone which according to 

the manufacturer is intended for `recording, 
broadcast and sound reinforcement applica- 
tions'. Clearly its size and ugliness limits its 
areas of use but it is very solid, does have a 
substantial front grille and well protected side 
ports, and an inbuilt XLR plug to the rear. 
Normally the mic is supplied with nominal 
15052 impedance but, this may be set to 
alternatives of 50 or 25Oû by means of chang- 
ing soldered taps on the internal transformer, 
(the review sample was set to 1500 and mea- 
sured close to that impedance). 

Resistance to pop effects was excellent and 
was not unduly affected by wind noise but 
handling noise was poor. However its use in 
strong magnetic fields would cause trouble as 
it was far and away the most affected of the 
mics reviewed here. 

The frequency response plot was made with 
the inbuilt bass cut filter in- circuit, introducing 
a cut of approximately 5dB at 100Hz such that 
the unfiltered bass roll -off approximates -5dB 
at 50Hz. At the upper end the frequency re- 
sponse peaks around 10kHz and other than the 
peak at 14kHz which I believe to be a reson- 
ance in the microphone stand the response fell 
smoothly. 

Turning to the polar response this gives a 
good balance over ±500 off -axis outside which 
the 1kHz polar performance is typically 
cardioid and the 15kHz response shows side 
lobes more typical of a hypercardioid. At 
10kHz there is little attenuation to the rear and 
a rather uneven polar response. 

The low sensitivity of this microphone some- 
what taxes the mic- amplifier performance with 
the result that the measured noise is somewhat 
above that expected. 94 
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Aphex Dealers 

APHEX SYSTEMS LTD. 
7801 Melrose Avenue, 
Los Angeles, 
California 90046 
Tel: (213) 655 -1411 

TWX: 910-321-5762 

APHEX AUDIO SYSTEMS 
AUSTRALIA, PTY. LTD. 
(Sydney) Tel: 261381 
TLX: (790) AA24035 

APHEX BENELUX 
(Brussels) Tel: (02) 345.44.44 
TLX: (846)26409 (TEMBEL B) 

APHEX BRAZIL 
(Rio de Janeiro) Tel: 205.35.66 
TLX: (391)1121008 (XPSPC BR) 

APHEX AUDIO SYSTEMS 
CANADA, LTD. 
('Ibronto) Tel: (416)363 -8138 
TLX: 06225500 (OCTO TOR) 

APHEX CHICAGO LTD. 
Tel: (312) 642 -8910 

APHEX DENMARK 
Tel: (01) 591200 

APHEX COLORADO, LTD. 
(Golden) Tel: (303) 278 -2551 

APHEX FRANCE S.A.R.L. 
(Paris) Tel: (1) 500.57.87 
TLX: (842) 290846 (IPARIS) 

APHEX GERMANY, GmbH 
(Frankfurt) Tel: (06442)53.03 
TLX: (841)184174 (INTRO D) 

APHEX HAWAII, LTD. 
(Honolulu) Tel: (808) 521 -6793 
TLX: 7430148 (SOUND) 

APHEX ISRAEL 
(Tel Aviv) Tel: 232 -143 

APHEX JAPAN, LTD. 
(Tokyo) Tel: 478 7641 
TLX: (781) 2224244 (NNR) 

APHEX MIDLANTIC 
(Washington D.C.) 
Tel: (202) 363 -1223 

APHEX NEW ENGLAND 
(Boston) Tel: (617)232 -0404 

APHEX NEW YORK, LTD. 
(West Orange, New Jersey) 
Tel: (201) 736 -3422/(212) 964-7444 
TWX: 710.994.5806 (APHEX LTD. WOGE) 

APHEX SCANDIA 
(Stockholm) Tel: 08- 67.80.69 

APHEX SOUTH, INC. 
(Nashville) Tel: (615) 327 -3075 

APHEX SYSTEMS (SUISSE) SA 
(Le Mont -Sur Lausanne) 
Tel: 021/33.33.55 
TLX: (845) 24107 (VOGUE CH) 

APHEX TEXAS, LTD. 
(Dallas) Tel: (214) 351 -6772 
TLX: 732715 (APHEX DAL) 

APHEX AUDIO SYSTEMS UK, LTD. 
(London) Tel: 01 -359 5275 
TLX: 268279 BRITRO G 

: 1PHEX WEST 
( Los Angeles) Tel: (213) 655 -1411 

TWX: 910.321.5762 (APHEX WEST LSA) 
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Parametric Equaliser 
A very versatile instru- 

ment for getting sounds just 
right. It's modular and 
directly retrofits APSI 550. 

EQ is peak or shelf. 
Filter is high or low pass, 

tunable. 
Bandwidth is 20Hz to 

20kHz. 
Reciprocal cut or boost 

on EQ. 

Voltage Controlled 
The first high quality 

VCA in the professional 
audio market. 

It's available in chip form 
for OEM, or in a complete 
module, with full input and 

Attenuator 

Input 

Output 

High level 
Low level 
High level 

Low level 

+ 30dBm (max) at 34Kí1 
+ 20dBm (max) at 11KSZ 

+ 30dBm with - 93dBm 
noise 

Frequency response 

Distortion 
Transient response 
Power 

EQ & filters out 
EQ & filters in 
Harmonic & IM 
Slew rate 

+ 20dBm with - 103dBm 
noise 
10Hz to 20kHz, ± 0.1dB 
20 Hz to 20kHz, - 1dB 
<0.1% 
> 10V/sec. 
± 12V to ± 18V at 75mA 

output facilities for direct Band width 
fitting to any automated 
console with existing VCA's. THD 
However, we can design a 
VCA package to fit any other 
manufacture. 

Grouping and Auto 
With this system, you can 

now add semi - automation to 
your console at a fraction of 
the cost of a new one. Adapt- 
able logic and extensive 
matrix grouping make up to 
ten 24- channel presets 
available. 

And since the unit is 
portable, it can be moved 
from one studio to another 
in minutes, for the most 
efficient use of studio time. 

It's expandable from 8 
channels and it's just as 
useful for PA grouping as 
studio mixdown. 

For MCI equipment, a 
compatible automation 
package is available. 

IMD 
Noise 
Modulation noise 

Module 
Chip 
+ 10dBm input 
- 14dBm input 
Unity gain 

Overshoot & ringing 
Slew rate 
Input impedance 
Input level 
Gain 

Attenuation Module 
Chip 

Control voltage 
DC shift 
Power 

Vs Attenuation 

DC to 200kHz; ± 0.1dB 
DC to 50MHz; ± 0.1dB 
0.004% (20Hz to 20kHz) 
0.03% 
- 90dBV; ± 1dB 
6.5dB 
None 
> 10V /µ sec. 
20KSZ 
+ 20dBV 
0dB (+ 15dB available on 
special order in module form) 
> 94dB; 20Hz to 20kHz 
> 100dB; 20Hz to 20kHz 
Can be scaled as needed 
s5mV 
Regulated ± 15V at + 25, 
-33mA 

mation System 
Our own Voltage Con- 

trolled Attenuators (VCA) 
are used throughout, whose 
high quality assure minimal 
sound degradation. 

Maximum output is 
+ 24dBm. 

The system comes in two 
parts - control console and 
VCA case. 

The control console has 
group control modules, each 
containing grouping 
switches, mute switch and 
fader, and a master control 
module with master 
fader. 

The VCA case is self 
powered and houses the 
appropriate number of VCA 
cards and all the input /output 
XLR connectors. 

The Aphex Aural Exciter 
One of the most exciting 

signal processors to have 
been invented. 

It brings sound to life and 
makes it louder, without any 
actual change in level. 

It does it by introducing 
phase information in the 
form of a series of minute 
delays whose magnitude 
depends on frequency. 

The formula by which the 
Aphex device selectively 
processes the audio signal 
has been arrived at after 
considerable research into 
the mechanisms of the ear. 
In particular as to how it 
receives complex phase 
information relating to the 
actual location of a sound 
source. 

Aphex sounds amazing on 
most instruments, including 
the human voice. 

Aphex 
Audio Systems (UK) Ltd 
35 Britannia Row 
London N18QH 
Iblephone: 01 -359 5275 
Thlex: 268279 Britro G. 
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THE 
GREAT 
BRITISH 
SPRING 

Spring Reverbs 
are notorious for 
the odd sounds 
that they tend to 
produce. Many 
manufacturers 
have tried to 
remedy this with 
limiters, equalisers 
and the like. 
In the design of 
The Great British 
Spring' we took a 
different approach. 
We started out 
with a custom 
spring unit that 
sounds good 
without any 
fancy electronics. 
The unit simply 
has a variable 
line input and a 
stereo output. 
The six spring 
paths produce a 
natural sounding 
reverberation that 
is full at the low 
end and sparkling 
on the highs. 
But don't take our 
word for it. 
Fifty pence brings 
you our demo 
cassette, or drop 
in and hear it live. 

SCHOEPS 
CMTS 501U 

Schoeps 
CTMS 501U 
In omnidirectional 
mode 

Exclusively from ; 

TURNKEY. 
8, East Barnet Road 
NEW BARNET 
Herts EN4 8RW 
01 -440 9221 
REW. 
114 Charing Cross Rd 
LONDON WC2 
01 -836 2372 
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Directional patterns: omnidirectional, cardioid or 
fl g u re -of- eight -s witc habl e. 
Feeding: 48V centre point. 
Supply current: approximately 2x0.65mA. 
Frequency range: 40Hz to 16kHz. 
Sound incidence: radial. 
Sensitivity (1kû load at 1kHz): approximately 
ImV /µbar (omnidirectional), 1.1mV /µbar (other pat- 
terns) equivalentto 10 or 11 mV /Pa respectively. 
Equivalent noise level reference (2x10-6 /vbar:) 
approximately 27dB (omnidirectional) or 26dB other 
patterns to DIN 45405. 20dB (omnidirectional) or 
19dB other patterns to IEC 179. 

Signal -to -noise ratio: 74dB (omnidirectional) or 
75dB other patterns A- weighted reference 1 Pa. 
Maximum sound pressure level for 0.5% total 
harmonic distortion: approximately 125dB (omni- 
directional) or 124dB other patterns. 
Load impedance: 6000 or more. 
Connectors: Tuchel or Cannon. 
Dimensions: approximately 30mm diameter by 
225mm long. 
Weight: approximately320g net. 
Portable AC power supply : Schoeps type NS500. 
Price: £695. 
Manufacturer: Schalltechnik Dr -Ing Karl 
Schoeps, 15 Karlsruhe 41, Spitalstrasse 20, 
West Germany. 
UK: John Page Films Ltd, 167 Oldfleld Lane, Green - 
ford, Middlesex. 

THE Schoeps CMTS 501 is a stereo conden- 
ser mic comprising two capsule systems 

which may be independently adjusted for 
omnidirectional, cardioid or figure -of -eight 
polar responses. In addition the upper capsule 
system may be rotated through 360° with a 
system of coloured dots giving an indication 
of each 45° of rotation. 

The mic is tubular and finished in satin 
chrome with a 5 -pin signal connector in the 
base. A short adaptor lead is provided to con- 
vert from 5 -pin to two standard 3 -pin con- 
nections. Connectors may be either XLR or 
DIN with powering options of 48V phantom 
for this mic and for the CMTS 301 which is 
similar, 12V phantom or with the positive pole 
grounded. 

Provided with the review sample, was an 

Schoeps 
CMTS 501U 
in cardioid 
mode 

Schoeps 
CMTS 501U 
in figure of 
eight mode 

elastic mount consisting of a tubular clamp 
into which the microphone is securely fixed by 
means of plastic collets. The fixed part of the 
mount has a clever cable clamp and a swivel on 
the stand bush, but this swivel suffered from 
inadequate frictions such that vibrating the 
stand readily moved the microphone position 
however hard one tried to attack the adjusting 
screw. 

As the mic is very sensitive to handling noise 
it is essential to mount it properly and I noticed 
that whilst in the omnidirectional pattern it was 
not particularly sensitive to `popping', the 
performance in this respect can be described as 
medium in the cardioid and figure -of -eight 
patterns. This was also true of the sensitivity 
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SCHOEPS CMTS 501U OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
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to wind noise. 
The noise performance of the two channels 

was to a high standard irrespective of the 
directional pattern, with a small variation in 
sensitivity from 0.94mV for 74dB SPL in the 
omnidirectional mode, to 1mV for 74dB SPL 
in the other patterns at 1kHz. 

As can be seen from the frequency response 
plots the on -axis response also varies to an 
extent with the directional pattern selected, with 
the figure -of -eight pattern introducing a fairly 
substantial bass cut and with both channels 
having a virtually identical performance. In all 
patterns there is a `presence' boost at mid 
frequencies and ignoring the 14kHz peaking 

thought to be due to the microphone stand the 
response falls sharply above 15kHz. 

Looking at the polar response it is to be seen 
that in the omnidirectional mode the 1kHz 
response is ideal, with the 10kHz performance 
generally omnidirectional but the 15kHz plot 
decidedly cardioid. This 15kHz plot is little 
changed in the cardioid mode where the micro- 
phone exhibits a well balanced performance 
over ±60° to the front but a rather excessive 
lack of high frequency cut to the rear. 

However, in the figure -of -eight configura- 
tion the polar responses are very close to the 
ideal with a well balanced frequency response 
at all angles. 96 

WHAT 
HAS 
TWO 
ENDS 

variable gain 
from 0 to 30 dB 

inverting or non 
inverting input 

high input 
impedance, 100k 

low output 
impedance, 600ohms 

single or dual 
rail powering 

Supply range 
9 Volt to 30 Volt 

low distortion 
low noise 
replaces an existing 

input or output jack 
socket and can be 
used as 

a microphone 
amplifier 

a line booster 
a mixing amp 
an impedance 

buffering stage 
and comes in a 

cardboard tube 
with your name 
and address on it ? 

The Jack with Gain 
Exclusively from ; 

TURNKEY. 
8, East Barnet Road 
NEW BARNET 
Herts EN4 8RW 
01 -440 9221 
REW. 
114 Charing Cross Rd 
LONDON WC2 
01 -836 2372 
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THE 
8 HOUR 
61N 
2 OUT 
PROKIT 62 is a 
stereo mixer 
designed for 
professional PA 
and recording 
applications. 
Gain, treble, 
bass, folback, 
echo and pan 
are featured on 
each channel. 
Slide level 
faders are used 
for inputs and 
main outputs. 
Echo returns 
and VU meters 
feature on the 
outputs. 
PROKIT can be 
built in about 
8 hours with 
the minimum of 
tools, following 
the comprehensive 
32 page assembly 
and fault finding 
manual. 

Phone or write 
for the 12 page 
illustrated 
leaflet. 
Exclusively from ; 

TURNKEY. 
8, East Barnet Road 
NEW BARNET 
Herts EN4 8RW 
01 -440 9221 

REW. 
146 Charing Cross Rd 
LONDON WC2 
01 -836 2372 
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SENNHEISER MZK 
431 PROFIPOWER 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Frequency response : 40Hz to 16kHz. 
Acoustical mode of operation : pressure gradient 
transducer. 
Directional characteristic: super cardioid. 
Directivity factor at 1kHz (cancellation): at 120° 

24d B -3d B. 
Sensitivity at 1kHz: 1.4mV /Pa (0.14mV /µbar) 
± 3dB. 
Open circuit output level at 1kHz ref 1V /10µbar: 
-57dB. 
Electrical impedance at 1kHz: 2O0û. 
Minimum load: 1000S1. 

Filter: built -in low cutfilter. 
Connector: 3 -pin Switchcraft(Cannon). 
Pin connections: 2 and 3 -voice coil; pin 1- 
housing and ground. 
Cable coupling: 3 -pin Switchcraft A3F (Cannon 
XLR-3-11C). 
Sensitivity to magnetic fields: less than or equal 
to 5µV /uTesla. 
Dimensions: maximum handle diameter 31mm, 
head 49mm. 
Weight: approximately 250g net. 
Price: £73.60. 
Manufacturer: Sennheiser Electronic, 3002 

Bissendorf, Hannover, West Germany. 
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, 
Churchfield Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 
9EW. 

THE Sennheiser MZK431 is a hypercardioid 
dynamic microphone intended for general 

entertainment use. It is supplied with a special 
stand clamp with this in mind, together with a 
lead which converts the microphone's XLR 
connector to a 3 -pole in balanced jack con- 
nection. The clamp is designed to either rest or 

firmly secure the mic. 
The main body of the mic is matt black and 

the front grille is dull chrome fairly heavy 
gauge metal. Running round the outside of the 
grille are two bright chrome bands which could 
prove troublesome in television applications. 

Within the mic body, is a magnetically 
operated reed relay with a lock to avoid any 
accidents. However, the mechanical part of the 
switch may be removed so that the microphone 
remains switched on. 

As the MZK431 is intended largely for speech 
use, the bass frequency response rolls off fairly 
rapidly below 100Hz to allow for the proximity 
effect and it was also found to be very insen- 
sitive to pop effects. However, handling noise 
performance was not particularly good due to 
low frequency handling noises. Also the mic 
was relatively sensitive to external magnetic 
fields. 

The frequency response plot shows that 
there is a mild presence boost at mid -fre- 
quencies and ignoring the suspected stand 
resonance at 14kHz the response extends fairly 
smoothly to 16kHz above which there is a 
rapid roll -off. 

Examination of the polar diagram plot shows 
a well balanced performance over ±90° to the 
front with a rear pattern typical of hyper - 
cardioid designs. 

This is a fairly heavy microphone for hand 
held use and the on /off switch made it par- 
ticularly uncomfortable to hold compared with 
typically tubular microphones. 98 0- 

Senn heiser 
MZK 431 
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ABACUS ARTA 8000 
Audio Spectrum Analyser 

Loudspeaker Measurement Room Equalisation Audio Signal Analysis 

Tape Er Film Machine Alignment Amplifier Er Circuit Measurements 
Appointed agents 

UK: Kirkham Electronics,Mill HaII,Mill Lane,Pulham Market,Norfolk IP21 4XL 1037 976) 639/594 
Paris: Ets Schaeffer,Riesser Cie. Tokyo: Continental Far East Ltd. Barcelona: Singleton Productions 

Abacus Electrics 10 Barley Mow Passage Chiswick London W4 4PH England 
Telephone: London (01) 994 6477 Telex: 8811418 Cables: Workspace London 

IN THE P.A. CHAIN... 
M 260 NS 

DYNAMIC RIBBON 
MICROPHONE 

Specifications: 
Frequency Response. 
Polar Pattern: 
Output Level: 
EIA Sensitivity Rating: 
Electrical Impedance: 
Load Impedance: 
Excellent anti -feedback characteristic over the 
whole frequency range. 

50- 18000 Hz 
Hypercardioid 
0,9 mV /Pa -60 dbm 
- 153 dbm 
200 ohms 
> 1000 ohms 

Send now for Brochure to 
BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LTD., 
1, Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
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SHURE SM81 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Type: cardioid condenser ( electret bias). 
Frequency range: 20Hz to 20kHz. 
Polar pattern: cardioid (undirectional) response - 
uniform with frequency, symmetrical about axis. 
Output impedance: rated at 1500 (8552 actual). 
Recommended minimum load impedance 80052. 

Output level: (at 1kHz) open circuit voltage -54dB 
(0.63mV) (OdB =1V µbar). 
Clipping level at 1kHz: 8000 load -4dBV, 1505 
load -15dBV. 
Total harmonic distortion : less that 0.5% (130dB 
SPL at 250Hz into 8005 load). 
Maximum SPL at 1kHz: 135dB (attenuator 0); 
145dB (attenuator 10) with 80052 load. 127dB (at- 
tenuator 0); 137dB (attenuator 10) with 15052 load. 
Hum pickup: -4dB equivalent SPL in a 1 mOe field. 
Output noise (equivalent sound pressure levels; 
measured with a true rms voltmeter): 18dB 

maximum A- weighted; 21dB maximum weighted per 
DIN 45405. 
Signal -to -noise ratio: 76dB (IEC 179) A- weighted 
reference 94dB SPL. 
Over voltage and reverse polarity protection: 
maximum external voltage applied to pins 2 and 3 

with respect to pin 1 ... +50V DC. Reverse polarity 
protection 200mA maximum, diode clamped. 
Phasing : positive pressure on the diaphragm 
produces positive voltage on pin 2 relative to pin 3. 

Cartridge capacitance: 54pF. 
LF response switch: flat, -6dB /octave below 100 

Hz , -18dB/ octave below 80Hz. 
Attenuator switch : 0 or -10d B. 

Power: supply voltage 12 to 48V DC, positive pins 
2 and 3; current drain 1.25mA at 12V to 2.25mA 
at 48V. 
Environmental conditions: relative humidity 
0 -50 ... -29 to 74 °C; relative humidity 0 -95% .. . 

-29 to 57 °C. 
Connector: XLR type. 
Case: steel construction with metallic vinyl paint 
finish and stainless steel screen. 
Dimensions: 212mm long; case diameter 20.1mm; 
head diameter 23.5mm. 
Weight: 230g net; 1.5kg packed. 
Cable: 7.6m two conductor shielded, 'TRIPLE - 
FLEX' with XLR connectors. 
Power supplies: four types available; one or two 
microphones, European or US line. 
Price: £146.40. 
Manufacturer: Shure Brothers Incorporated, 
222 Hartley Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204, USA. 
UK: Shure Electronics Ltd, Eccleston Road, Maid- 
stone, Kent. 
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THIS new addition to the Shure range of 
microphones is a capacitor mic particularly 

aimed at vocalist and music recording use and 
has a smooth frequency response combined 
with exceptionally low noise. 

The microphone body and screw -on capsule 

have been constructed from steel with a low 
reflective paint finish, the slightly protruding 
grille is the only part likely to be damaged in 
rough use. Between the capsule and the main 
microphone body is a rotatable ring which 
forms a 10dB capacitive attenuator such that 
the mic can handle very high sound levels. 
Further down the main body is a semi -re- 
cessed 3- position switch giving either a flat 
frequency response, -6dB per octave below 
100Hz to correct for the proximity effect, or 
-18dB per octave below 80Hz. This switch 
whilst it cannot be accidentally operated can 
be readily operated with the thumb and fore- 
finger. 

There is a standard 3 -pole XLR plug at the 
base of the body, providing a balanced output 
for I 2V to 48V phantom powering requiring 
only 2.4mA at 48V DC. 

The handling noise properties of this mic 
were found to be good, but without the use of 
the provided windshield the wind noise per- 
formance was poor and the pop sensitivity very 
poor. However the actual microphone noise 
performance was exceptionally good and the 
insensitivity to external magnetic fields quite 
exceptional. 

Examination of the frequency response plot 
shows that the on -axis response is remarkably 
flat from 50Hz to 20kHz in the `flat' position of 
the low frequency filter switch, with the effects 
of the two filter characteristics being in -line 
with the manufacturer's specification and being 
sensibly chosen characteristics. 

It is to be seen that the polar response is 
smooth to the front over say +40° with the rear 
response showing lobes typical of hyper - 
cardioid microphones with the high frequency 
sensitivity exceeding that at I kHz. 

The mic together with a windshield and a 
stand adaptor is supplied in a good robust 
metal carrying case fitted with a cut out foam 
lining to hold the parts securely. A number of 
optional power supplies are available including 
the PS1E2 twin -channel supply which was 
submitted with the microphone. This supply 
peculiarly provides a +21.5V ±1.5V phantom 
DC supply from either 115V or 220V AC. 

Hugh Ford 

SHURE SM81 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
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Microphone windshields 
& shock mounts 

rugged, 
lightweight 

made to last, 

by Rycote 
Edgehill Farm, 
Edge, Stroud, 
Glos. GL6 6PA 

for Sennheiser 816, 416, 435, 803 
AKG 451, CK1, CK8 
Schoeps CMC series 

Telephone: Painswick 813615 

ellMMM 

We are one of the leading equipment sales and 
installation companies, offering you a friendly and 
helpful service. 
Every item we supply is tested and aligned in our own 
workshops, and after -sales service is always readily 
available. 
We supply anything from an XLR to a complete 
8 -track studio installation, at competitive prices to 
clients that include recording and AV studios, govern- 
ment departments, schools, radio stations, theatres 
and PA companies in all parts of the world. 

Our stocks include AKG, Allen & Heath, Beyer, Brenell, 
Ferrograph, JBL, MXR, Neal, Quad, Revox, Sescom, 
Shure, Sonifex, Studiomaster, Tannoy, Teac, and Uher. 

STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 
SERVICES 
Studio Equipment Services Ltd. 
The Studio Shop, Oxgate Farm 
Coles Green Road, London NW2 7EY 
Telephone:01- 4521979 

Just add a studio... 
The Sescom range of mike splitters and combiner, 
incorporating a new generation of transformers. 

capable of taking higher input levels and passing 

phantom power to the mikes. 

Microphone 
splitters 
and combiners 

Direct injection 
boxes 

The Sescom range of Dl boxes is probably the most 

used by recording studios and PA companies throuyhoui 
America and the UK. 
Featuring professional quality with rugged construction. 
they are designed to be used with any modern electronic 
instrument, and all models have low-impedance 
balanced output 

Make ends meet with 

SESCOM 
Quality Engineered Sound Products 

In -line transformers 
and accessories 
The Sescom series of audio transformers, 
filters and related devices are designed to 
be simply fitted in the line between two 
units. 

Sescom Ieads...others follow 

Sescom twin core microphone extention cords. 

available in 5, 25, 25 (thin), and 100 foot lengths, 

are made from high quality rubber type cable with 
XLR 3 -pin audio connectors. 

Shown is the 25T thin Belden lead. 

I 1 

.- 
Atlañtex 
*High Street. Graveley. Hertfordshire 

Tel 0438 50113 

Cable tester 

This strong, die -cast unit is designed for use in the 

field, when reliability is essential. Simply plug in your 

XLR 3 -pin male to female cable, or 3 -core jack to 

jack, and the three red lights will enable you to quickly 

pin-point breaksor shorts in any part of the plugs. 

Audio 
modules 

Sescom audio modules are designed for easy fitting 
and servicing, operating from a single power supply 

and shielded to prevent hum pick -up. 

All these units plug into standard 8 or 11 -pin plugs. 

At 
BARCLAYCARD 

VISA 

Ask for the latest Sescom catalogue 

now, or ring our hotline 0438 50113 
quoting your Access or Barclaycard 
number for immediate despatch. 
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Sound broadcast 
systems 

Audix design and manufacture is exclusively 
committed to broadcasting and sound 
distribution systems. A truly comprehensive 
and flexible range of equipment is available 
from Audix covering virtually all sound 
control requirements for radio /television 
broadcasting and recording 

Nearly 30 years of design experience 
enable Audix to offer a total service 
system design, custom manufaçture when 
required, installation, test, commissioning 

... for further details return 
the coupon below 

Manufacturers of 
sound systems 
and electronics 

Station Road, Wenden 
Saffron Walden 
Essex CB11 4LG 

Tel: Saffron Walden 
(0799) 40888 
Telex: 817444 
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JUNE 20 21 & 22 

12th INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

pl L J 
u 

JLD) 
r--Th 

0 

CONNAUGHT ROOMS, GT. QUEEN ST., KINGSWAY, LONDON 
Amity Shroeder Court Acoustics James Yorke Philip Drake 
Amek Cetec John Page Pyral 
Alice 
Audix 
Agfa 
AKG 

Communications Access. 
Design Electronics 
Dolby Labs 

Keith Monks 
Klark -Teknik 
Lockwood 
Lee Eng 

Professional Tape 
Raindirk 
Racal -Zonal 
Rush Electronics 

Audio Kinetics Eardley Electronics Leeholm Shure 
Audiomatic EMI Tape Len nard Solid State 
Ampex Ernest Turner Inst. Lyrec Sifam 
Audio Developments Electronic Music Leevers -Rich "Studio Sound" 
Audio & Design Electrovoice Maglink Soundcraft 
Allen & Heath Fraser- Peacock MCI Surrey Electronics 
Atlantex Formula Sound Mosses & Mitchell Scenic Sounds 
B & K Labs Future Film Music Lab SES Studio Equip 
F. W. O. Bauch Feld on Midas Shone Sound 
Beyer Fitch Tape 3M Turnkey 
Broadcast Audio Hayden Labs Magnetic Tape Tweed 
BASF Harmon Audio Macinnes Labs Tannoy 
Bulgin Soundex H/H Electronic Malcolm Hill TRAD 
Canford Audio Helios Neal- Ferrograph Trident 
Clive Green ICM Cassette Neve Tandberg 
Crowmay ITAM Publison Vitavox 
Calrec "International Musician" Pentagon Walter Luther 
CB Electronics Jacques Levy Penny & Giles Wilmot Breeden 

Tickets: APRS, 23 CHESTNUT AVENUE, CHORLEYWOOD WD3 4HA ENGLAND 

Should you buy the new Sound Workshop 262 
Stereo Reverb or should you retile your bathroom? 
That's a tough decision to make. Perhaps you 
stay up nights pondering this very question. 
But please take the time, right now, to consider 
this important matter. 
Think how great your voice sounds when 
you're lathering up in the shower. It's because 
the hard, ultra- smooth surface of the tile takes 
your normally lifeless voice and bounces it 

back and forth adding depth and magnitude. 
It's called natural reverberation. 
There are, and have been, devices available 
which simulate natural reverberation. But a 
professional quality studio reverb (that sounds 
as natural as your bathroom) used to cost well 
over a thousand dollars. 
Sound Workshop introduces the new 
262 Stereo Reverberation System ... for well 
under a thousand dollars. We thought you'd 
like to know. 

Sound Workshop Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc. 
PROFESSIONAL. AUDIO PRODUCTS 1324 Motor Parkway. Hauppauge, New York 11787 (516) 582 -6210 
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You won't 
believe your ears 
when you hear 

the quality. 
Or the price. 

UHER CR 240 Stereo Dolby £299' (AV model now available) 

U H ER 4200 IC Stereo £259* 

If your soundtrack is plagued by distortion, hiss 
and noise, itcould mean you've never considered Uher 
portable tapedecks - or if you have perhaps the price has 
put you off. 

AVDcould make 
you think again. 
Because we're offer- 
ing both the Uher 
CR240 stereo Dolby 
and the Uher stereo 
4200 IC tapedecks at 
incredibly low prices - 
because we're one of the 
biggest London agents we 
can do that sort of thing. 

And weighingas little as 6lbs, 
their ability really is astounding. 
Allowing you to record action as it happens 
andas it sounds. 

Drop a line to AVD in London and we'll send you 
our catalogue and price list. That way you might even 
doubt your eyes as well. 

Uher tapedecks from the people who distribute 
Bealieu cameras. 

*Prices exclusive of VAT. 

AV Distributors Ltd., 26 Park Road, London NW1 4SH. Tel. 01 -935 8161 
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Quad dealers in 
the South East. 
Bedfordshire 
Bedford : Anglia Audio - Audio & Visual Systems 
Kempston : Bedford Audio Supplies 
Luton : B & B Hi -Fi - Coventry Radio - D. P. Hobbs 

Berkshire 
Bracknell : Sewards (Electrical) Newbury : Povey & 
Wade Reading : B & B Hi -Fi - L. J. Gale - Reading 
Cassette & Hi -Fi Centre Wokingham : 

Sewards (Electrical). 

Buckinghamshire 
High Wycombe : B & B Hi -Fi - Hughes. 

Hertfordshire 
Harpenden : Studio 99 Hitchin : The Record Shop 
Radlett : The Recorderie St Albans : W. Darby 
Watford : F. D. Bailey - K. J. Leisuresound. 

Kent 
Ashford : Photocraft Broadstairs : Thanet Mobile 
Vision Canterbury : Hi -Fi Shop Chatham : Medway 
Electronics Dover : Hi -Fi Shop Gillingham : Audio 
Hypermarket Hythe : The Camera Shop Maidstone : 

Sloman & Pettitt Margate : Thornton Bobby 
Ramsgate : Tom Joyce Sevenoaks : Sevenoaks Hi -Fi 
Centre Tonbridge : Standens Tunbridge Wells : 

Audio Workshops - Goulden & Curry. 

Oxfordshire 
Henley : G. O. Moorhen Oxford : Horns - Lasky's 
Radio - Westwoods Wallingford : Astley Audio 
Witney : Witney Audio Centre. 

Surrey 
Dorking : Alan Laurenson Epsom : Oakey & Lee 
Farnham : Lloyd & Keyworth Godalming : Jim Parkes 
Hi -Fi Guildford : Guildford Hi -Fi - Merrow Sound - 
P. J. Equipments Reigate : Alan Laurenson 
Woking : Aerco Records. 

Sussex 
Bognor Regis: T. F. W. Bryan 
Brighton : Brighton Cassette & 
Hi -Fi Centre - John King (Films) 
Crawley : Kirkman Eastbourne : 

Complete Audio Systems 
East Grinstead : John Rees Hi -Fi 
Horsham : Merrow Sound 
Hove : Sounds Supreme 
Rottingdean : Stinson's 
St Leonards -on -Sea : Bryants 
(Radio & TV) Uckfield : The 
Music Shop Worthing : Bowers 
& Wilkins. 

For details of QUAD dealers in 
other areas, write to The 
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. 
Ltd., Huntingdon, PE18 7DB. 

QUAD 
for the closest approach to the original sound 
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark 
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If walls had ears? 
We can't possibly use an output condenser, it must cut the 

bass mustn't it ? And what about the damping ?" 
"And no output transformer, what with all that hysteresis 
and iron distortion." 
"Pentodes ? Tetrodes ?" 
"No, No, nothing but triodes will do." 
"Triodes then, but wait, we can't have all that accumulated 
Miller effect." 
"Transistors then ?" 
"Oh no, this year's crop are all hard and brittle." 
"And that see -saw phase splitter, it's asymmetrical ; if we 
fed a square wave ... " 
"But what have square waves to do with programme ?" 
"Shut up, that's irrelevant." 
"Class B? But doesn't that always produce crossover 
distortion ?" 
"Ah ! Feedback will cure all ; " 
"No, No, we've read that too much feedback causes TID or 
something." 

Of course, these things have little or nothing to do with 
good or bad amplifier design, and are not at all what 
you might overhear in our laboratory zzzzzzzzz 

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to 

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB. 
Telephone (0480) 52561 

QUAD 
for the closest approach to the original sound 
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark 
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...Leadership 

\tit\\ \ MCI (PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT) LTD. 
MCI House, 54 -56 Stanhope Street, 
London NW1 3EX Tel: 01 -388 7867/8 Tx: 261116 
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If we are able today to 
expand our RS 80 mixing 
console, it's because, from 
the beginning of our Society 
we didn't overdiversify and 
always went on with mixing 
consoles. Thanks to our 
experience, and to well - 
known engineers's who take 
part in our production crea- 
tion, we master all para- 
meters making a mixing 
console performant, reliable 
and functional... 
Our design engineers are 
efficient, and thanks to 
them RS 80 console offers 
as much as the competi- 
tors do... for some dollars 
less. RS 80 console is 
available with 28 to 36 
inputs. Automated version 
RS 80 + RS 64. (Distribu- 
tor request). 

AES Bruxelles Booth 126. 

42, rue Pierre Nicole 75005 PARIS 
Tél. 634.01.36 

May we introduce 
ourselves... 

We have been well established as an important 
domestic Hi Fi and Video supplier for some years 

and we have now finalised a formidable professional 
audio section designed to cater for studios and 

professional users like yourselves. 

To give you some idea of the 
standard we set, look at the 
company we keep. 

We are main agents for: 
JBL (we are the only place to have 4343, 
4315, 4301, 4380 monitors on dem and 
available, and a full stock of drive units). 
KEITH MONKS, complete range in stock: 
TEAC &TASCAM AKG QUAD 
ALICE REVOX ALLEN & 
HEATH NEAL BRENELL. 

We also supply: 
Beyer DBX Amcron Studer Rusco 
Master Room SIS EMI EMT 
Dolby MCI Shure 3M Sennheiser 
BGW Orban /Parasound A &R 
Kiark Teknik Agfa to name but a few. 

Pricing: 
very, very competitive with (proper) 
professional discount structure. 
Stock: 
big and getting bigger for fast 
delivery times. 

Delivery service, demonstration 
facilities, consultancy service, and 
account facilities. 
As you can see, a large percentage 
of your equipment requirements 
(splicing tape to 24tk masters) can 
be obtained from one source at your 
normal pricing. We do the running 
around and paperwork, you just 
'phone. 

...give us a try, you have nothing to 
lose, - you could gain a lot! 

T GRAHPS 
PROFESSIONAL 

86 -88 Pentonville Road, London N1. 
Tel 01-837 4412 óR.66 Telex: 299446 

For JBL and Tannoy. 
For components and complete systems, we're main agents. 
For accurate and powerful reproduction, JBL and Tannoy 

monitor systems have an international reputation. 
For expert advice on matching components and building 

your own systems, you can draw on our extensive experience 
of professional acoustics. 

For studio monitors, stage monitors and complete PA 
systems (from 1kW upwards) our own equipment, using JBL 
and Tannoy drive units, is unrivalled, and complements their 
existing range. 

For more details, contact 
Court Acoustics Ltd 
35/39 Britannia Row 
London N1 
Telephone: 01 -359 0956 
Telex: 268279 Britro 
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THIS MONTHS SOW MEMO .. . 

S05 DYNAMIC NOISE F.i Ii :,...IA';'E - HIGH PASS 

DYNAMIC or STATIC FILTERING 
FREQ. SELECTIVE ATTENUATION 
0- 20dB /OCT VARIABLE SLOPE 
100, 200 & 400Hz TURNOVER FREQUENCIES 
OPTIONAL FREQ. CONSCIOUS NOISE GATE 
(As selected by turnover freq. in GATE mode) 

SOS Dynamic Noise Filter /Gate allows treatment signal without change of level having a programme ontrolled filter slope with adjustable threshold determining the point at which the slope takes effect, moving from flat to the maximum as pre -set by the 'slope' control. The slope control si.ï= chain is frequency selective so to res; primarily to signals 

,: 

als within the operating band ee!ected on the front panel. Thus the threshol 
.ijusted so that the response becomes flat as soon 

ot the signal content masks the noise, the SO5 eratipg imperceptibly with 
o 

'ouration effects due to slope change. In GATE mode the SO5 Dynamic Noise Filter /Gate operates on full programme content with attenuation determined in the range 0 -20 or 0 -40d13 by the 'slope' control. In this mode the threshold of the gate is frequency conscious Az selected by the front panel turnover frequencies. 

APPLICATION NOTES 

1 Ce- rumble the tom -tom 

The close mic. technique employed on a tom -tom 
gives rise to the problem of a low rumble being picked up as the skin resonates in sympathy with other kit. Static filtering, while 
removing the rumble, would permanently degrade 
the tom -tom sound whereas the SO5 easily filters the rumble becoming instantly flat in 
the presence of high level signal when the skin 

struck. 

Humming amps and generators 

Hum problems 
n 

say, a bass guitar amp can be 
removed by the S05 without effecting the notes 
struck by the guitarists. Also, on location, 
generator noises of predominantly low frequency 
content can be filtered; as can rumble in 
'in -car' recordings without the need for post - 
production synchronisation. 

In GATE mode - processing a bass drum 

As a frequency concious gate at 100Hz the SOS 
would respond less to the snare when separating 
snare spill from the bass drum, the 
Ii- -chain 'would respond more to the bass. 

..DYNAMIC NOISE FILTERS 

SO6 DYNAMIC NOISE FILTER /GATE - LOW PASS 

DYNAMIC or STATIC FILTERING 
FREQ ,SELECTIVE ATTENUATION 
0- 20dn /OCT VARIABLE SLOPE 
2, 4 and 6k TURNOVER FREQUENCIES 
OPTIONAL FREQ. CONSCIOUS NOISE GATE 
As selected by turnover freq. in GATE mode) 

The 506 Dynamic Noise Fitter /Gate was designed 
to complement the SOS described opposite and 
acts, in a complemez Lary fashion, to attenuate 
tape and general system hiss - particularly 
electronic instrue._nts when reproducing LF 

signal. 

APPLICATION NOTES 

1 Cleaning up old masters 

Ideal for attenuating hiss on old masters, even 
classical, without affecting programme content. 
Great for the re -issue market. 

2 Instrument amp hiss removal 

Complementary Noise Reduction Systems (encode/ 
decode) cannot remove hiss from source signal, 
such as bass amp hiss or electronic key 
boards /synthesisers (frequently more than one 
at a sessioni. On a bass guitar amp hiss can be 
very noticeable because, for example, of its 
frequency characteristic relative to the 
predominantly bass notes. The S06, though, will 
easily attenuate the hiss yet 'get out of the 
way' should higher frequency notes be struck on 
the guitar (even high frequency harmonics could 
to preserved). 

COPIES OF THESE AND OTHER APPLICATION 
NOTES IN THE SERIES WILL BE SENT ON 
APPLICATION TO ADR 

AUDIO & DESIGN (RECORDING) LTD. 
84 OXFORD ROAD, 
READING, RG1 7LJ 
ENGLAND 

Tel: Reading ;0734) 53411 

OTARI 
Reel to Cassette Duplicator 

Unquestionably the finest in- cassette copier 
available. Two -speed reel master (3* and 71 ips) 
and six servo -controlled slave units with ferrite 
heads. Eight times speed; four channels copied 
simultaneously. Highest attainable performance. 

£4190 +VAT 

1 -7 Harewood Avenue, 
Marylebone Road, London N W I . 

Tel: 01 -724 2497. Telex: 21879 
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SLI LINE M M 
Penny& Giles 

small 
development 
in the fader 

business 
Penny & Giles new Slimline fader is only 12.7mm 
wide with a 65mm electrical stroke. Yet, within 
that 12.7mm body width you can have mono or 

stereo outputs, optional switch linear or audio taper 
with an infinitely smooth and stepless fade - plus the 

other performance advantages of Penny & Giles 
conductive plastic faders. 

Our small development sounds good - and has a 

small price to match. 

Write for full details or phone 

our sales office. 

Penny & Giles Conductive Plastics Limited 
United Kingdom: 
Newbridge Road Industrial Estate 
Pontllanfraith Blackwood Gwent South Wales 
Telephone Blackwood (0495) 223771 
USA: 
1640 5th Street Santa Monica California 90401 
Telephone (213) 393 -0014 

i 
Probably the best 

cassette sound you've 

ever heard 
Large runs for record companies and smaller runs for 
studios all given the same precise attention with 
regard to quality and speedy turnround. Blanks 
wound any length. 

SÓÙ 
RECORDING - 

PLANT 

Collection and delivery service door 
to door for both cassette and master 

tape copying. 

Contact 
Dave Rees 

at 
061 -795 7666 to 
discuss your 
requirements. 

For the superb range of BGW amplifiers come to Court: 
we're sole UK agent and distributor. 

For outputs from 60 Watts to 1000 Watts. 
For efficient service: because we manufacture our own 

professional audio equipment and have lots of experience 
distributing other people's, our servicing arrangement for BGW 
is unbeatable. 

For very reasonable prices: £320 buys the 250D, £530 the 
750 (list prices). And those prices include built -in cooling fans, 
delay turn -on, input- output connectors and full protection - 
making BGW equipment excellent value for money. 

For more details, contact 
Court Acoustics Ltd 
35/39 Britannia Row 
London N1 
Telephone: 01 -359 0956 
Telex: 268279 Britro 

0 U'RT 
ACOUSTICS 
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We're expanding 

... to meet your needs 

THE. CHALLENGE 
The breathtaking pace of today's technology, and the changing economic 
climate, require creative concepts and dynamic initiatives on the part of 
management. That's why at Accurate Sound we are constantly striving 

to find the answer to our needs. If it takes new ideas, or a new division. 
to do the best job, we are reads to meet the challenge. 

DESIGNING SOUND 
Anyone can collect hardware. It takes a unique expertise to select the 
most appropriate hardware. and design a system -your system, that meets 

lnr needs. It is the blend of the components, each selected for its ability 
ill satisfy the criteria of the project, that provides for the ideal interface - 
the harmonious blending of individual components into an integrated whole. 

THF. BOTTOM LINE. 
We manufacture our own equipment, including high speed magnetic tape 
duplicators, multi -channel recorders and cassette data recorders. Each is 
known for quality, performance and dependability. What's more, we 
stand behind our products -after installation, should you find that it 
does not do exactly what we promise it will do, we will take it back for 
a full refund. 

Because we're committed to you -your bottom line is our top priority. 
That's why we also represent many of the world's largest manufacturers 
in the sound industry. If our equipment won't do, theirs might; and we 
have no reluctance about supplying you with someone else's brand. 
Whatever your needs, whenever you need an answer, the right answer, 
call us. 

.. BECAUSE SOUND COMES FROM A SYSTEM" 

r1I accurate sound corporation 
ú114 Filth Avenue / Redwood Car, California 94063 

(415) 3652013 / TELEX: ASCO 34 -0.327 
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... tomorrows Gelf with 
yesterdays price tag 
Nota pipedream ... nowthatGELF ELECTRONICS have solved 
the perplexing problem, it's reality. 

Famous for their desirable custom modular designs, Gelf have 
developed Kess, a new and significant range of non -modular 
consoles. 

The standard of performance and construction of Kess derives 
from a name you can rely on, and happily, now at a price you 
can afford. 

Available as front of house desks in 20/2 and 24/4/2 formats 
or monitor desks in 16/6 and 24/8 formats, our Kess range 
offers you: 

3 -way EQ with sweep mid -range control 
4 auxiliary sends - effects and fold -back 
4 stereo subgroups on 24/4/2 
9 band graphic EQ on monitor desk outputs 

If you would like to know more, give us a ring on 995 4712, we'll 
be happy to discuss your specific requirements, or fill out the 
coupon above and we'll send you the solution to your perplexing 
problem. 

Sole UK distributors 

dram audio 
The Powerhouse, 300-320 Acton Lane. London W4 Telephone. 01- 9954712. 
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SERIES 4000 ACTIVE EQUALISER 
FEATURES: 

27 1/3 octave bands on ISO centers 
from 40 Hz through 16 kHz. 
10 dB boost or cut on continuous 
control. Equal Q in both boost and cut 
conditions. 
Variable high -pass filter from 20 Hz to 
160 Hz with 12 dBloctave roll -off. 
Filter Q optimized for best summation 
with adjacent bands. 

Noise guaranteed to be -90 dBm or 
better. 
Sealed Mil -Spec pots. 
EQ IN/ OUT switch on front panel 

PLUS OPTIONAL CROSSOVERS FOR BI- AMPING! 

Dual buffered outputs for bi -amp 
operation. 
Accessory socket to permit insertion 
of 12 dB /oct. or 18 dB /oct. low level 
crossover for bi -amp outputs. 

momma 
EQUALIIER! 

ALSO: 
ANALYSERS 

MODEL 140 1/3 OCTAVE ANALYSER 
FOR ROOM EQ 

MODEL 142A SIGNAL MONITOR 
MODEL 150 OCTAVE BAND 

ANALYSER 

instruments, 
incorporated 

P 0 Box 698 AUSTIN TEXAS 78767 
PHONE AREA 512/892 -0752 

Scenic Sounds Equipment, 

97 -99 Dean Street, London W1. Tel: 734 2812 

s D Rae Basa .4b 
1010 Bruxelles Tel 522 7064 

A R C SPRI Rue 71, Oecuyper '34 

000 Bruxelles ' e 771 3063 

Denmark 
ke Au[Do APS 

x140 
0K 2300 Copenhagen $ 

570 600 

Boulevara ae I Orse 

95000 Cergy 
l 749 0275 

eno Plule Bollen GeluldslecnnD 
Baslelweq 6 E,nanoven 
Ter 5,2777 

Nprwey 
Siv Inq Be.rn AS Skovvll 22 

OsO2 Tel 565 753 

Jones 

All po9el8, 78 

Mena 13 Spew, 

Tei 6370752 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
EQUIPMENT 
For AIRPORTS 

POLICE 
FIRE SERVICES 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
RAILWAYS 

atlIS 
OURTROOMSONS assmann gmbh 

etc. 

MS200 MULTI -CHANNEL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
RECORDER 
Up to 36 channels. Twin deck, 
Z" or I" tape. Fail safe systems. 

MS300 MULTI -TRACK 
DOCUMENTATION 
RECORDER 
I to 8 channels. Up to 32 days 
recording. Mains or battery 
operation. 

HAG 5 or HAG IO SHORT 
TEXT ANNOUNCERS 
Up to 8 or up to 32 announce- 
ments, each up to 11.5 seconds 
duration. 

ZMG 300 TIME CODE 
GENERATOR 
Transmission of IRIG -E digital 
or Morse time signals. 

CGP 200 HEAVY DUTY 
CASSETTE RECORDER 
2 channel, for mobile or 
stationary use. Compact size. 

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR ASSMANN ri FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT THE 

TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

Photo Acoustics Ltd. 
AUDIO VISUAL SALES AND SERVICE 
255a ST. ALBANS ROAD WATFORD HERTS WD2 580 
(entrance 1n Judge Street) 
Telephone Watford (0923) 32006 / 

For studio monitoring. 
For mastering, use our new 4 -way JBL -based system 

Sjtecially designed for British and European studios. 
Sev'ertl great llamas have got it already including Gus 

Dudgeon, De Lane Lea, and Britannia Row Studios. 
And for complete monitoring installations from top to 

bottom and wall to xva11, as \ße11 as accurate and sensitive 
alignment using spectrum analysis, contact 
Court Acoustics Ltd 
35/39 Britannia Row 
London N't 
Telephone: 01 -359 0956 
Telex: 268279 Britro 
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Once a year, 
all the talented 

people in Britain 
get together. 

There is only one Creative Handbook. 
And all the talented people are in it, because 

all the important people use it. 
Like creative directors, producers and direct 

clients. 
So put your name where it'll work hardest 

for you. 
Advertise in The Creative Handbook. 

The Creative Handbook 
Call Stewart Swindell, Dave Morrison or 

Annie Roe on 405 2663/4/5. 
9 Chichester House, Chichester Rents, 

Chancery Lane, London WC2A lEG. 
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UIIER 
PRICES SLASHED ! 

The following are a selection of our 
CASH PRICES 

40001C Mono portable ... E201.00 42001C Stereo portable E246 S0 

SG52I Variocord stereo E21500 SG56I Royal stereo ... E330.00 
CR210 Postable cassette E260.00 CR240 Port. cals. /Dolby E276.00 

CR240AV Port. cass. l-AV £293.00 
CG3I0 
CG340 

Stereo cassette ... 
Stereo cassette ... 

L83.00 
E137 50 

CG330 Stereo cassette ... E140.50 VG850 Stereo amplifier £137 50 
EG750 Stereo tuner ... E128-75 PS950 Record deck /cart. L100 00 

A124 Mixer unit E71-00 Z212 Accumulator E13.95 
K7I5 12v DC cable E13.77 Z214 Accumulator . L25-65 
M517 Microphone E22.50 Z215 Accumulator ... L27.45 
Z 124a1 Mains unit E2160 Z217 Accumulator E39.15 
Z131 Mains unit E17.10 Z514 Carry case . £27.00 

The above prices are strictly cash with order. 
VAT and Carriage extra, pro rota. 

The Uher Sales and Service Specialists since 1969 

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LIMITED 
255a St. Albans Road 
Watford 
Herts. 
(Entrance in Judge Street) 
Tel. Watford 32006 

The Studio 
Perry Lane 
Sheri ngton 
Newport Pagnell 

Tel. Newport Pagnell 610625 

Ask us also for competitive prices for Ferrograph, NEAL and Revox equipment 

VU 

PPr 
+8 
+6 
+ 4 
+ 2 

t.-0 
4.110- 2 

*/#-4 
1/0-6 
610-8 
4r -10 

-15 
-20' 
410 -25 
Ot -30 

A&R 

The only way 
to see 

multitrack sound 
A &R [Cambridge) PLM 14 
LED audio level indicator 

Fully modular 
Accurate metering at low cost 
Precise VU and PPM characteristics 
available at the push of a button 
38 dB dynamic range 
Green LEDS for normal levels, red for 
overload 
Electronically balanced input 
Front panel sensitivity preset 
Remotely adjustable brightness 
Single +24V power supply 
16 channel case /power supply available 
now, 4 channel shortly 
OEM enquiries welcome 

For further details contact 
AMPLIFICATION and RECORDING 
(Cambridge) LTD. 
French's Mill, French's Road, Cambridge 
Tel. (0223) 54507 
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NEW from "Rice the 12.48 

12 Balanced mic inputs, with separate line and 
re -mix inputs and direct post -fader outputs. 

4 
8 

Output groups, with multiple connectors 
for 8 -track and stereo tape machines. 

Track monitoring with individual A /B, 

gain, pan, foldback and 
monitor echo. 

plus channel and group inserts 
stereo A/B 
talkback, 
oscillator and 
many other features. 

12.48 
A,B_R_OADCAST 

QUALITY - at a BUDGET PRICE 

Al (STANCOIL LTD) 
ALEXANDRA ROAD . WINDSOR . ENGLAND . Telephone WINDSOR 51056/7 

Air in. 
ACOUSTIC 
VENTILATOR 

Noise out. 
The Airvac is a new kind of ventilator that cuts 
problem noise entry to an acceptably low 
level while allowing 
natural ventilation. 

Compact and 
easy to install, 
the Airvac fits 
into solid or 
cavity walls 
and achieves 
an average 
noise attenuation 
of 48dB over the 
octave band structure 
of the sound spectrum. 

Send for our technical literature 

Greenwood Airvac 

Size: 
220 x 140 x 260mm 

AGRénnenrr 

CERTIFICATE 
NO. 77440 

specialist acoustic ventilator systems 

GREENWOOD AIRVAC VENTILATION LTD 

PO Box 3 Rustington West Sussex 8N16 3LH Tel. (09062) 71021 

For specialised electro- acoustic equipment. 
For broad tone control, use our 27 -way 1/3- octave mono 

graphic equalizer: 40Hz to 201CHz with ±12dB of correction. 
For the ultimate in tone control we've just introduced a new 

30- way' /3- octave stereo graphic equalizer. 
For flexibility in multiway monitor systems, you need our 

2, 3 or 4 way switchable stereo crossover. High slew rate and 
low noise IC's reduce phase shift to an inaudible minimum. 

And for extremely accurate assessment of audio signals 
there's our world famous spectrum analyser with every facility 
you could ask for. It's available in digital form, too, in a much 
smaller package. 

For more details of these and other instruments, contact 
Court Acoustics Ltd 
35/39 Britannia Row 
London N1 
Telephone: 01 -359 0956 

a Ri 
Telex: 268279 Britro ` ACOUSTICS J 
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Classified Advertisements 
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 22p per word, minimum £4.40. Box Nos. 60p extra. Semi -display rates on applica- 
tion. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JULY 1979 issue must reach these offices by 7th MAY 1979 addressed to : 

The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. 
Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, 
and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: 
No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by 
inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or 
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A 
statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply. 

STUDIO FACILITIES 
*Your tapes to disc. Vinyl pressings, sleeves, 
labels. In our own pressing plant. Top quality. 
S.a.e. for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, Cove, 
Dunbartonshire G84. X 

*Fanfare Records. Tape -disc pressings, demo's, 
masters, any quantity. Studio /mobile Neumann 
disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. 1 Broomfield 
Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684. 

X 

*Disc Cutting Masters and Demos, Pressings, 
Cassettes, Mobile Recording Studio. Free 
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, 
London N.3. Tel. 01 -346 0033. K 

*Tape /Disc Master, Demos (Neumann lathe), 
Pressings, Cassettes. Mobile Recording Studio. 
Free brochure. Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton 
Way, London, N.3. Tel. 01- 346 0033. H 

*Sarda Audio and A.V. Speech and Music : 

Multitrack : Slide /Filmstrip Programmes : 

Cassette /Open Reel Duplication. A.L. Ltd. 
(London and New York), Sarda House, 
Queensway, London, W2. 01 -727 2748. 

*Radio Production Studios for Commercials, 
Voice -Overs, A.V. Soundtracks, Audio Pro- 
motions. D.I.Y. or complete service. Mark 
Stevens Productions Limited. 01 -485 8087. L 

SHORT -RUN CASSETTE DUPLICATING 
Fast service: cost of cassette included 

C32 -49p each MINIMUM QUANTITY 
C60 -62p each 10 COPIES 
C90 -78p each (p. & p. extra) 

S.a.e. for FULL PRICE LIST to: 
SIMON STABLE PROMOTIONS 

46 West End, Launton, Oxon. Tel. 08692 2831 

SERVICES 
*Studio equipment insurance. Full "All Risks" 
cover. Most competitive rates and terms. Also 
"Pop Group" equipment. Ring (0682) 386022/ 
384374. F 

*Studio Services. Experienced team of free- 
lance engineers available for all levels of elec- 
tronic /precision mechanical overhauls and 
conversions. Tel. 01 -713 759 -9768. D 

HIGH SPEED CASSETTE COPYING IN 
MONO OR STEREO AT COMPETITIVE 

PRICES 

Long or short runs. 
Blank cassettes supplied in bulk. 

A growing reputation for reliability. 

MORARD SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
THORNTON HEATH, SURREY 

Telephone 01-689 7424 

TAPE COPYING SERVICES 
We specialise in short run cassette duplication. 

NO JOB TOO SMALL 
Fast turnround, reliable service 

LOW COST 
STEREO -MONO -PULSED 

01 -723 6301 (Baker Street) 

CASSETTE COPYING IN THE MIDLANDS 
Specialists in short run productions. Prices from Ip 
per minute, inc. cassette and library case. Label and 
Inlay card printing, plus services and supplies for film, 
disc and AV productions. 
Write or phone for rate card to: 

AUDICORD RECORDS 
10 The Chapel, Shilton Road, Barwell, Leics 
LE9 8HB. Tel. 0455 -47298 (24 hr. answering service) 

IF YOU NEED . . . 
Cassette Duplication Empty Tape Spools 

Blank Cassettes White Tape Boxes 

Tape 8T Cartridge Bodies 
Leader Tape Lubricated Tape 
Splicing Tape Head Cleaner Tape 

Why not ring us on 01 -399 2476/7 and let us 

quote you for your next requirements. 

MEDIATAPE LIMITED, 29a Tolworth 
Park Road, Surbiton, Surrey. 

01-399 2476/7 

V. . IMF i11, i_#_ A, - iri 
\ CASSETTE FAST -COPYING ' \ Stereo or Mono. High Quality. Prompt Personal Service. 
\Also bulk supplies of excellent virgin cassettes.Ì 

111 

s SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES Ltd. \ 
P.O. BOX 2, GERRARDS CROSS, BUCKS.I 

Tel. 02813 84409 i .d iw1, i AI/ II 
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The 
Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 
1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January 1978, 
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell 
goods in the course of business must make that 
fact clear. From the above date, consumers 
therefore should know whether an advertisement 
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller. 

SPR SPEECH RECORDING 
CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

OPEN -REEL DUPLICATING LANGUAGES/AUDIO-VISUAL 
SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD 
32, PAGES WALK, SOUTHWARK, LONDON SEI 4SB. OI-231 09E1 /2 
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O O ODOD 
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE E 

From your tapes we cut master discs, demo discs, 
using our Scully lathe fitted with the latest [] 
ME /76 UK stereo disc -cutting system. 
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX Noise Reduction. 
Telephone Bracknell (0344) 54935. 

IC London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks, 
England pp 

DD ED DDDDDD OLGOCI 000=0 MOOR 

BROADCAST 
CARTRIDGES 

Large selection available ex stock. 
Competitive prices. Standard lengths. 

Custom winding. Lubricated tape. 

Also full range of tape cartridge stor- 
age systems. 

JOHN A. STEVEN 
Professional Recording Equipment 

Brentwood (0277) 215485 
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FOR SALE -TRADE 
*Add accurate level control to your mixer with 
the Cathedral LA3 comp /limiter module. 
Excellent performance at moderate cost. Build 
your own mixer with Cathedral low noise 
channel modules dispatched post free to any 
part of the world. Cathedral Sound Ltd., 
Fourways, Morris Lane, Halsall, Lancs L39. 
Tel. Halsall (0704) 840328. X 

*Yorkshire. Erricks of Bradford. Tascam, 
JBL, Bose, AKG, Beyer, Calrec, Revox, 
Ferrograph Sales, Service, Exchanges, Leasing. 
1st floor 8 Channel Studio Hire. Bradford 
(0274) 22972 (Roger). X 

*The astounding new four track TEAC 3440 
is available NOW from C.A.V.S. Ltd., anti- 
cipated list price £900 plus VAT. Our price 
£750.00 plus VAT. Phone Geoff Yates, 01 -363 
6125. H 

WOLLENSAK -HIGH SPEED 
CASSETTE DUPLICATORS 
SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL PRICES 

Model Normal Special 
E L 

2790 Mono, I Master /I Copy ... 998 792 

2770 Mono, I Master /2 Copies 1339 1102 

2772 Stereo, I Master /2 Copies 1498 1152 

2780 Mono, slave -3 Copies ... . 1145 1030 
2780 Stereo, slave -3 Copies ... 1287 1 158 

plus V.A.T. 

For further details telephone Roger Brown on 01 -947 
7551 or write to Fr -Peacock Associates Ltd., 
94 High Street, Wimbledon Village, London 
SWI9 SEG 

NAB CARTRIDGE 
MACHINES 

I Record /Replay Stereo, 3 Cue, Fast Fwd. 

I Replay Stereo 3 Cue, Fast Fwd. 

Good Condition BRENTWOOD (0277) 215485 

NOW AVAILABLE 
FROM FELDON AUDIO 

We can supply single 
edged razor blades for 
your tape editing 
Not usually obtainable in the UK 

£5.00 per 100 r 1 
While stocks last 
(Plus VAT) Feldon Audio Ltd. 

126 Great Portland St. 
London WIN 5PH 
Telephone 01 -$80 4314 

*Save up to 35% on cassettes! Buy direct 
from the manufacturer. Studio quality cassettes 
for high speed duplication, wound to any 
length, e.g. C40 from 16p. High Energy 
Cassettes, including library case, inlay card and 
labels, from £0.18 (C60), £0.27 (C90). (Using 
household name Japanese tape) Private 
Brand Cassettes -minimum order 100! Pro- 
fessional Tapes Ltd., Dept. 38, 329 Hunslet 
Road, Leeds LSIO 1NJ. Tel. (0532) 706066. 
Telex 55293. CHACOM G PROTAPE. H 

WOLLENSAK 
\ CASSETTE FAST COPIERS 

1 
2770 mono & 2772 stereo, meticulously aligned. 1 

\ REDUCED PRICES 

I SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES Ltd. 
P.O. Box 2, G ds Cross, Bucks. SL97PH 

Tel. 07813 84409 

gentle electric 
model 101 

PITCH AND ENVELOPE 
FOLLOWER 

Now you can control 
your synthesizer with any 
monophonic Instrument 

or voice 

TWICE THE INTERFACE 
AT HALF THE PRICE 

Wide tracking range. 26Hz to 20 KHz Accurate 1v /oct. 
tracking: 1 /20th semitone -200Hz to 3KHz Footswitch 
or synthesizer controllable pitch sustain Fundamental 
frequency pulsewave output Linear and Log envelope 
outputs Gate and Trigger outputs Retriggering sensi- 
tivity control Compressor Mic preamp $549. 

Also available as a module for 
Aries and Serge synthesizers. Write for our tree 
detailed brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome 

gentle electric 
130 Oxford Way. Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

(408) 423-1561 

WANTED 

*Wanted. Revox and Teac Tape Recorders. 
Best prices paid. R.E.W. Professional Audio. 
01 -836 2372. X 

*Audio & Design F760X-RS compex limiter, 
must be in excellent condition. Box No. 805, 
c/o Studio Sound. F 

FOR SALE -PRIVATE 
*Two JBL L200's, perfect unmarked condi- 
tion. Never had Studio use. £700 o.n.o. Akai 
CCTV Camera with zoom lens and tripod, 
offers. Tel. 0202 708303 weekdays. F 
*3 x 350 volts Solatron regulated power sup- 
plies. Very heavy duty. Racked 19 ". Also ex 
all valve Decca Custom 8 -track mixer selection, 
Faders, PPM, Mic /Line, Amps, Echo -pan 
modules, plus Chassis, Monitor section, etc. 
Strictly for masochistic enthusiasts! Offers 
Sale or Exchange. Write to Weemeenit Studio, 
62 (rear) High Street, High Barnet, Herts. F 
*B &K 1014 Oscillator, B &K 2304 level recor- 
der. 25 and 50dB pots recording paper and 
accessories. Offers. HHs 500D power amp 
with case £265. Tel. (daytime) Swift, St. Ives 
(0480) 62225 (Cambs). F 
*Telex 235 CSI series reel to cassette copier. 
Excellent condition. £1,750 o.n.o. ( +VAT). 
Telephone Bob Gittus, Chelmsford (0245) 
83351. F 
*Eventide Clockworks instant phaser, mint 
condition, £100 o.n.o. Tel. 01 -398 7407 even- 
ings /weekends. F 
*Audio & Design F769X -R vocal stresser in 
excellent cnndition, £550 o.n.o. Box 806, c/o 
Studio Sound. F 
*Mono MSS Disc Cutting Lathe. Bargain for 
quick sale. £125 +VAT. Ring Brian, Wigan 
58555 (day), Castle Studio. F 
* Tascam 80/8 plus Mod 5 mixer, one month 
old. Offers over £3,000. Ringmer 0273 812566. 

F 

For Further 
INFORMATION 

for 

STUDIO 
SOUND 

contact 
PHIL GUY 

on 01 -686 2599 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
*Experienced Studio Engineer wanted for 
recently reopened 24 -track studio in London's 
West End. Call Mrs. Float at 01 -930 7951 for 
interview. G 

BULK BLANK CASSETTES 
Packs of 25: C -5 410; C -10 410; 50: C -20 41125; C -30 
L12.50; C- 60415.50; C- 90419.50. P. & p. 41,25 per pack. 
Packs of 100: C -5 436; C -10 437.80; C -20 440.50; C -30 
445; C -60 455.80; C -90 470.20. P. & p. £3.75 per pack. 
Pack of 25 pairs Blank Labels90p.All prices includeV.A.T. 
All cassettes are loaded with high quality SCOTCH or 
AGFA tape including labels and inserts. 

AUDIOGENIC LTD. 
33 -36 Crown Street, Reading (0734) 595547 

Also cassette duplication service 

EXPERIENCED 
FREE -LANCE ENGINEER 

for W.I. recording studio (experience in 
film work useful). 

Tel. 734 5910 

Experienced Maintenance 
Engineer Wanted For 
Professional Recording 
Studios 

Contact 

Suzie 
Town House Studio 
150 Goldhawk Road W.I2 
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SITUATIONS VACANT (Continued) 

IiNDtJRT n 
ACOUSTICS 

SALES ENGINEER/ 
MANAGER 

We specialise in sound systems for 
recording studios, live performance and 
venues and we are looking for a dynamic 
person who can work under their own 
initiative promoting our equipment and 
services. 
Some knowledge of )BL, Tannoy, BGW 
and associated products would be an 
advantage. 
He or she will be based at our superb 
new studio premises and the salary will 
be commensurate with the position in a 
leading company in this field. 
Applications with full CV should be sent 
to: 

COURT ACOUSTICS LTD. 
35 -39 Britannia Row, London N I 

SOUND 
COMMUNICATION 
FOR 

BRßf186I1811 
DEWSBURY, W. YORKS. TEL. 0924 451717 

Cassette and reel to reel 

Chief Engineer 
Piccadilly Radio, 

127 '131 The Piazza, 

Piccadilly Plaza, 

Manchester M1 4AW. 

RECORDING ENGINEER 
with experience in T.V. /Radio production 
work required for W.I. studio complex. 

Tel. 734 5910 

FILM SOUND 

RECORDING STUDIO 

has vacancies for Recordists with 
experience of magnetic transfer work. 

Vacancies also exist for junior staff. Apply in writing to 

United Motion Pictures (London) Ltd., Boston 

House, 36/38 Fitzroy Square, London WIP SLL, 

giving age, experience, qualifications, etc. 
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ELECTRONIC STOPWATCH 
The new St. Charles digital Stopwatch 
is a compact hand -held precision 
L.C.D. quartz unit offering standard 
start /stop, Taylor, split and event 
time out in mins., secs and 1/100ths 
secs. It has an illuminated display 
and penlight and comes complete 
with neck lanyard and batteries. 

Price £25.00 

Further information from; APEC 
557a Kingston Road 

Raynes Park 
London SW20 8SF 

Mail Order Protection Scheme 
(Limited Liability) 

If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay 
by post in advance of delivery, this publication (Studio Sound) 
Wut consider you for compensation if the advertisers should 
become insolvent or bankrupt, provided: 

I) You have not received the goods or had your money 
returned; and 

2) You write to the publisher of this publication (Studio 
Sound) explaining the position not earlier than 28 days 
from the day you sent your order and not later than two 
months from that day. 

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you 
write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence 
of payment is required. 

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance 
with the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser 
has been declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £1,500 
per annum for any one advertiser so affected and up to £4,050 per 
annum in respect of all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid 
for higher amounts, or when the above procedure has not been 
complied with, at the discretion of this publication (Studio 
Sound) but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need 
to set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 
readers' difficulties. 

This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct 
response to an advertisement in this magazine (not, for example, 
payments made in response to catalogues etc., received as a 
result of answering such advertisements). Classified advertise- 
ments are excluded. 
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SITUATIONS VACANT (Continued) 

Service Engineer 
is required for studio -equipment, working 
in studios and workshop. 

We are Pro -Equipment -Suppliers in central 
Germany and can offer good pay, car and the 

chance to join a young active team. 

Call 

Chris at Frankfurt (611) 284928 
reverse charges. 

HOTLINE STUDIOS 
We are three English and three German Rockers - 
we need an experienced YOUNG RECORDING 
ENGINEER for our two 24 track studios. Call us 
in Germany (reverse charges) 

JON or NORBERT 
FRANKFURT (0611) 556566 

Radio City, Merseyside's 
24- hours -a -day Independent Local 
Radio Station needs an 

ASSISTANT 
CHIEF ENGINEER 

This new appointment is for a fully 
experienced Senior Engineer to 
take charge of all Maintenance of 
station equipment plus some 
installation work. 
Substantial practical experience of 
servicing broadcast equipment and 
organising maintenance schedules 
is essential for this senior post. 
Fullest details please, in strictest 
confidence to:- 

Managing Director, 
Radio City 
(Sound of Merseyside) Ltd., 
P.O. Box 194, 
LIVERPOOL L69 1 LD. 

SOUND INTERNATIONAL forms a link between 
professional musicmakers and those recording 
sound. The focus is on news from both sides 
of the recording fence, providing musicians, 
studio engineers, and home recordists with a 
monthly point of reference on the music scene. 
The magazine reports the international news of 
people and events and reviews the latest in 
recording equipment and musical instruments. 
Also scheduled are regular articles on technique 
and problem solving together with behind -the- 
scenes look at events in the big studios and 
concerts. 
There is no doubt SOUND INTERNATIONAL is a 
lively forum in the world of music and recording. 

I enclose cheque /International money order, made 

payable to The Link House Group (Subscriptions) to 

the value of 

Name 

Street 

City 

County/State 

Country /Zip Code 

Annual Subscription Rates: UK £8.20, Overseas $25.00 
To: Subscription Manager, Sound International, Link House Publi- 
cations Ltd., Link House, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, 
Poole, Dorset BH15 1 LL SS 7 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM I 
Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates 22p per word. Minimum f4.40. Box Nos. 55p extra. 
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please 
publish the advertisement indicated below for insertion /s under the heading 

Name 

Address 

1 

Cheque /P.O. enclosed £ 

Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include 

remittance to cover name and address and /or Tel. No. 

Please write in block capitals. 

A 
Abacus 
Acoustical Manufacturing 
Accurate Sound .. 
AKG 
Alice 
Allen & Heath Brenell 
Ampex . 

Amplification & Recording 
Aphex 
Atlantex Music .. 
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd. 
Audio Developments . . 

Audio Kinetics 
Audix 
Avcom 

B 
BASF . 

FWO Bauch 
Beyer Dynamics 
B.G.W. 

C 
Cathedral Sounds 
Chrom Audio 
Countryman 
Court Acoustics . 

Creative Handbook 

D 
Dolby Laboratories 
Dominus .. 

E 
Electro -Voice 

F 
Feldon Audio 
Formula Sound 
Future Film 

G 
Grahams Electrical 
Granet Communications 
Greenwood .. 

H 
97 Hayden Laboratories 

104, 105 Harrison Audio Systems 
.. 110 HH Electronics 
.. 5 

.. 113 1 

27 I.T.A. 
100,101 I.T.C. 

112 Ivie .. 
92, 93 

99 J 
88, 89, 109 J.B.L. . . 

.. 9 

.. 30 K 

.. 102 Wayne Kerr 

.. 85 Klark Teknik 

29 
67, 73 

97 
25 

30 
110 
80 

107, 109, 111, 113 
.. 112 

81 
54 

16 

L 
Lee Engineering 
Lexicon 

M 
Magnetic Tapes . . 

MCI .. . . 

Midas .. .. 
Millbank . 

Keith Monks Audio 
Mustang 
MXR 

N 
Neal Ferrograph . . 

O 
Ortofon 
Otari 

14 P 
26 

7 

John Page .. .. 

Peavey Electronics .. 
Penny & Giles 
Photo Acoustics 

107 Plus 30 
50 Publison 

113 Pye T.V. 

Q 
.. 79 Quad 8 
.. IBC 
.. 31 

11, 13,15, 17,108 
75 

.. 6 

90, 91 

51 
OBC 

R 
Raindirk .. 
Rebis Audio 
R.E.W. 
Revox 
Rycote 

S 
Satt Electronics 
Scenic Sounds 
SES . 

Shure Electronics 
Sifam .. 

28 Solid State Logic . 

12 Sound Recording Plant 
Sound Workshop 
Synton .. 

Soundcraft .. 

Surrey Electronics 

24 
83, 106 
.. /FC 
.. 57 

23 
30 
69 

77 

.. 21 

.. 45 

T 
Tandberg 
Trad Electronics 
Trident .. 
Turnkey 

U 
Uher .. 
Ursa Major .. 

.. 82 
.. 19 w 

111, 11109 12 
.. 107 
.. 61 Y 
.. 52 James Yorke 

White Instruments .. 

24, 53 

.. 32 

.. 18 

.. 6,7 

.. 71 

.. 99 

22 
35,47 

99 
20 

.. 65 
10 

.. 109 
103 

.. 4 

.. 37 
82 

.. 

63, 94, 

40, 
33, 

95, 

41 
49 
55 
96 

.. 104 

.. 26 

.. 30 

STUDIO SOUND is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording, broadcasting and 
cinematograph industries in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the right to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to 
any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy STUDIO SOUND at an annual subscription of £9.50. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House, 
Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BI-115 1 LU. Tel. Poole (02013) 71171. Published by Link House Magazines (Croydon) Limited on behalf of the proprietors 
Link House Publications Limited, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH15 ILL; and printed by Arthurs Press Ltd., Woodchester, Stroud, Glos. GL5 5PB. 
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SOME COMPANIES GIVE YOU A PRICE THAT SOUNDS GOOD. 
HARRISON GIVES YOU A CONSOLE THAT SOUNDS GOOD! 
And "good sound" is what our business is all about. That's why we build consoles with you, the 
engineer and studio owner, in mind. We use the highest quality components and circuit designs in 

our consoles. These give you maximum reliability and the cleanest and quietest possible sound. 
The almost unlimited flexibility of a Harrison console gives the recording and balance engineers the 
opportunity to be truly creative. Quality, reliability and flexibility. Others talk about these features... 
Harrison delivers them in every console. Harrison consoles, a sound investment. 

HARRISON Model 4832, 48 input 
channels, 32 output channels, with 
Harrison AUTOSET automation 
programmer. 

Now, Harrison also gives you a 

choice. Console Models 4832, 
4432, 4032 and 3232 are avail- 
able with your choice of micro- 
phone preamplifiers: with or 
without input transformers. 

For further information regarding the complete ine of Harrison consoles and automation systems, 
please contact the Harrison professional audio dealer in your area: 

AUSTRALIA: SONTRON INSTRUMENTS, MELBOURNE AUSTRIA: STUDER -REVOX, WIEN BELGIUM: SAIT ELECTRONICS, BRUXELLES BRAZIL: LAREX ELEC- 

TRONICA, RIO DE JANEIRO CANADA: J -MAR ELECTRONICS, TORONTO DENMARK: QUALI -FI, KLAMPENBORG EASTERN EUROPE: STUDER INTERNATIONAL, 

REGENSDORF, SWITZERLAND FAR EAST: STUDER -REVOX, HONG KONG FINLAND: INTO. HELSINKI FRANCE: STUDER FRANCE, PARIS GERMANY: EMT 

FRANZ. KIPPENHEIM GREECE: ELECTRONICA, ATHENS ITALY: AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, MILANO JAPAN: SHINDENSHI MANUFACTURING, TOKYO 

MEXICO: ACCURATE SOUND, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA NETHERLANDS: HEIJNEN, GENNEP NORWAY: AUDIOTRON, OSLO SPAIN: NEOTECNICA, MADRID 

SWEDEN: ELFA RADIO & TELEVISION, SOLNA SWITZERLAND: STUDER INTERNATIONAL, REGENSDORF UNITED KINGDOM: SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT, LONDON 

EXPORT AGENT: 
Audio Systems International 
128 North Highland Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90036 
Tel: (213) 933 -2210 Telex: 686101 

FACTORY: 
Harrison International Corp. 
Post Office Box 22964 
Nashville, Tennessee 37202 
Tel: (615) 834 -1184 Telex: 555133 
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The new DN70 
digital time processor. 

What a performance. 
The DN70 is the first of a new generation of 

digital products from Klark Teknik, designed for 
the discerning professional user. 

It's years ahead of its time. 
Miles ahead of all its competitors. 
And offers a performance which cannotbe 

beaten. 
The secret lies in the A -D convertor, the 

heart of any digital system. 
The DN70 is the ultimate in today's technology, 

[hc result of years of research and development. 

Digital readout in milliseconds of time delay of 
each output. 
Three maximum delay options. 163mS, 326mS 
and 652mS. 

In -house designed analogue -to- digital 
convertor, giving superior distortion and noise 
performance. 
High clocking speed of 50KHz, enabling 
frequency response to 15KHz on all delay options, 
High value digital word - quasi 15 -bit using a 

12 -bit linear plus 2 -bit instantaneous flying 
comma system, allowing the quantizing noise to 
be virtually elimined. 
Mains fail -safe. The three main outputs are 
strapped dir cctly to input in the event of power 
failure. 

Mixing and regeneration controls on the front 
panel are provided. 
Perpetual memory of delay settings for 
permanent or semi -permanent installations. 

Lockout switch -to stoptamperingoraccidental 
re- setting of delay times. 
Full control of digital processing available at 
remote socket. 
Any output can be momentarily setto zero delay 
time without affecting the actual delay settings. 
High technology semiconductor memory. The 
652 option uses 28x16K bit Random Access 
Memories. 
Input level indication, allowing full use of 
dynamic range. 

06714 

rexmx HLARH 
You know its the best. 

For further information about the DN70, our new DN34 
analogue time processor and also our DN27 & DN22 graphic 
equalisers: 
Klark Teknik Research Limited, Summerfield, 
Kidderminster DY11 7RE, England. 
Telephone: Kidderminster (0562) 64027 Telex: 339821, 

Worldwide Distributors: AUSTRALIA: Klarion Enterprises, S. Meise. -rne. BELGIUM: A.R.C. Sprl Bruxelles. CANADA: Hammond Industries, Toronto. 
DENMARK: Teamsound, Helsinge. FRANCE: R.E.D. Studio Centre, Paris. GERMANY: Hausman Concert Electronics, Berlin. HOLLAND: Pieter Bollen, 
Eindhoven. ITALY: Laboacustica Srl., Roma. JAPAN: Continental Far East Inc., Tokyo. NORWAY: Siv. Ing. Benum, Oslo. NEW ZEALAND: General Video, 
Wellington. SINGAPORE: Ultralinear International. SOUTH AFRICA: Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg. SPAIN: Mabel Sdad., Barcelona. SWEDEN: 
SATT Elektronik, Stockholm. SWITZERLAND: Dr. W A. Gunter, Zürich. TAIWAN: Yang's Audio Visual, Taipei. USA: Hammond Industries, Syosset, N.Y. 
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